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JOINT UNDP/WORLD BANK

ENERGY SECTOR MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME (ESMAP)

PURPOS-E

The Joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Management Assistance Programme (ESMAP) was launched in 1983
to complement the Energy Assessment Programme which had been established three years earlier. An international
Commission was convened in 1990 to address the creation of ESMAP's role in the Nineties. It concluded that the
Programme had a crucial part to play over the next decade in assisting the de'eloping countries to better manage
their energy sectors given that the supply of energy at reasonable prices is a critical determinant of the pace and
magnitude of the growth process. The Commission's recommendations received broad endorsement at the
November 1990 ESMAP Annual Meeting. Today, ESMAP is carrying out energy asses;ments, preinvestment and
prefeasibility activities and is providing institutional and policy advice. The program aims to strengthen the impact
of bilateral and multilateral resources and prvate sector investment through providing technical assistance to the
energy sector of developing countries. The fndings and recommendations emerging from ESMAP activities provide
govermuents, dorors, and potential investors with the information needed to identify economically and
environmentally sound energy projects and to accelerate their preparatton and implementation.

ESMAP's operational activities are managed by two Divisions within the Industry and Energy Department at the
World Bank and an ESMAP Secretariat.

* The Programme's activities are governed by the ESMAP Consultative Group which consists of its co-
sponsors, the UNDP and the World Bank, the govermments which provide financial support and representatives of
the recipients of its assistance. The Chairman of the Group is the World Bank's Vice President, Sector Policy and
Research. HA is assisted by a Secretariat headed by the Group's Executive Secretary who is also responsible for
relations with the donors and securing funding for the Programme's activities. The Secretariat also gives support
and advice to a Technical Advisory Group of independent energy experts which meets periodically to review and
scrutinize the Programme's strategic agenda, its work program and other issues related to ESMAP's functioning.

0 The ESMAP Strategy and Programs Division is responsible for advising on which countries should receive
ESMAP assistance, preparing relevant ESMAP programs of technical assistance to these countries and supports the
Secretariat on funding issues. It also carries out uroadly based studies such as energy assessments.

e The ESMAP Operations Division is responsible for the detailed design and implementation of tasks
consisting mainly of sub-sectoral strategy formulation, preinvestment work, institutional studies, technical assistance
and training within the framework of overall ESMAP country assistance programs.

The ESMAP represents a cooperative international effort supported by the World Bank, the U-dted Nations
Development Programme and other United Nations agencies, the European Community, Organization of American
States (OAS), Latin American Energy Organization (OLADE), and a number of countries including Australia,
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Germany, Finland, France, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States.

FURERE INFORMATION

For fiuther information or copies of completed ESMAP reports, contact:

Office of the Director QR The Executive Secretary
Industry and Energy Department ESMAP Consultative Group
The World Bank The World Bank
1818 H Street N.W. 1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433 Washington, D.C. 20433
U.S.A. U.S.A.
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ABSTRACT

Economic and political dislocations since 1975 have left the country with virtaly no compete
maagerial, technical, or skilled staff. Although Angolan electic utilities are striving to maintin sevioe,
the power sector has suffered more than a decade of neglect. This has been mainly caused by the
economic crisis ad damage to physical assets as a result of sabotage and the ravages of the civil war as
well as shortages of skilled personnel at all levels and lack of adequate sector management. The
Declaration of Peace signed on May 31, 1991, has focussed attention on the task of reconstruction, which
will include economic reforms, rehabilitation of the physical infrastructure as well as training in the
efficient operation and maintence of the electric power system after rabilitation.

The proposals made in this report are designed to:

increase the effectiveness of the power sector by resablishing electricity supply to
eonomicaSly key areas;

improve local capacity to rehabilitate and expand the electric networks; and

lay the foundation for more efficient use of energy resources, sector reorganization and
greater atention to the environmental impact of energy resource use.

The proposals include rehabilitation of the physical facilities including hydro and thermal plants, the
distition networks of Luada, Lobito and Benpela and Huambo, as well as the main transmission
ln in the Northern, Central and Southern Systems. The report recommends dth the highest priority in
t rehabiitation program should be given to transmission lines.

The areas of activities that are proposed as the core of the technical assistance component to the
electric utilities are: accounting, stock management, instiution strengthening - particularly in manpower
trahing, and in the coordination and management of ongoing and future rehabilitaion projects. A
twinning arTgemenut with an operating utility or consortium is proposed for the management of the
rehabilitaton program. Such an arrngement would facilitate the transition from rehabilitation to
opion and maance of the rehabilitated system and practical training of technicians.

Although the Capanda hydroelectric project did not represent the least-cost investment when hie
project was begun, it now hs reached a stage of completion where it is no longer economically feasible
to abandon k.

he recommended total investment in direct rehabilitation eeses as well as technical astance
amounts to US$ 343 million, adjusted to Januay 1990 price levels. At present France, Portugal, haly,
Spain, Sweden, Norway, and the Affican Developmet Bank have approved or are negotiating finani
for rehabil of the Angola power system, in an amount close to US$ 145 million. A finacing gp
of about US$ 198 million therefore remains tO be closed if aU rom ons for equipme and
servces are to be Implemented.
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FOREWORD 

The Report is based in part on the findings of an ESMAP Power Subsector Investment Review
Mision which visited Angola during January/Febuary 1990 and a Project Prepaation Mission which
ise Angola during June 1991.

The 1990 mission consisted of Messrs. Michel Del Buono, Senior Economist, Mision Leader;
Kurt P. Schenk, Power Engeer, Deputy Mission Leader; Ms. E. Battaglini, Economist; Messrs. J.
Bapdsta, Power Engineer/Economist; C. Alves de Cruz and Camilo M. .Ferreira da Silva, Hydro Plant
SpeC'alists, C. Madureira, Power Systems Plaing Expert; P. Bernardln, Accounting, Or ion
and Isitional Expert; L. Rivera, Fimcial Analyst; 0. Selleri, Hydro Plant Planning and Constuction
Expeot; A. Corsini, Thermal Power and Tunsssion Lie Expert; L. Brambilla and M. Scarfi',
Electical Distribution Experts; an Ms. M. Kronen, Environmenal Expert. Mr. J. Jaslewicz, Seior
Power Engineer, DTCD, also participated in and contributed to the work of the mission. Ihe main
autwhs of this report are Messrs. Michel Del Buono, Kurt F. Scheak, and Winston Hay.

The 1590 mission identified and costed a number of investment prioritdes in the electric power
subwetor which centered on repair, rehabilitation and resumed mainteance of existing facilities and
prepared a tecical amsistance program for the power utilities to help design and Implement a priority
rehilitation program and to train their engineering staff in the sklls needed to undertake that work and
to matain the system subsequendy.

The 1991 mission reviewed the Yellow Cover Report with the Angola Government. Ihe mision
consisted of a joint team from ESMAP and the Region (AF31E). Ihe ESMAP mission team cosisted
of Messrs. Kurt F. Schenk, Mission Leader, and Joao Baptista. Ihe region team members consisted of
Messrs. David Huga (Senior Economist, AFTIE) and Bocar Thiam (Principal Advisor, Power Sector,
AF3IE). Because of the recent peac agreement of May 31, 1991, the 1991 mission revised the priorities
fo rehabilitaion and tncal assistance. It also updated many of the cost estimates. ITese hanges
were described in the mission's 4lLde-Memoire which was agreed with the Govement and from which
a project for apprial has been defined.

Both miions were preceded by another ESMAP mission to Angola (Apr/May 1987) which had
ecommended that strong measures would be required immeiaty to O) improve the financial

performance of the electric utilities; (if) strengthen the utlities' opetional and managerial capabilities,
Including accoutig, billing and collecdon syrtems; (ii) reorganize the subsector to provide more
internal managerial automy and, most importandy; (Iv) reurient the invetmet program to avor
rehabiitation of the exlising physical infcture rather than expansions of capacity.

This report makes partclar reference to Report No. 7408 ANGQOA: lses and Options in lhe
Enenv Se which was published in May 1989, since it already covers much of the material on the
enecgy and power sub-sectors. For completeness, some of the material is repeated herein.

The cpation by the Government of Angola is gSrefully acmowledged, pariularly the
Secretariat of Eegy and Water (formerly the Miistry of Energ and Petroleum); the electric udlities
ENE, SONEE, EDEL and CELB; GAMEK, which is in charge of the development of the river Kwanza
as wel as SONANGOL, and INP. The finacal and logistical support of UNDP and SIDA made thi
work possible.
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EXECUTE SUMMARY

1. lbe Republic of Angola has suffered from the ravages of a civil war since attaining its
indqendence in 1975. Political and economic dislocations since then have left the country seriously
depxeted of managerial, tcnical and other skilled human reources. These factors have contributed to
a severe shortage of foreign exchange, despite the country's position as one of sub-Saharan Africa's
largest oil exponers.

2. The declaraion of peace signed on May 31, 1991 has focussed attention on the task of
reconstruction, which wll include economic reforms and rehabilitation of the infrastructure needed for
renewed development. In 1989 the Government of Angola (GoA) requested assistance from the joint
UNDP/World lank Energy Sector Managemet Assistance Program (ESMAP), to identify the
rehabilitation needs of the electic power sector and to develop the co-responding cost estimates. Funds
to cover te direct cosu of that assistance were provided by the United NJations Development Program
(JNDP) and the Swedish nterational Development Authority (SIDA).

3. An ESMA mission I/ visited Angola in January/February 1990 to establish the
priorities for rehabilitation c'f the power systems and t develop a program by which the utilities
concered could implement the k identified and mainta the systems in satisfactory operating
condition thereaftr. As the civil war was continuing at the time of the mission and travel was restricted
in many areas, the mision's terms of reference limited the scope of its work to major genrting plant
(excluding diesel uns rated below 2 MW), transmission lines and the distibution systems in Luanda and
LobitolBenuela. The isolated power systems were excluded from the mission's investigations. Even
with this restricted scope of work it was not possible to visit all of the important physical facilities and
many of the mission's conclusions ae based on reported evidence.

4. A subsequent ESMAP wission 2/, undertaken jointly with the Region (LA3IE) visited
Angola in June 1991 with the objective to revise the Yellow Cover Report (YCR) produced from the
finding and recomndns of the 1990 mnssion. The priorities contned in the YCR were dicted
prmaly by the war stuaon wbicl. meant basically at rehabilitation of the main transmission lines was
relegated for late ction. The Declaration of Peace as well as bilateral funding awarded in the meantime
to seveal of the inWally proposed tasks, made it imperadve to change the priorties of the YCR. This

IV Ihe misn compoind as SMP staff Me4ss. M del Buono, Sor Ecnomi and Missin Leader;, Kut
Scdmk, Poe Enginee, Deputy Misson Leador, Ms. B. BDatagbi, Eonomist; as consukat Messn. J.
B4da, Powe Eonerl/ oonot C. de Cruz and C. dSiln, Hydro Plat Specialists; C. Madureira, Power
Ssm Paer, P. Bhradin, Orniaon Ripest; L. Rivea, Fiancial Ana; G. SeRi, Hydro Construion
tinegw, A. Corsin, Thermal Power Stion nd hnsmision ineer, L. Brambill and M. Scarfi', Distution
En eo; and Ma M. Klen, EConk Catuu

a' m/ mbs sompised as ESMAP daff Mr. IL Schek, Power Spooel and Mission Leader, as Bank staff L3AE!)
Mws. D. Hlurt, Princil Eoonomist and B. amn, Pnia Advisor, Power Group; and as conultant Mr. J.
8spa Powr Euglmermcoo



report preents a reordering of the priorities as agreed with Angolan autfiorities during the mission of
1991.

S. Although Angola is richly endowed with hydrocarbon and hydropower resources, the
electificadon ratio and per capita electricity consumpdon is relatively low even by sub-Saharan African
standards. In 1990 it was esdtmated that only one in 15 houses was electrified and that the average per
capita consumption for the country at large was 56 kWh per anum.

6. Electricity supply In Angola comprises three sepaate grids and a umber of small Isolated
systems. Figure Al of the annex to this report is a map of Angola showing the locations of the major
power stations and the routes of transmlssion lines operating at voltage levels of 60 kV and above. The
mn syems are the Northern, Central and Southern with installed generating capacities of 254, 110
a 53 MW respectively. Aggregate nameplate generating capacity of the isolated systems is 45 MW.
The country-wide istalled capacity is therefore 462 MW (1990), of which 62% is in hydro, ectric
saons, 22% in gas turbines and 16% in diesels. The total available capacity is less tdu 250 MW due
to deradng or unavailability of generating plant, primarily as a result of lack of maintenance. A list of
italled generating capacity in Angola is given in Table 1 in Annex 2.1.

7. Th No r supplies the area bounded roughly by the main population centers of
Ulge in the north, Luanda in the west, Malanje to the east, and Gabela in the south. The major source
of generation in this region is the Cabambe hydroelectric station, rated at 180 MW. In addition two gas
turbines wth a combined capacly of 56 MW are installed in the capital city of Luanda. A new 40 MW a/
gas turbine, at a cost of 31.5 million of swiss francs (including spares and training), is expected on line
early in 1992. The Mbubas run of river hydroelectric station with nomin capacity of 18 MW Is
currenty out of service but undergoing rehabilitation. Luanda, with a p-ak demand of 123 MW in 1990,
Is by far the Irgest single load center in Angola. Transmission voltages are 220 kV (from Cambambe
to the load centers of Luanda, N'dalatando and Gabela). There are also a number of lengths of 100 and
60 kV lines. The two 220 kV lines which connect Luanda with the Cambambe povwr station have been
repeatedly sabotaged, making Luanda entirely dependent, for more than 6 monts in 1990, on gas
turbines (bring distllate fuel). Medium-voltage distribution systems operate at primarily 15 kV.

8. Although Capanda (on the Kwanza river upstream of Cambambe) did not repreet the
least-cost inv tm project when begun in the early 80's, it has now reached a stage of completion
where it is no longer feasible to bandon the project. What led to its constuction were optimistic
epectations of demand growth and hopes of stimulating industrial developmem in the late 1970's and
arly 80's. The desi capacity of this project is 520 MW (4 units of 130 IMIW each). The dam,
construction of which began in 1987, is curreny (early 1991) completed to about 65% of its design
height of 110 meters. Insllation of electrical and electro-mechanical "Iqment has not yet been sarted,
but the mufacte of this equipment is underway in the Soviet Union. Commissioning of the first unit

3/ 47 MW accoidl to DSO standars, reduced to 40 MW in local condiios
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Is sdhedu for mid-1993 wili the second following wvhin 6 mouts. However, financing for the
tasIssion lW betwen Capanda and Cambambe has not yet been secured and could delay the date on
which th plant enters senvice as construction will take nely two years. The schedule for
commissioning of the third and forh units has not yet been devloped.

9. Tn2 C=d provides supply to the pvices of BDenguela and Huambo which rank
mmediately behind Luanda in terms of populRton desity ad lndustrial development. Power is provided

by the hydoelectric stations Lomaum (35 MW but unavailable at prese) and Bloplo (14 MW) both in
Bepdgula province, two gas turbines - Bloplo (ratd a 23 MW but biop le at present) and Huambo
(13.5 MW but deraed to 10 MW beca of altiude) and a nmbr of diesel stations which together have
a nomina rating of 28 MW (only 6 MW availablo at prest). Trnsmisson line operat at 150 kV and
medium voltae ditribuon at 30 and 20 kV. Bocau of cii war damage to the transmission line
between Lobito and Huambo, the central system now operates as two isolated systems. The maximum
demand in Lobito/Benguela Is curreny about 22 MW.

10. T supplies the provinces of Namibe, Hulla and Cuando Cubango. The
generation sources are a 27 MW hydroeectric station at Mata and S diel station with aggregate
mmeplae capy of 25 MW. Transmssion lines opera at 1SO kV for the secdons from Matala to
Lubang and to Jamba. Other transmission lines opert at 60 kV. Tho modium voltage distribution
level is kV.

i1. EW In= of wbich there are seven have a tot istalled capacity of about 45
MW nominal. Tbe Installed capacies of these systems ange from 12 to 0.3 MW, and the plant
compris a mix of hydro and diese units with a single g turbine. The mision's scope of work did
nt Inlude the iolaed systems.

12. amrs SI t Qn Ee:ctricity supply In Angola is the responsibility of the SEBA
(Secteta do Estado de Energ o Aau) is administred by four steownd entepries:

(a) Emps Naclona de El=kAdadg MM. ENE was created in 1980 and with the
objecdve of evelly becoming the sole operatg gncy in the Angolan power sector.
Ibe company curredly opats the Ceal and Southern as wel as the isolated systems
and, In addition, undertakes dtribui on in the areas not covered by any of the other
agencies listed below;

(b) O& NAeoa de Edt a de
lSONEFE2. SONEF.E is responsible for generatio and trsmission in the Nortern
system, the lagest In the country. In addtion it provid suWly to about 500 industrial
ad cbmmcl consumers which tak power at 60, 30 and 15 kV;

(c) im dmAaJIgk1 fId2 LMAA =HU. EDEL administers ditribution in Luada
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td) baE do it Bond, (MM. CELB is responsible for distribution
in the cena population centers of Lobito and Benguela; and

(e) A W. GAMEK was established in
1982 as an agency directly under the Ministry of Energy and Petroleum and charged with
responsibility for all task associated with the execution of the Capanda hydroelectric
project mentioned in paraph 7 above.

lismd4JoAnand1i LAm For

13. The civil war which ravaged the country since independence In 1975 has meant that the
levels of electricity demand and consumption which were realized in 1974 have not yet been surpassed.
In 1974 total electricity generation in Angola was 1029 GWL, and declined sharply thereafter, sinking
to 532 GWh in 1976. Energy generation has Increased irregularly since then and reached 844 GWh in
1989. Tbe fall off in electicity consumption has been particularly pronounced in the industrial sector
since only about twenty five percent of Angola's nom industrial capacity is active.

14. Given current conditions in Angola it is difficult to make confident projections for power
demand and consumption. Records of past power system performance are inadequate and unreliable and
the economic framework is unstable. On the basis of the best available data, a range of demand forecasts
(unrestricted) has been developed for this report for the period 1990 to 2000 and is shown in Table 1
below. The forecasts are made in a range of high and low scenarios, and demands somewhere within
the range are considered to be realistic expectations. Both scenarios assume cessation of civil war
activities. For the northern system the high and low scenarios correspond to rates of growth of 90 and
5% respectively. Rates of growth higher than in the north are projected for both scenarios in the ctntral
system becase of the extent to which demand is currently suppressed.

15. The higher demand growth is considered to be the more likely scenario.
Recommendations for rehabilitation and upgrading of the distributon systems have been developed on
the expectation that demand will follow the high projections. The ecowmics of generation expanson
alternatives were evaluated for both the higher and lower rates of growth in order to test the sensitivity
to the rate of increase in demand.

DM Fnil ities and Rehabflitation Nees

16. Genera. The rehabilitation needs of the isolated systems were not included in the
mission's scope of work. Diesel generatg units rated less than 2 MW were also not evaluated.

17. Noern Sytem - Hfydr Stations. Of the four units in the station (4 x 45
MW), No. 1 has been recently rehabilitated, ion of No. 2 is currently in progres and work on
the other two uni has been deferred in lien of the expected ommlssio-ing of the first Capanda units
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in 1993. The Mabubas station ((2x3)MW+(2x6)MW) has been under rehabilitation for an extended
period but because of Its age, relatively low output and unreliability is not attended to as a priority.

Table 0.1: HIGH AND LOW UNRESTRICTED DEMAND GROWTH
FORECASTS FOR THE THREE SYSTEMS

(Forecasts made in 1990)

D aridon 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 2000

Total Gknuation (GMh) 730 766 820 U6 974 1091 1789
PFak Load OM) 132 139 149 161 177 197 324

NORTH0RN
SYSTEM LOW SCENARIO

Toad Geeation (OMh) 727 765 807 854 904 959 1302
Peak Load(MW) 132 138 146 155 164 174 236

mIH SCENARIO
l. It Gmnation (GWh) 133 149 163 193 222 255 434

Ptak Load OMW) 24 27 31 35 41 47 79
CETRAL
SYSTEM LOW SCENARIO

Totd Gknration (GWh) 128 137 147 157 168 180 294
_ PkLoad(W) 24 25 27 29 31 34 54

nHIH SCENARIO
Totd OGeneraon (GWh) 68 73 80 90 1O4 1IS 169
Pbak Load(Mw) 14 1S 16 18 21 23 34

SOUTHERN
SYSTEM LOW SCENARIO

Tota Gation (GWh) 66 70 74 78 83 88 141
Pe Nak loadW) 14 15 16 17 19 21 30

18. Northe Syst - Ga turbines The two gas turbines in Lunda (25.6 MW and 31.2
MW) have been in condnuous service for prolonged periods of time since sabotage action has often taken
the 220 kV transmision lines out of service. Since these units use dillate as ftiel, their operating cost
are high. Both units are in need of rehabilitation and together can cunty (June 1991) genate less
than 50 MW. A tird gas turbine of 47 MW rated capacity (40 MW In Luanda temperatre and humidity
contions) is scheduled for commissioning in Luanda in February 1992.

19. Cea System - Hydro Sttions. The three units in the station
(2lO)MW+ (lxl5)MW) <were seriously damaged by sabotage and are curendy inpeablebut undergoing
ehabilition. The generadng unit in BJgm (4x3.6 MW) are crety capable of genisating only 10.8

of the rated 14 MW. Ihe decto-mechanical equpment has detetriorated so extensively that refurbising
Is not considered cownomic and replacement is recoDmnded as an item of second priority.
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20. Cntral SAM - ermMl Unlt. Ihe gas turbine at Biolo is currently out of service
duo to a coupling filure. This uit will be requre to meet any further increase in demand m
Lobto/Bnguela Sice the hydro station at Lomaum is out of operation. Three of the four 5 MW
pacged diesel-generating unit at LbitM are operable at present (June 1991). Financing for full
rehabilitation of the diesel units at Lobito has been secured from the French Caisse Centrale de
Cooperaon Economique (CCCE). The gas turbine at Humbo Is also being operated more frequently
ta origially planned because of unavailability of supply from the 150 kV network.

21. Soughern System. Hydro Station. One unit of the Maa hydroelectric station
(B13.6 MW) is undergoing rehabilitation. The dam and substations require rehabilitation as well. The
{iove dm which regult the flow of the Cunene river to the Matala station has been extensively
damaged by guerflla acton and the possibility of collapse should not be excluded.

22. Southemn stm. Diesel Units. Only one of the diesel generating units at NamibD
(2x5.75 MW) is curreny available for service. The proceeds from the loan received from the French
CCCE (see paragraph 18 above) will be used for the rehabilitation of this station as well as that at Lobito.

Tirawu ion ad D

23. GeeaL The condition of the transmission and distribution systems is generally
marinally serviceable due to direct attack in the civil war as well as prolonged periods of little or no
m enam . 'MThese problems are compounded on the distribution systems by aging circuits, overloaded
lines and illegal COnsumer connections. Consumer supply suffers frequent and prolonged interruptions
due to failures on the distribution system.

24. No 33=n The 220 kV lines Cambambe to Luankd have often been not in service
because of war damage, making it necessary to run the gas turbines in Luanda to provide electricity
seravice there. Ihe 220 kV line Cambambe-Gabela is out of service as a result of sabotage action.
Sral towers of the Mabubas-Luada 60 kV line have als been destroyed but restoration of this line
to sevice is not as urgent because of the relative unimportance of the Mabubas station.

25. At the time of the mission (June 1991) rehabilitaIon work was being carried out to the
medium xand low-voltage networks in Auanda. Ihe value of this work was estima to be US$ 67
million. Coordiaon of this rehabilitation effort is virtally non-existent. In Luanda, four contractors
from four countries (Spain - US$ 27 million, Italy - US$ 20 million, France - US$ 16 milion and
Sweden - US$ 4 million) are each wotking in their own way and installing equipment different from the
others. The result is expected to be poor of desigs and equipment and inefficient use of

26. War damage to the 150 kV transmission line between Bioplo and
Humbo throu Lomaum (at which the major power station In the central system is located) has
effectively cate two isolated systems in the central region. Rebabilitation of this line is essential for
retrtion of reliable service in the Cetal system.
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27. In Lobito/Benguela rehabilitaton and exteion of the ditribuuon system is unway
with fiuds povided by Spain. However the technical sadrds being used and the planing of the
project need to be rewiewed. 'The second major city in the Cental System Is Huambo which also requires
rehabilitation o£ its distribution network.

28. SQLSD About one third of the 60 kV Namibe to Tombwa line has suffered
extensive corrosion damage from exposure to wind and saline coditons and needs repairs urgently if
it is to be maintained in operation. The distribution system in the main cities of Lubango, Namibe and
Tombwa were not included in the mission's scope of work.

nI-T1haicE onsid&aUm

29. Implementation of a successfil rehabilitation program and mainning efficiet and
reliable power system operations after the rehabilitation will require that attnion be paid to a umer
of non-technical issues in the power sector in Angola. Some of these issues are discussed in the
paraaphs which immediately follow.

30. HE=. When compared with utilities which are ioly re ed as
being efficient, the number of persons employed in the Angolan power sector is high in relation to the
number of consmers or to energy sales. In addition there is a shortage of the skiUs required to ensure
efficiency in all areas of power sector operations. Approxaely 70% of the 4500 persons employed
by Anola power utilites are unsklUled and 30 % are functionaly illiterate. There are about 20-25
Angolan engis in the entire power sector, and they are not nearly enough to oversee opeation and
maintenanc of the xistng sytem, let alone coordinaion of ongoing and prospective rehabilin
projecs. Graduat technians are asigned to positions in the various government agencies by the
Ministry of Labor often without regard to the requirements of the agencies or the desires of the graduates.
Perso l mangement policies are virtly non-existent, absenteeism is high and produidvity low.

31. Iinancial Maa nad Invequae tariff structures have made it impossible for the
Angolan utilities to cover even their opatid expenses. OpeUing losses were estmated to be 1,500
million Kwavza (Kz) (about US$ 25 million). Ite cash deficits of the utilities are covered by transfers
from the treasury with no interest being chawged on the fnds advanced. Tariff increases implemented
in December 1989 by SONEFE and EDEL will bring the revenues of the two utilities close to a viable
short term level. ENE's tariffs were not adjusted and consequenty that utility is still in a precario
fiancial position. Even with the tariff increases enjoyed by SONEFE and EDEL, none of the utilites
is in a sufficienty strong financia position to properly underta the financial investments requied for
rehabilitation of their systms.

32. Financial accoung systems ae deicient with no learly deined accouning procedur
and delays of 2 to 3 years in the production of statements of accounts. Ihe depreciation rates applied
make inadequat provision for the replacement of physica amss and intrest is not compued (or pai
on 'loan obned frm the stat. Exg price, wage and exhange rae distortions ma it difcult
to dtemine opeting costs ealy.
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33. Cash flow shortages ar exacerbated by deficiencies in metering, meter reading, biling
and collections. Not only Is there a high and increasing number of illegal connections but unpaid bills
are also treated with Impunity.

34. None of Angola's utilities has accounting and inventory management systems in place
which can produce adequate accurate financal and inventory management reports. Technical assistance
is urgently needed to design and implement contemporary computerized systems to fulfill these functions.
(JS$ 750,000 has been made available by the Bank under a Project Preparation Facility advance for this
punse-)

35. There is a need for an instittional/organizational study of the sector to propose structu
reforms with the objective of establishing an institutional structure appropriate for the market-based
economic system being put in place in Angola.

The Proged EdFioi Rebabilitaion and Technical Assistane Progra

36. The proposed priority rehabilitation and technical assistance program has been developed
from information gathered by the two missions (January/February 1990 and June 1991) under the
expetaon of commissioning of the new Capanda hydroelectric station by 1993. The onset of peace has
raised the apparent return of physical rebabilitation of the system both by maing a general economic
recovery more imminent and by reducing costs associated with war risks. Moreover, during the political
taition there is a danger that the impending shift in power implicit in the electoral schedule, together
with the prospects of the party currently in power, may precipitate actions based more on short-term or
even backward-looking consideration than an efficient management of the sector over the medium-and
long-term.

37. The recent peace agreements and the speed and smoothmess with which they are
apparently being implemented change some of the rehabilitation priorities as detaied in the YCR. It also
places a greater sense of urgency into plans to rehabilitate the power sector and other infrstructure.

Rdiabilfuon BaDfities

38. The YCR, written before the Declaration of Peace of May 31, 1991, had included ftree
sets of priorities: (a) preliminary works, (b) first priority works and (c) second priority works. The
preliminary works included a number of relatively modest tasks that need to be undertaken and completed
as soon as possible in order to prepare the way for the larger tasks which are included in the later stages
of the progm. The first priority works concentrated on thermal and hydroelectric plants and the
dibuton systems of Luanda and Lobito-Benguela. The second priority works concentrated manlly on
the transmission facilities.

39. With the ons of peace and to better ingrte on-going activities which are al y
financd with those components of a rehabiltation and technical assince program that would appear
worthwhile to put into operation, the revised rehabilitation and technical aistamce program includes 0)



componen already fnanced and (ii) components to be financed, as shown in Table 2 (as of June 1991).
The preliminary works still consist of tasks hat need to be undertaken as soon as possible.

4C. The most robust part of the proposed project is the rehabilitation of the main transmission
lines which must be given top prioty, since the transmission lines have been repeatedly sabotaged and
heaiy damaged. Similarly, technical assistance and training, especially to improve accounting and stock
management systems, to coordinate and manage ongoing and future activities and for the design of
opeaion and mantenance programs of generatig units and others facilities to increase system efficiency,
must be considered top priorities. The rehabilitation will be effective only if there is significant
improvement over the next 3 to 4 years in the ability of the utilities to both operate the present
installations and supervise the execution of the programs. In this context, the major issues are the
capacity of theutilities to (a) provide competent counterpart staff to be trained in power system operations
and project management, and (b) operate an expanded power system with some degree of
managerial/financial efficiency after the budget constraints harden as they will when the utilities achieve
greater autonmy.

41. Since there will be generatng capacity in excess of the needs of the entire country when
Capanda comes on stream, an early interconnection would yield benefits, especially in Improved supply
reliability, reduced operation of thermal plant, postponement of the rehabilitation costs of some of the
edstng hydroelectric stions. With normal demand growth, the surplus power available would decline.
t would ppar to be logical to estblish the interconnection of all three systems as soon as possible and

to pospone rebabilitation of generation facilities in the Central and Southern systems since the investment
requed for the interconnection is lower than that for the generating plant rehabilitation. However, in
the mission's opinion, an interconnection of the three power systems is only feasible when ufficient
manpower capability is available to operat an interconnected system.

42. The cost esimates for the Program are based mainly on quotations from manufacturers
in Europe, and base costs are adjusted to January 1990 price levels. Contingencies of 20% have been
added to base costs of imported materials and equipment.

43. The margin for error in the cost estimates must be considered high since the technical
eauation of most components is, at best, at "pre-feasibility study" level.

44. The experience of all contractors in Angola shows that physical contingencies must be
set hihr than usual due to widespread loss of mateis and equipment and damage in the port or duri
traspor on. Adeque stock managemt, includig inventory control systems, must be implemented
before undertakig major elements of the rehabilitation program.

45. Table 2 below shows the principal fatures and cost estima for the prposed investn
program The cost estim included 20 % for physical conigency.



Iat l.2: ANGOLA POWER SECTOR REHABLHATION PROGRAM
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'Me total cost of the rehabilitation program has been estimated (June 1991) to be US$ 343 million. Of
this total, US$ 198 million is items of the rehabilitation program which have not been financed. As of
June 1991, there was a total of US $ 145 million of rehabiliation and technical assistance items already
fiaced.

46. Maagement of the Rehabilitation Pogram will be a complex undertaking of a type
unprecedented in the Angolan power sector. A preliminary estima of US$ 343 million (iJanuary 1990
price terms) will be spent on equipment and services in physical rehabilitation components ranging from
generating plants through transmission systems to distribution as well as in institon strengthening. A
large ieatonal engineering firm with ppropriate experience could handle the physical compo,
but would not be ideally equipped to offer the in-depth assistance at will be needed for the
strengthenig componenu, which are less tangible but at least as important. lhe recommended alternative
is a twinning angement with an opating electric utiity or consortium for overall coordination and
magemet of the Rehabilitation Program, including preparation and/or supervision of the feasibility
studies and suitable manpower training. Such an arangement would also facilitate the transition from
rehbilitation to operation and mantmce of the rehabilited system and practical training of
technicians.

47. Theproposedgenerationrehabilitationprogrmencompassrestoringinstaledgenerating
equipmet to rated capacty. Tne specific costs of such a program should be compared with the
slterative of new genatg equipment. The specific rehabiitat co0st caculatet for genat plant
in the proposed program are:
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* Cambambe Units 3 and 4: 85 US$/kW
(including coltrol room and substation)

0 Matala 300 USMIMW
* Biopio thermal 50 US$/kW

These costs compare very favorably with new capacity.

48. The rehabilitation of transmission and distribution systems proposed are necessary to
restore power supply in Angola to acceptable levels of quality and reliability as well as to expand the
systems to accommodate economic growth in all sectors. 'Te implementation of much of this w)rk at
tfat distribution level will be preceded by detailed design studies which will evaluate the economic
feasibility of the various components. Reduction of system losses will be included in these evaluations.

49. £jjl. The project does not present unusual technical or enviromnental risls. The works
will use proven equipment and technologies and employ experienced consultants and contractors. The
main risks are (a) civil unrest, since the economic advantages which the program is intended to achieve
will not be realized until the new peace agreements take hold, (b) institutional, considering scarcity of
skilled staff and that the implementation schedules can be adversely affected by the size and variety of
project components, and (c) economic, related to the possibility that a substantial tariff increase and more
effective billing and collection procedures may cause a reduction in electricity sales, even if supply quality
and reliability improve.

50. The proposed project will have no significant adverse environmental impact. The
activities to be underaken are concerned primarily with institutional matters and rehabilitation of existing
physical plant. There is potential for environmental degradation during the execution of the rehabilitation
components but the hazards can be controlled by careful planning and suprvision; on the other hand, the
project will have appreciable environmental benefits. Rehabilitation of hydroelectric stations will make
the power sector in Angola less dependent on generation from thermal plant and thereby lessen the
quandties of atmospheric pollutants and potentially hazardous wastes. A more stable electricity supply
will make end-use less likely to use the alternative of the less environmentally begn fossil fuels.



I. THE ENERGY SECTOR

1.1 hIe People's Republic of Angola is located on the west coast of Africa, with Namibia
to the south, Zambia to the east, and Zaire and the Congo to the north. The country also includes the
enclave of Cabinda, which is separated from the rest of Angola by a corridor of Zairian territory and the
mouth of the Zaire River. Angola covers an aea of 1.27 million sq.km. Its land borders measure 5,070
kmn and it has an Adantic coasdine exceeding 1,600 km. The climate is tropical in the north, subtropical
in the south, and temper on the high platea. In the late 1980's, Angola's population was about 10
million E/ (1970 census: 5.6 million). It has been growing at an anmnal rate of about 2.7 percent (as
compard to 3.2 % for Sub-Saharan Africa). The urban population has been growing at a rate of about
7.5 percent a year and now totals about 37 percent of the total population. The civil and the differential
of levels of income between mral and urban areas are seen as the main reasons explaining these trends.

1.2 After independence in November 1975, Angola was left with a significant
shortag of qualified management, technical, professional and skilled workers of all types. These are now
needed to undertake the task of rebuilding the economy which has been damaged by more than 15 years
of civil war. However, the country stll retains a well-developed transport infrastucture, a relatively
diversified sector, ferdle agricultural areas, a robust mining sector and large petoleum
production. The Peace Agreement of May 31, 1991 is expected to provide the necessary political and
social framework for economic recovery. Before the peace agreement, the Government had already
Implemented some sweepng economic reforms, including devaluation of the Kwanza, changes in the
banking sector, increase in interest rates, privadzation of a number of state firms, price increases and new
taes.

1.3 Angola is richly endowed with energy resources. In addition to ample woodfuel
resources, the comuntry has sizeable oil and gas reserves and large hydro potential. With proven oil
reserves amounting to 1.4 billion bbls and natural gas reserves estmated at 5 TCF, Angola ranks fis
among the Africa countries with medium-scale hydrocarbon resources and second only to Nigeria as an
oil producer. Iovestment in oil exploration and development has been increasig and oil production has
been soaring, boosting export earnigs. With domestic petoleum product consumption at the current
level of 1.5 milion tons p.a., Angola is expected to remain self-sufficient in oil in the foreseeable fiture.

1.4 WVDMlWi. Angola has approximately 50 million hectares of dense forests and
a fuirter 55 milLion hect of woodlad and savamn which can produce much more wood than is
curry consuned in the country (woodfiuels account for 56% of Angola's final energy consunmption).

For a dstied duodpion andaaysis se UNDP/ Worl Bank, AMh km SOnW uhth.in m M ASIM~
Rq.nt No. 74MANG, May 1989.
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However, the rapid urbanization and the supply constraints imposed by the civil war have led to regional
and local shortfalls, particularly in urban coasal areas. Woodfuels, which are almost exclusively traded
In the parallel market, are in fact the most expensive source of energy (the UNDP/World Bank Energy
Assessment estimates that firewood and charcoal cost as much as 10 to 20 times more than LPG which
is sold at heavily subsidized prices).

1.5 NaraLG;u. Angola's natural gas reserves probably exceed 5 TCF. Associated
gas accounts for about 2.5 TCF of which 1.8 TCF were proven in early 1987. Angola has begun to
exploit its natural gas reserves only recently and mainly for gas associated with oil (at a rate of 1.34
MCF/bbl). About half of the associated gas is put to productive use, primarily in gas lift and reinjections
schemes which account for more than 85% of the country's gas utilization. A target utilization rate of
70% is a reasonable short-term objective. Non-associated gas reserves are not yet being exploited except
for a small offshore field in Cabinda. With regard to prospects for development of gas fields, the
UNDP/World Bank Energy Assessment recommends no investments be made in non-associated gas fields
unless major economic uses for the gas have been identified. On the question of furiher uses of
associated gas, the recommendation is that highest priority should be given to an LPG fractionation
scheme in Cabinda which would replace LPG imports -nd to an export-oriented LPG/condensates
recovery program. Gas is currently used for power generation only in Cabinda (10 MW gas turbine).
The existence of almost totally depreciated hydroplants, as well as the location of the main gas reserves,
make the economics of gas generation for the interconnected system somewhat precarious.

1.6 Pexo . Oil production accounts for more than 70% of Angola's primary energy
supply and the country depends on oil for about 95% of its export earnings. Although Angola has not
always been able to use its oil revenues optimally, it managed to develop the petroleum sector efficiently.
A favorable legal and fiscal framework, comparatively low operating costs, and a high discovery rate
have attracted large amounts of foreign capital which has led to continuously increasing oil production
since 1982, even during periods of declining oil prices. Continuing investments by Chevron (Cabinda
Gulf), Elf and Texaco have increased Angola's production capacity and oil production, which averaged
450,000 bbl/d in 1989, and is estimated to have been in excess of 500,000 bbl/d in 1990 (470,000 bbl/d
of which Is exported). A substantial rise in crude oil export earnings therefore probably occurred in
1990. Several new discoveries have been made by Texaco and Elf in 1990. Investments in exploration
and development in 1990 have been estimated to be about US$ 550 million. In refinery and petroleum
supply, the current situation is satisfactory. The Luanda refinery operates economically and after its
production enhancement and life-extension programs should be able to supply most of Angola's needs
for some time. ( Marginal transactions occur in the exportation of excess fuel oil and importation of
petroleum products produced in quantities lower than the local demand). Diesel based power generation
(in either medium sized gas turbines - 5 MW to 25 MW - or small diesels) accounts for about 10%-15%
of total anmnal generation and has been rising as a result of sabotage to power transmission lines in recent
years.

1.7 Hlydmo. Hydro has always been the main source of electricity supply in Angola.
The county's power generating capacity is approximately 463 MW, 287 MW (62%) of which is in hydro
units. Hydro generation normally accounts for about 80-85% of gross generation. No new hydro plant
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has been completed since 1974 but the 520 MW (4x130 MW) Capanda station is under construction and
scheduled to begin operation in 1993.

1.8 Until recently, the Ministry of Energy and Petroleum (MEP §I) had overall
responsibility for developing and implementing national policies in the energy sector. The MEP
supervised the activity of SONANGOL, the State-owned oil company, which in turn supervises the
operations of the international oil companies and the refinery. The MEP also supervised the operations
of the three power utilities: ENE, SONEFE, and EDEL. Ihrough the National Department of New
and Renewable Sources of Energy the MEP kept abreast of developments in biomass and new and
renewable sources of energy. The MEP had four National Departments: Planning, Technical, Legal,
and Human Resources. In 1982 the GoA created an organization, GAMEK, reportir to the MEP and
with the purpose of executihg the Capanda hydroelectric dam and plant project. The MEP has also set
up the Energy Technical and Administrative Unit (TAU) to discharge the responsibility for energy sector
coordination which SADCC (The Southern Africa Development Coordinating ConferenXe) assigned to
Angola. In addition to the MEP, the Ministries of Finance and Planning and the Central Bank play a role
in the control and sr.pervision of the State enterprises. However, in early 1991 a reorganization of the
management of the energy sector took place. A Ministy of Petroleum was created with responsibilities
limited to the petroleum sector. A separate Secretariat of State for Energy and Water (SEEA) was also
created to supervise and coordinate all activities in the energy sector and particularly the electric power
subsector.

I/ A new Seoretial of Ste for Ener and Water and a Mi*y of Petoleun have rooenty been crated.
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L. THE POWER SECTOR

2.1 The power sector in Angola has suffered from more than a decade of neglect, despite the
effort of the electric utilities. These utilities all face similar problems, namely damage to physical assets,
to the extent of complete destruction in many instances, as a result of the civil war which fortunately was
ended by the Peace Agreement of May 31, 1991; shortage of skilled personnel at all levels; unavailability
of essentia spares; substandard mainteance pTactices; aging and overloaded distribution circuits; illegal
consumer connections; lack of accountability to consumers; and the general difficulties created by an
economy in crisis. On the positive side, the electric power sector is attracting great interest among
interntional donors/financiers. A major part of new finatcing and investments is being channeled to the
rehabilitation of electromechanical equipment of hydro plants and the rehabilitation and expansion of the
distributon networks in Luanda and Lobito-Benguela.

OM-okw of the Powe -Mu=sc and Institutional Isse

2.2 Electricity generation in Angola is the responsibility of two companies: (i) Empresa
Nacional de Electricidade (ENE) and (ii) Sociedade Nacional de Estudo t Financiamento de
Empreendimentos Ultamaos (SONEFE). ENE is & state enterprise, established in 1980 and intended
to eventually Lecome the sole national power utility in charge of generation, transmission and medium
voltage distribution throughout the country. At present ENE operates the Central and Southern Systems
as well as Isolated system8 in several provinces and is also responsible for low voltage power distribution
in most of Angola. However ENE does not provide low voltage distution in Luanda, where EDEL
E3mpresa de Electricidade de Luanda) provides distribution services, or in Lobito-Benguela, where CELB
(Companhia Electrica do Lobito e Benguela) is in charge of distribution. There are also local
municipalities which undertake low voltage distribution and which may also own small diesel generating
st. ENE maintains its headqters in Luanda, with subsidiary offices in Cabinda, Uige, Moxico,
Kulto, Huanmbo, Lobito, Lubango, Namibe, and Tombwa. The independent company SONEFE operates
the Northern System, the largest in the country, including in its service area Greater Luanda, the
provices of Beogo, North and South Kwanza, and Malanje. SONEFE also provides direct supply to

0 inustr customers mainly at 60 and 15 kV, but it does not undertake low-voltage distribution.
GAME (Gabinete de Aproveitamento de Medio Kwanza) was established in 1982 with the responsibility
of coordinatig, managing and supervising the work at Capanda and to prepare a plan for the
development of the Kwanza River basin.

2.3 A major Issue in the organization of the sector is the detminationof an appropriate role
and structe for ENE. Although it was established a decade ago to become the national electric utility,
80 % of total generton and consumption still remain outside ENE's domain. The constuction of the
Capanda project by GAMEK, and to entrust its subsequent operation to SONEFE, fiuther reduce any role
of ENE In the Nothem System, the largest in the country. Since the supply areas of SONEFF and
EDEL have been kept outside of ENE's responsibilities, what has emerged is an entity responsible for



powew supply in most of the county but without contol over the main generaing system and main load
center, and with its headquarters and most of its qualified staff in Luanda, far from any of its operating
Installations.

2.4 An unusual feare of ENE's activities is the sale of electric equipment and materials.
Ibis activity absrbs most of the work-force In the warehouses (39 persons in the S warehouses; 60
persons in the entire stock management structure), and it provides ENE with a financial windfall because
payment for the materials is transacted in advance and their sales are greater than those of electricity.
In a previous report it was suggested that the sale of materals could be better handled by a separate
company, thereby freeing ENE from activities maginal to its main Wie, even though It provides ENE
and its peonnd with badly needed revenues. The activity is premetly carried out with the zeal and
efficiency of a private sector company.

2.5 The merger of ENE and CELB i frequenty discussed. The main argument advanced
in sort of the merger is the fact that since its headquarters are not in Luanda, CELB does not enjoy
easy relations with government authorities and the spontaneity of management decision-making is limited.
However, there is no obvious reason why such a small uility should need constant interaction with the
central govermnt. Moreover, ENE's administrative effectiveness at present is such that the
inorporaDon of another agency would not lead to greater overall efficiency. Ihe merger of CELB would
furter complicate ENE's task without apparent organizational advantages. CELB does not appear to be
operg less efficienty than the other utilities and its most urgent need is strengthening of its

sitonal structure. Radical restructuing of CELB with reduction of Its large unskilled labor force
and the engagement of several well-qualified technicians, would have a much more positive effect on
present difficulties.

2.6 Another institutional problem is the role of GAMEK after CAPANDA is completed. During the
onstructionof CAPANDA, it has accumulated a solid know-how, particularly in contract management,

acountg and e procedures and stock management. This experience could be very useful
to the electric udilies and for the entire power subsector. The fiuture role of GAMEK shoutd be
evauated in the broader framework of the reorganization of the power sector in Angola, including the
Governental bodies.

2.7 Depending on the number of GAMEK's staff that can be incorporated in the electric
utities, especially in SONEFE, GAMEK may be envisaged as a:

(a) Govement Agency, in charge of supervising civil works in different sectors (i.e.
housing, ports, buildings, small dams);

(b) Conulting engineering firm in civil works, perhaps nily in association with a foreign
pat"er; and

(c) Uni wihin SEEA, with knowledge and know-how in management and supevision of
ptojects.
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2.8 Tbree separate grids and numerous isolated systems provide electricity supply in Angola.
The three grids are the 'Northern", 'Central and wSouthern systems, for which data on installed and
available capacity as well as peak demands (currently supply constrained) are shown in Table 2.1 below.
Total installed capacity on the grids is about 462 MW. Of the total capacity, 288 MW is in hydro units,
102 MW in gas turbines, and 63 MW in diesel sets. In 1991 (June) available capacity averaged about
253 MW (55 % of the total). The two gas turbines in Luanda (56.8 MW together) burn Jet B fuel while
the ps turbine in Cabinda (12.3 MW) runs on nxzral gas. The two remaing gas turbines in Biopio
(22.8 MW) and Huambo (10 MW) run on diesel oil. In 1989, total generation was 844.2 GWh ( see
Tables 1-3 in Annex 2.1).

able 2.1. INSTALLED AND AVAILABLE CAPACllY AND PEAK DEMAND (January 1990)

SYSTEM HYDRO THERMAL TOTAL RESTRICTED
Installed Available |ntued Avaiable Intalle Available PEAK LOAD /

Nohern 197.8 135.0 56.8 50.0 254.6 185.0 111

COnrl 49.4 10.8 60.7 15.8 10.1 26.6 1S

Southem 27.2 13.6 2S.3 5.7 S2.S 19.3 10

Isolated 12.9 1.1 31.7 15.6 44.6 16.7 N.A.

TOTAL 287.3 160.5 174.5 87.1 61.8 247.6

i Estimated at generation. Suppressed demand is etmated to be about 1S % of cut consumption in the Norten
System, 40 % in the Ceontal System and 2S % in Southem Systm. The Central Systm has been offtvely sepaUed
ino two stms by dame to the main tansmission ine. Huambo is ourtly isolaed from Lobito and Bengueh.

mro: SONEFE and ENE, mision findgs and May 1989 Report

2.9 Hydroelectric power is the main source of electricity spply in Angola. In 1989 hydro
generation was 755 GWh, or 89% of the total of 844 GWh. Ihe Cambambe station contributed 661.8
GWh, 78 % of the total, reflecting its major role in the overall electrical energy supply. Cms turbines
conbuted 5 %, or 42.6 GWh, during 1989; diesel plan contributed 5.5 %, or 46.5 GWh. C(ables
2 and 3 in Annex 2.1 piovide historical generation by type of plant and a breakdown of generation by
system for the period 1982-1990). Ihe historical maximu generation of 1028.8 GWh occurred during
1974, one year before independence, then consumption decreased steadily until 1976, when it reached
a low of 532.1 GWh. Since then consumption has been increasing at an average rate of 3.6 % despite
negaive growth in the period 1983 to 1985. Table 2.2 below provides a summar of generation in the
peiod 1982 to 1989, during which the average growth rate was only 1.16 % per anmnm due to the slump
in the perid 1983-1985. Electricity generation has picked-up since 1985 with an average ann growth
rate of 4.6 % in the period 1985-1989, although with stntald diffeence among systems.



Ifbl2.2. HISTORICAL ELETRICITY GENERATION BY SYSTEM

SYSTEM GENERATION DURING THE YEARS
_ -IN GWh

1982 j 1983 19841 19851 1986 19871 1988 j 19l8

Noiten 547 578 S60 555 606 626 65S 695

Centra 152 108 89 67 75 103 99 78

Soutern 43 48 51 53 56 62 64 49

Isolaed 36 29 26 30 16 24 24 22

TOTAL 778 763 726 705 753 s8s 842 844

Source: ENE, SONEFE, MEP (now SEMA) and mission findings.

2.10 Norhem System. Generation and transmission in the Northern System is operated by
SONEFE and harnesses the hydro potential of the Kwanza and Donde river basins along with two gas
turbines in Luanda. Cambambe on the Kwanza river, with an Installed capacity of 180 MW, is the
largest power station in Angola with four units of 45 MW. Three of these units require urgent inspection
and overhaul. Mabubas (17.8 MW), on the Donde river 54 km northeast of Luanda, was the first
hydroelectric power station built to supply Luanda. It is a run of river plant with uncertain firm power.
The plant was derated to half its capacity in 1974 and completely shut down in 1986 for urgent
rehabilitation. The two gas turbines in Luanda provide an additional 56.8 MW (nominal) of capacity.
lhe total iled capacity on the Northern system is thus 254.6 MW. Total available capacity to meet
the supply-resticted peak load of about 111 MW (unrestricted peak load is estimated to be about 123
MW) is 185 MW which includes 3 units at Cambambe and the two gas turbines in Luanda. However,
the two 220 kV lines Cambambe-Luanda have been repeatedly sabotaged, and with these out of service
Lda becomes solely dependent on the gas turbines and load shedding measures must be applied. To
cope with the city's requirements while the lines were down, a decision was made to urgently install in
Lumanda a third gas turbine of about 40 MW, tentatively scheduled for early 1992. With thbis new unit
in operation the demand in Luanda could, if necessary, be met solely by these turbines. Energy
consumptionin Luanda in 1989 was 680 GWh making the city by far the largest load center in Angola.
The entire Northern system generated 695.2 GWh in '989, corresponding to an average anmnal grow
rate of 4.7 % since 1986. The situation during 1990 was very precarious. In this year ENE bought
about 25 dieselse of ratng I to 1.8 MW to supply Luanda which had 196 days in which the lines from
Cambambe were out of service. It was not possible to esdmate the generated energy in 1990.

2.11 CTal S v Ihe Cental System is opeaed by ENE and it normaily uses the hydro
potential of the Catuubela river basin. Originally two companies operated the Central System - the
Hydro Electric Company of the Alto Ctumbela (HEAC 2/), in charge of generation and tra ion,

l/ Hid l =Ic do No Catumbel
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and the Electric Company of Lobito and Benguela (CELB 1/), in charge of distribution in the provinmc
of Benuela. In 1982 HEAC was incorporated into ENE as its Cenal Direction. However, although
the merging of CELB with ENE was also fimly planned, the company i still a separate entity. The
Central System supplies the areas in and about Bguela, Lobito and Huambo. The primary sources of
generton for this system are two hydro plans located on the western course of the Catumbela river: the
35 MW hydroelectric station at Lomaum ad the 14.4 MW hydroelectric station at Biopio. The firm
capacity of the Catumbela river i8 very low and consqenldy a 22.8 MW gas turbine was installed in
Bioplo In 1974 and a second btbine in Huambo in 1981. The urnit at Huambo, intended for standby
duty, has a nameplate ratng of 13 MW, but is derated to 10 MW because of the alttlude at the site (1800
m). At Lobito there are four 5 MW package mounted diesel units, but at present only one unit is
operating 2/. There are also two 3 MW diesel units at Biopio and six diesel units with a total 4.9 MW
of capacity at Huambo. The total inslWed capacity in the Central System is 110.1 MW but available
capacity was only 26.6 MW in January 1990. Ihe system generated 77.8 GWh in 1989, corresponding
to an average anAual growth rate of 1.1% since 1986. Sabotage of the 150 kV Lomaum-Huambo line
has meant tat the Central system curently consists essentially of two separate systems. Ihe coincidental
restricted peak demand of the Central System at the end of 1989 was approximately 15 MW (the
unrestricted peak demand is estimated to be about 22 MW).

2.12 Sgfin &x=. The Southern System is operated by ENE and is suppli-d by the
hydroelectric potendal of the Cunene river basin. Ihis system provides electricity supplies to the areas
of Lubango and Namibe. The principal facility is the 27.2 MW hydro plant of Matala with two 13.6
MW uni; a third unit, also of 13.6 MW, is being erected. Ihe Gove dam, upstream from Matala, was
completed In 1974 to provide irrigation for the area and to reguate the flow to Matala. Without Gove,
the natr fiow at Matala would not permit significant generation during 4-5 months of the year. The
Gove dam has been the target of a number of sabotage attacks, most recendy in 1990 when the left side
of the dam was heavily damaged. The Matala station itself also exhibits serious structura problems.
Both the Gove and Maaa dams therefore present serious saft hazards. A diesel plant was taken by
ENE to Namibe in 1980, with two units of 5.6 MW of capacity each. There are other diesel units at
Tombwa, Jamba and Saco. 'he total installed capacity is 52.5 MW, but available capacity is only 19.3
MW.

EaEd PentS Etoigb QCo= Si and Dead EMi2W

Eliw Q Consmp in AMna

2.13 Between 1970 and 1973, generadon and consumption increased at an average annual rate
of about iS.2 %. In 1974 generation in Angola reached a peak of 1029 GWh, a value that has not since
been sutpassed. After Independence, in 1975, generation and consumpdon declined sharply; generation
dropped to a low of 532 GWh in 1976, a declina of nearly 50 % in two years. A period of slow

IV Co _anh Bl&tria do Lobto e DeBguc.

In 1 1991, 3 units were already avaiable aer some precrious rqp made by ENE.
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recovy stared in 1977 and cotiued untfl 1982. Generation and consumption dropped in the
subsequent perid 1982-1985 due to inesification of sabotage activities. This downward spiral began
to be reversed in 1986. For both the Central and Southem systems, however, generation and
consumpdon dropped in 1989 due to renewed intensification of sabotage activities. Production of

ectrcltydwringrecentyears issummarized inTable2.3 below and detailed in Annex 2.1 (Tables 2 and
3). Bescaue of supply contrain In 1990, it Is expected that demand has been more suppressed than
previoudy. As already mentioned, it was not possible to supply the city of Luanda for 196 days in 1990,
because of eshive sabotage of the tanmission lines.

2.14 Fairly complete statstics of electricity generation and consumption in Angola are available
for the period befbre idependence. However, because of deterioration of metering equipment in power
plans and substations, frequent outages (by sabotage or poor maintace) of generatng and transmission
facties, poor record-keeping, and lack of communication between regional centers and ENE
headquarters in Luanda, the quality and reliability of electricity statistics have steadily declined. In the
absee of hard information, utilities often have supplied unreliable and inconsistent figures to satisfy
reporting requirements.

2.15 The aggregate of gross electricity generation in Angola in 1989 was 844 GWh. Final
consumption must be esmated, as figures for electricity distribution iL the Ministry's reports are
deveped from utility estimates. Assuming an overall figure of 22 % for trsmission and distribution
losses, tta consumption may be estmated to be about 659 GWh in 1989. The share of total generation
among the diferent systems in 1989 was: 82.4 % in the Northern System, 9.2 % in the Central System,
5.8 % in the Southeem System, and 2.6 % in isolated centers. The share of the Central System in total
generaon has decred fiom 12.6 % in 1987 to 9 % in 1989.

Table 2.3 ELECTRICllY CONSUMPTION IN ANGOLA 1982-1989
(GWh)

SYSM 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Nothen 547.1 578.4 559.7 555.0 605.9 626.2 653.4 695.2
Cal 151.6 107.9 89.3 67.1 75.2 103.0 s9.5 77.8
Soutem 433 48.1 51.1 52.9 56.3 61.9 63.7 48.9
Isolned 36.5 29.2 26.2 29.8 15.9 23.8 24.0 22.3

tOW 778.5 763.7 726.4 704.9 753.5 814.9 842.6 844.2

Sour: ceP (now SEA), Mision findinp and Report No. 7408-ANG of May 1989.

2.16 LV supplies prvide about 70% of total Angolan electricity consumption. On the
MU_d0 tha totSal LV ion in Angola was about 500 GWh in 1989 and that there were then
140,000 LV consumers aegal and illegal), the average electricity consumption in that year woud have
been 3,570 kWh. Per capita LV electricity conumption in Angola, assuming 9 million inhabitants, was
56 kWhbcplta in 1989. The corresponding fgure in Luanda was 200 kWh/capita and the proportion of
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LV cosmption i about 78 %. In Luanda, the number of illegal connections is emated by EDEL
to be about 30,000, in addition to the 70,000 legal consumers. Most of these illeg connectons age at
the LV level and accoun, by EDEL estimates, for 8-9% of the tot energy consumed in luanda.
Anmual requests for new connections average 4,000 while EDEL can only connect about 1,500. bhe
waiting list curentdy exceds 10,000 although an unknown number of these potental clients are already
i1legallym connected.

2.17 Electricity consumption in the industria sector has shown a pronounced decline since
1973. In 1974 industrial demand for electricity accounted for about 50 % of total electricit
cDsumption. As Table 2.4 shows, industrW production in Angola has dumped since 1973. Producdon
reached a minimum in 1977 and has nt yet attained pre-independence levels. 'Tere has been uneven
recovery since 1983, but production in most industries stagnated from 1983 to 1986 and then fel quite
sharply in 1987. The fact that the population is supposed to have grown at an average annuma rate of
2.7% in the period 1973-1989 highlights the economic problems facing Angola.

Table 2.4: HISTORICAL MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIAL CAPACITY INDEXES

I ,l 1973 1977 1983 1986 1 19

Manufaciuing dustry producon Indx 100 28 57 56 43 as

Total d y gemon in GWh and index 984 558 764 754 S1S 844
100 33 78 78 83 86

Popaton in Luanda in thousands S0 655 898 1,215 1,300 1,500

Slotiges: 1. Report No. 7283-ANG, Vol 1. Table 4.5, page 79.
2. Repost No. 7408-ANG, May 1989 and mon eat for 1986 and 1989.

2.18 Consumon in the Northern Systm is oncem ted in Luda, which represents more
than 90 % of the total system load. Ihe peak (unsuppressed) demand in Luanda Province was stimated
to be 123 MW in 1990 QI. Supply in the greater Luanda area is provided by both SONEFE and
EDEL. SONEE's' largest th consumers arethePetragol refinery, the Cimangol cement factory and
the Siderurgia stelworks, all spplied at 60 kV. Their joint maximum anmnal consumpton in 1989 was
about 100 GWh. EDEL supplies the urban area (with predomintly resideial consumers, about
70,000), while SONEFE supplies the medium and large inustr consumers (about 500 HV/MV
consumers). In 1989, LV consumption in Luanda was about 300 GWh which transates into an avera*e
annual electricity conupton of 4,300 kWh per conumer (about 3, kWh/comer, includig the
llegal coDoections); a relatively high figure.

)I The demand in June 1991 was about 90 MW for gmater Luanda.
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2.19 Yearly load factors in Luanda vary between 63% and 70%. Load factors on working
days are about 80%. Ihe daily load curve normally featr two peaks: a morning peak, lasting from
10:00 to 13:00 and a higher evening peak, between 19:00 and 21:00. Night load remains at about 65
% of peak load, indicating a fairly large base load mainly produced by air conditioning and refrigeraors.
Public lighting is about 2 % of total city consumption.

2.20 The disrupton of supply in the Central System is the main cause of the decline in overall
Angolan generation and consumption since 1982. The share of the Central System in total generation
which represented 20% in 1982 declined to 10% in 1986 and to 9% in 1989. Unsuppressed demand in
1989 was estmated to be 120 GWh compared to actua consumption of about 79 GWh. Demand is
suppressed in the Cental System to a higher degree th in the other regions. More than 46% of the
present Central System generation is from thermal plant with operating costs esdmated at about 3
Kz/kWh. The on-going rehablitation work on the Lomauim station is therefore a priority cost- reduction
acvity for ENE.

2.21 The Southern System currendy represents about 6 % of total overl generation. No
sigificant disruption of supply has occurred. However, the southern percenage of national generation
has decreased from 7.5 % in 1986. To some degree demand is constrained by shortage of materials for
nework extensions and connections. Ihe system is essentially dependent on Matala for power supply.
The station now has two 13.6 MW units with a third unit of the same capacity currendy being Installed.
Problems in that station threaten its operations and present safety hazards. Furthermore, it is located
dowstream from the Gove dam which has serious structural problems. The diesel sation in Namibe
(25.75 MW) is being rshabilitated with funds provided by the French Caisse Centrale de Cooperation
Economique (CCCE). The rehabilitated plant will contribute to reductions in supply interruptions during
the rehbilitaton and repair works .i Matala.

2.22 The Isolat Syms of Cabinda, Uige, Bid and Moxico now generate about 3% of the
Angolan total. Aging units, lack of maitnce and spares, difficulties with fuel supply, the complete
cession of mining activities in Luanda province (formerly represening consumption of between 50 and
60 GWh annually), and a marked decrease in commercial and industrial activities were the main caus
of the subani reduction in generation between 1988 and 1989.

Demand PRWgW=o

2.23 In the difficult economic conditions which prevail in Angola, it is difficult to forecast
electricity demand with any degree of confidence. Past trends will not provide a reliable yardstick by
which to make valid projections. Becase past records of power system performance are inadequate and
unreliable and the economic framework unstable, the approach taken in developing forecasts was to define
plausible likely paths of demand growth from whatever iomaion could be gleaned from records in
Angola. Two scenaros of demand evolution a 'high" and a "low" have been developed. Both the *high"
and 'low' scenarios asumed the end to the civil war and industri recovery with the return of peace.
However, the scenarios differ in the re of ths recovery, particaly in the years 1993-1998. The
assumed average annual growth rates in the accelerated development phase in the period 1993-1998 are
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(i) 9 % in the Northern System, (ii) 11 % in theC Co"Systein and ) 8 % in theSouthern System.
The higber growth rats projected for the Central system are based on the exladag level of suppressed
demand as wel as the improved supply conditions which will be obtained after Huambo is reconnected
to the system. The 'low' scenario assumes slower Industrial development aid is more pessimistic
cowcring market growth. The two forecasts are shown in Table 2.5.

1lbh25: ASSUMED SCENARIOS OF DEMAND EVOLUTION

SYS,EM HIGH SCENARIO LOW SCENARIO CAPACITY
AND YEAR

Ewa Peak En} Peak Inst. Avail
Dand Demund

am_ MW GWM MW MW MW

Nothr Systm

1989 695 123 695 123 254.6 185.0
1990 730 132 727 132
1995 1091 197 959 174
2000 1789 324 1302 236
2005 2509 455 1791 324

Casual System

1989 120 22 22 110.1 26.6
1990 133 24 128 24
1995 198 47 180 34
2000 324 79 294 54
2005 4SS 117 410 77

SsutkOM SySteM

1989 64 13 13 52.5 19.4
1990 68 14 66 14
1995 lS 23 88 21
2000 169 34 141 30
2005 237 47 189 40

Soum.: REpost No. 7408-ANG and m son esdmdates

Avorage Anual Growtih ats, 1993-1998: High LOW
Northen Sysftm 9 5
Souwern System 11 7
Cential Systm 8 6
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2.24 Two major hydroelectric plants require rehabilitation: Cambambe (4x45 MW) and
Mata (213.6 MW). The rehabilittion of these facilities is considered important (refer to Annexes 2.2
and 3.1). The rehabilitation of Bioplo (4x3.6 MW) is not deemed urgent at t time.

QamkaIm,o. Units 1 and 2 were commissioned in 1962 and 1963 respectively, and Units 3 and
4 ten years later. Uni 1 underwent general overhaul and was recommissioned in 1986.
Overhaul of Unit 2 began in 1988, but work on this unit has progressed slowly due to oroblems
being experienced by the contractor (ABB Service) and lack of trained SONEFE countepart
personnel. It is expct to be commissioned in late 1991. Units 3 and 4 are operating but need
major overhaul as they have exceeded rning times.

Mnbiaku. This station (17.8 MW) is currently undergoing rehabilitation and not available for
service.

v oki. All geneting units in the Bioplo hydroelectric station (commissioned in 1957) need to
be rehbilitated or replaced. However, since Lomaum is being rehabilitated and Biopio Gas wil
be rehbilitated urgenty, the rehabilitation of Biopio Hydro is not considered essential at this
point in dme. A decision to rehabilitate these old units that supply only 14 MW of capacity and
only peaking energy must be taken in the light of other expansion altnaives and supply of the
Central System.

Maala. This station is seal for supply reliability to Lubango and Namibe. It was
commissioned in 1959. The power station and substation are being rehabiltated; a third unit wiU
be commisioned shortly. The dam and hydromechanical equipment are in precarious condition
and need urgent rehabilitation.

The hydroelectric station at Lomaum (35 MW) is now being repaired with no units
available for service.

(low Dam W-. Although not equipped to genere electricity, rehabilitation of the Gove Dam
Is import because (a) it plays a significant role in reguaing the flow of the Cunene river to
Matala and to water sply to Namibia, (b) its condition is hazardous after recent guerilla attacks,
and (c) k is designed for Insallation of 45 MW of genering capacity which will be needed in
the Southern System by 2003 (under the high load growth scenario and with no Interconnection
between the Northean, Cental and Southern Systems). The reservoir has been emptied t
avoiding the risk of dam collapse. However, as implied above, ti deprives (i) Matala of

IV A report ppared by NORCONSULT in Febnary 1991 has prepared tem of rebnce for a proj to atber
nfrmation concerning th condition of the damn stuct, the present stat of repair wors, and Xt finanoia sttus.
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regulation and (I at Ruacana (frther downstream) of irrigation and drinking water. A
preliminary assessment of the dam structures and safety was carried out with the support of
NORAD in early 1991, but a more thorough safety assessment of the dam is required; a panel
of international expets and the dam builders could be convened for this purps.

2.25 In general k may be stated that in all hydroelectric plants: (a) moioring systems are
either lacking or have been poorly mainained, (b) structural defects exist in the dam and other civil
works, (c) hydromechanical equipment is in poor condition due to lack of maintnce and (d) problems
ar bng experieced with the genert units. Annex 2.2 provides a summary of the current sitation
and the rehailitaton activides in progress. The tasks to be undetaken for the rehabiliaon of the
hydrodectic stations are described in greater detail in Chapter m.

2.26 The rehabilitation efforts undertaken during the last 4 to 5 years by the Angola
authorides have focused on the equipment directly related to electricity generation: generating units,
control systems and substations. Other part of the geneming facilities have bee completely neglected,
such as other hydromechanical equipment and the dams.

2.27 In Angola generation from gas turbines and diesels in 1989 was 42.6 and 46.6 GWh
respectively, corresponding to S.1 % and 5.5 % of total generation. All themal plants require
reabilittion. The following sub-paragraphs give a brief overview of existing conditions. Annex 2.3
provides a more detailed description of the rehabilitation needs of thermal plants.

ALNd e. Ietwo gas turbines in Luanda, rated at 25.6 and 31.2 MW were commInslndi
1980 and 1985 respectively. They are located in the 220/60 kV subton in Luanda and we
intded as backups in case of failure of the two single circuit 220 kV transmission lines from
Czabambe. The turbines run on MEr B fuel with a specffic comnmtion around 0.45 M/kWh.
Their duty cycles have incresed tremendously because of frequent and prolonged outages of the
Cambambe-Luanda lines. Both units have received scant maintenance and need to be ovehalod.
However, with the commissioning of a new 40 MW turbine and with available supply from
Cambambe, the oveaul of these units does not merit urgent action. The contra for the new
unit Includes 0.4 million swiss francs for repairs of units I and 2.

jQgjQ. Ihe 22.8 MW gas turbine In Biopio was commissioned in 1974. It is curemdy not
avalable for service only because of a defective coupling. It is required to meet the peak demand
of the towns of Lobito-Benguela and Catumbela since the lim from the Lomaum hydro staton
has been sabotaged. IS rehabilitation Is considered of high priort.

L1hk. nTe railroad-cr mounted diesel plant (4US MW) at Lobito, commissioned in 1986, has
only one unit In serviceable condition 12/. Preventive maintace of the units was never

w liii nmb hd i_leased to 3 at the thu of te 1991 milo.
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performed with the result that all units urgenty require overhaul. Rebabilitation of these units
will be performed with proceeds from a US$ 13.8 million loan from CCCE.

iinmbk. The gas turbine in Humbo (nominally 13.S MW but rated at 10 MW because of the
aldtude of the site), was installed in 1981. lt was orginally intended for stmand-by duty only.
Increasing guerilla attacks on the Lomnaum-Huambo line have led to an increasing number of
starts and short periods of operation. Since the lines from Biopio and Lomaum are not In
service, the as turbine together with a small diesel set (of six diesel units only one 0.8 MW unit
is opeting), has supplied the demand of Huamo. Load shedding is frequendy necessary. Ihe
gas turbine is preseny under a five year maintenance contract. Rehabilitation of the diesel units
in Huambo is not considered to be economic.

. Rehabilitation of the diesel plant at Namibe (2x5.7 MW), commissioned in 1980, will
also be done under the same CCCE loan which is piding rehabilitation serices and eher
technical assistance for the diesels in Lobito.

=Uaim lim

2.28 The main transmission line voltages are 220 kV, 150 kV, 100 kV and 60 kV as shown
in Table 1 of Ane 2.4. Ihe 220 kV voltage level exists only in the Northern System and is used to
transmit power from Cambambe to Luanda (175 kin) and to make injections to Kwanza Norte (73 km)
and Kwaa Sul (125 kmn). The 100 kV voltage level is also used only in the Northern System. In the
Cetral and Southern Systems 150 kV and 60 kV voltage levels are used. The variety of voltage levels
in boh trsmission and distribution increues the difficuties and cost of maintenance and complicates
mnagemt of spaes inventory.

2.29 1 In the Northern System, the 220 kV Cambambe-Luana lines and their
protection equipment need urgent repairs. Mainan of the lines has not been carried out for many
years and the line has been frequenty sabotaged. Dozens of towers have been damaged; insulator strin
are broken. The rehabilitation of both lines I and 2 is considered a matter of high priority. Seveal
towers of the 60 kV Mabubas-Luanda line are down but rehabilitation of this line is not considered
est at this stage since the Mabuas power station is not in operation. The 220 kV Cambambe-
Gabela line is also out of service. This line could form the first section of a futue interconnection of
the Norhern and Central Systems. Although economic benefts, in terms of fuel costs and capacity
savings, can be realized by interconnected operation, the rehabilitation of this line is not considered
esti at this stage.

CenW &ul S=. Long sections of the 150 kV Biopio-Iuambo lines have been sabotaged.
Becase of the civil war, the lims have not been mainned since 1975. The reabilitation of
these facilities is amsidered senti for the Central System and is a matter of high priority.
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39AM &VM. Ihe 60 kV Namibe-Tombwa line needs urgent repairs; the conductors are
highy corroded due to a mixture of salt and wind. Ibe rehabilitation works proposed for the
transmlssin lines are described in Chapter m.

2.30 All distribution networks in the major load ceners in Angola require extensive
rehabilitation worls. With peace condidons at hand, the distribution system in Huambo also needs
rehabilitation sne It has suffered er.=aivc damage. However, since at the time of the mission the civil
war was sill raging, it has not been possible to include but rough estimates of its rehabilitation costs.
'Me distribution systems In Luanda and Lobito/Denguela are described below.

2.31 Ihe poor performance of the power distribution networks of Luanda and Lobito-Benguela
i8 due to four main factors:

(a) system obsolescence;

(b) Imorrect system operation;

(c) low qualifications of personnel; and

(d) inefficient corporate organizaion and management.

2.32 System obsolescence is parv;cularly acute in the LV network where simple repairs will
n be cost effective. The entire LV network must be rehk"ilitated, including the public lighting system.
'he program proposed will rehabilitate the distrbution system in Luanda and Lobito-Benguela and will
pr e for the necsay technical asisnce and manower train to combat inefficient system
operation and maiance pratices and train the staff at both EDEL and CELB in order to be able to
manage, opate and maintain the system after rehabilitaton. The performance of the distributiwrn systems
In Luanda and Lobito-Benguela is analyzed in Annexes 3.5 and 3.6. The rehabilitation program based
on tis analysis is described in Chapter m.

2.33 Dbuloa Sv&yjm in LuandaL Electricity in Luanda i distributed by both EDEL and
SONEFE. EDEL i in charge of low voltage distribution and public lighting, while SONEFE is
responsble for the HV and MV systems and supplies several hundred consumers directy at these voltage
levels. There are currently two medium voltage levels for distibution: 15 kV and 6.6 kV. The latter
voltage will be completely phaed out by mid-1992. LV distribution systems operate at 380/220 V.
Annex 2.5 provides a summary of the curre power diibution situation in Luanda, including the main
faclies and actives being undertaken to meet the demand in the five year period 1991-1995.

2.34 Distribution supplies in Luda emanate from a number of subtations, the major ones
being L and VaW to which the 220 kV tam on lin from Cambam are connected. The
L_ad ubstaotin has ample trusformer capacity to supply the peak load in Luanda with as much as
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100 MVA in reserve (at about 0.75 power factor). Two transformers in the Viana substation were
damaged and need to be replaced. Consumers in the urban center ate supplied by EDEL from the Cuca
and Malanga substations through the 15 kV underground network. These cables are genarally in good
condition and not overloaded. In the event of an outage at the Malanga substation, the Cuca substation
could supply the combined demand by overloading its transformers but the current ratings of the outgoing
feeders are inadequate. A similar situation exists in the event of outages at the Cuca substation. A new
substation in Mutamba would increase reliability of service in the city center (refer to Annex 3.3).

2.35 The primary distribution system is generally in good condition but the distribution
transformers are unreliable due to lack of maintenance and, in some cases, inadequate design. The LV
and the public lighting networks are essential but in catastrophic condition. Remedial maintenance is not
considered adequate and the LV networe requires complete rehabilitation in order to increase its reliability
and reduce technical losses. In planning the rehabilitation works, consideration ha: been given to
extensions to supply additional consumers. Action is being taken to secure funding for rehabilitation of
the distribution system which includes the MV and LV networks as well as public lighting.

2.36 The problem of skilled manpower requires urgent action in order to ensure the training
of the tecical personnel required for the rehabilitation and extension of the distribution system and its
subsequent efficient operation. In 1989, the Portuguese utility EDP, under a contract from
NORCONSULT, prepared a project for the reorganization of EDEL, to strengthen institutional
weaknesses and management. However, the proposals have not been implemented mainly due to the low
qualifications of available personnel, insufficient fnds and the inherent difficulties in changing deep-
ooted work habits. In addition, ED13L headquarters building is inadequate to accommodate General

Management, Technical and AdminiPrative offices, and field personnel as well as equipment and
mrials JJ/. Communications between different groups In the same office are seriously deficient.

2.37 Major rehabilitation projects are being carried out in the HV and MV networks by four
contractors from four different countries (Spain - US$ 27 million, Italy - US$ 20 million, France - US$
16 million and Sweden - US$ 4 million) for a total of about US$ 70 million (refer to Annex 2.5). Other
major projects are under discussion with the AFDB as well as 'repeaters' with some of the bilaterals.
One major problem with all these activities is that coordination is virually nonexistent. This fact is
principally due to the dearth of managerial and supervisory capability at both EDEL and the SEEA to be
able to oversee the program and to participate meaningfully in the inital discussions. The result is
expected to oe poor harmonizatloi of designs and equipment and inefficient use of resources. The same
lack of coordination in physzal rehabilitation is also evident in manpower taining, with many
overlapping trahing activities designed for a very limited pool of potential trainees.

2.38 Distribution System in Lobito and Benguela. Power distribution in Lobito-Benguela is
the responsibiity of CELB. The primary system operates at two voltage levels: 30 and 20 kV. Phase
out of the 30 kV voltage level is proposed as part of the rehabilitation program. Low voltage

fIV A proposal for he Wehabilition and finaiztion of EDEL's headquats building in the amount of US$ 4 million has
been included in tie investment plan of the Ministiy of Pbnning.
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distribution Is at 380/220 V. Annex 2.6 provides a summary of the current situation, the actions in
progress and the main facilides of the systems in Lobito-Benguela.

2.39 CELB is institutionally very weak and beset with organizational problems stemming from
the almost complete lack of qualified personnel which characterizes power utilities in Angola. However
It manages to operate the Lobito/Benguela network with a relatively small number of workers but system
maintenance suffers. Routine maintenance is not scbeduled at CELB; repairs are made when equipment
breaks down.

2.40 In Lobito-Benguela, rehabilitation, retrofits and extensions of the distribution network
funded entirely by the Spanish FAD in the amount of US$ 18 million are underway (refer to Annex 2.6).
This project has a basic shortcoming which is the development of the 30 kV level, rather than its gradual
elimination, as proposed in this report.

Human Resources at Electric Utilties. Technil Assistance and aniny

Stafgand Personnel Managt

2.41 Human resource management and development represent a major challenge to all Angolan
utilities. At the end of 1989 the four utilities (ENE, SONEFE, EDEL, and CELB) together had about
4500 employees. Senior staff positions (managers, supervisors, engineers/technicians) make up only 3
%, mid-level technicians make up 4 % of the utilities' work force and 23 % are clerical staff. About
70 % of the workers have no more than prinary education and approximately 30 % of the workers have
no schooling whatoever and can be considered illiterate. There is therefore a serious lack of qualified
manpower common to all four utilities, aggravated in the case of ENE by the wide geographical
distribution of staff. Annex 2.7 is a summary of the workforce distribution of the four electric utiities.

2.42 To make up for the shortage of qualified personnel, the udlities have been recruiting
expatriates either under bilateral agreement (USSR, Cuba) or under individual contract (Portgal). Such
recruitment has not followed any consistent policy and state-to-state arrangements or individual contracts
have been entared in an ad-hoc basis. The expatriates generally work by themselves due to the lack of
qualified Angolan counterparts. They also meet additionsl difficulties due to lack of authority over
Angolan staff. With few exceptions (in EDEL and SONEFE), the cost efectiveness of this assistance
has been very low with minimal know-how transfers to Angolan staff.

2.43 Qualified workers frequendy leave to take up positions in the private sector - normally
local etensions of European or American companies - offering better conditions (salaries and/or
beft).

2.44 Recruitment diffieulties are compounded by weak or nonexistet staffLhiring policies.
Recent graduated technicians are allocated by the Ministry of Labor to the other Ministies according to
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its own criteria which may not coincide with th. technicians' own desires or take best advantage of their
skills. Low staff morale and productivity is often the result.

2.45 The utlities have neither personnel management policies nor plans to introduce them.
Personnel records are not kept current and performance evaluations are not carried out. Suitable trWainig
options cannot therefore be identified. Absenteeism is high but productivity in certain departments also
suffers from lack of materias. Internal job transfers are very difficult, particularly if it requires a
transfer outside Luanda (for ENE and SONEFE). Dismissals are vily impossible. Becas of the
lack of a social security system, many workers are kept on the payroll past retrement.

2.46 Since the emergence of parallel market activities in the 1980, worker's remuneration has
been voluntarily protected by a sort of 'in-kind indexation' system I/. An administratively-
determined nominal wage has remained somewhat linked to fixea official price levels but its huge
purchasing power losses - measured by shortages in official shops or by parallel market prices - were
compensaed by an increasing number of various buying-rights at special shops and by payment In kind.
As a result of both the paralel market premium and the scarcity of product in official shops, workers
have been reselling most if not all of their incomes received in kind, or through the entitlements, to
parallel markets III.

2.47 Msasures for improvement. The most urgent areas where action is needed to lead to
improvement in the technical capacity of the workers and to a more effective organiaion are:

* accounting and finace;
* stock management and procurement;
a organization and human resources;
* maintenance and overhaul;
* lega and administrative maes;
* system planning;
* engineeing (surveys, project evaluation, management and supervision);
* public relations; and
0 enviromnental matters.

Jf ANGOLA - Ptice and Wage Refoms, August 14, 1990, Repoct No. 8964-ANG.

l/ The vartious omponents or wc ers' remuneraton underepsently syster may be descibd as follw:
* nominal wage, only a minor past of total remuneation,
* au,oconsumpdon, wodrer's monthly entitemeat to buy goods at official prioa,
* basio entolment ('cartao bdsico'), a fixed basket of about IS ba commoditie avaiable at offiial prices
* fish and meat entiten ('cato de Iho)
o complmentay entlment ('caztao complement.?),
* speial eemet ('eaztao especial'),
o requisition (requlo')

o fring benefits.
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The sklls required are not likely to be obtainable in Angola and expatriate services will be required. IThe
most effecdve asfer of know-how will be achieved by placing the skilled imners in line positions
and providing checkl an4 balances to ensure that the transfer does take place.

nial Situation and Peormance. Tarffs. A an Bilng ad CUolti In Elrilities

alew Chedew

2.48 The fincial situation of the Angolan power subsector contiues to be problematic. The
1989 prelmary Income Statements show losses of Kz 500 million, which rise to Kz 1,500 million
(US$50 million) when &1l costs are assessed at their tue value. A tariff increase approved in December
1989 for certain SONEFE and EDEL tariff categories and the removal of the decreasing block structure
for residental consumers adopted by EDEL have considerably raised the revenues of SONEFE and
EDEL. ENE, on the other hand, has enjoyed no such increases and is still far from coveing its costs
fom its revenue collections. A substantial increase in average tariffs (by a factor of about 4) would be
required for ENE to achieve that goal. The tariff changes recendy introduced do not seem to be adequate
to cover cos and stabilize the utilities' economic and financial situations, particularly in consideration
of the need for increasing investments.

2.49 The esimated investments for 1989 are about Kz 200 million, corresponding to 15-20%
of the current udlities' turnover. This figure appears low when compared with the investment needs of
the utilities, but is consistent with their low turnover. Global investment needs are of the order of K.
11.2 billion over the period 1990-1995 or about Kz 2 billion per year. That level of investment could
be realistically considered only if much higher tariffs were established.

2.50 Cash deficits in all utilities are covered by State subsidies (through the Orcamento Geral
do Estado - OG) or by increasing accounts payable. OGE's contribution to the power sector (exc.uding
consucon costs of the Capanda power station) amounted to Kz 6 billion over the period 1983 to 1989.
Finacl flows between the utilities and the State budget should be tied to less unpredictable and more
objective criteria based on more realistic projections of yearly cash flows. Appropriate interest rates
should be hrged on advances provided by the State and not tranferred to equity. Such advances should
be eifther asferred to equity at the end of the financial year or consolidated in thA form of long term
debt bearing inters at a rate to be negotiated annually with the National Bank of Angola.

2.51 The financial accounting systems are weak, although EDEL and, to a lesser extent,
SONEFE have improved their procedures. ENE has yet to produce a statement of accounts. CELB has
no accoung records at all. It is recmmended that the utilities:

(a) ralue their fixed assets (already done by EDEL) by adopting a revaluation coefficient
to be agreed upon with the Ministry of Finae;

(b) review the depreciion rates used for their plant, taking into account real operating
conditions and possible accelerated deterioration. The new rates should be agreed on by
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eac utilty wit Xt Min of Finace after a detailed study to determine realistc
values for each as catgory; and

(c) honrease the provision for bad debt to a level approaching actual experience more closely
and radually reducing the provision as revenues increase. Concurrently promotond and
inf ion dis on efforts should be made to collect overdue accounts, including
those of the government and consuwiers in default, should be more aggressively
disconnected. It should be shown that losses caused by non-payment of bills by
governmental entities will in any case have to be covered by the National Budget.

2.52 The billing and collection operations of the Angolan utilities are handicapped by a number
of factors which may be smmarized as (a) illegal or unrecorded connections, (b) inadequate meter
reading, (c) difficulties in bill delivery, and high accounts receivable. SONEFE deals only with bulk
conumers of which there is a relatively small number. However consumer records are not accurately
maintained so that In spite of SONEIE's claim that it serves about 500 consumers, not more than 300
ist in the accounting records. The majority of bills are issued on the basis of estimated consumption,

In pat beca of a shortage of tsport for meter readers. Accounts receivable amounted to 12 months
of billing In 1988, and if SONEFE's largest customer, EDEL, is excluded, the level of accounts
receivable becomes 23 months. Most of the overdue bills pertain to Public Enterprises and State Offices.
Thr rean as of 31st December 1988 were 2.7 times that year's billing.

2.53 ENE's collecdon problems are less serious In the provinces than in large cides. It is
edm that accunts receivable amount to 20 months of billing but this high figure is primarily a
rflecdon of tardiness In payment on the part of State Bodies. Private consumers' bills are generally paid
promptly (morehn95%) as thedskofbeingdisconnected is real. However theudlityhas no practical
leveg on State, provinci and official bodies, whose unpaid bills amount to more than 90% of ENE's
unollected receivables. Collection for the sale of equipment and material in which ENE is also engaged
ar excellent; In fact collections are made in advance since the storekeepers enforce a policy of delivery
only aftr payme has been received.

2.54 EDEL estia the number of illegal consumers to be about 30,000 (compared to 70,000
regitered consumers). Utility managers claim that the unregisted conumers mostly have low demands,
whih would explain the relatively low percentage of stolen energy (8-10% of stolen energy compared
to 25.30% of unrgitered consumers). However many of the unregistered connections are made through
reualy connected consumers as can be seen from Inspecdon of the exitg comections and from the
unullDy high average conson of regular consumers, which in 1987/88 exceeded 4,000 kWh/year
per billed consum.er The number of unregistered consumers who obtain their supply from authorized
00_8men Is e _tmated to be 10,000. Efforts to regularize the unregered connections were started but
bh slowed lately, pardy as a resut of the extremely poor reLability of the disiution grid and the
coer that legag connecdons in the margina areas of the grid might lead to an incrse injustifled
protest for poor service. Tis problem should be mnmized aftr the rehabilitation of the grid.
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2.55 EDEL also issues a considerable number of estimated bills. Collection performance is
poor because many bills are never rceived for a variety of reasons and also because bills which are
received are often disputed by the consumer who then refuses to pay. EDEL's billing was interrupted
between 1983 and 1987 which created the impression to many consumers that electricity was a free
commodity and continues to hamper collections. EDEL's policy is that payments must be made either
to the collecting agent or to the company's offices, a policy which is probably unavoidable given the
inefficiency of the Angolan postal service and of the banking system. In 1988 EDEL's accounts
receivable averaged 13 months of billing, and bad debts equivalent to 40 GWh of consumption were
wrten off. Government entities are responsible for more than 30% of accounts receivable.

2.56 Although the Capanda hydroelectric project did not represent the least-cost inveten
project when begun, it has now reached a stage of completion where it is no longer feasible to abandon
It. Ihough Capanda will not be directy involved in the rehabilitation program, it Is necessary to include
i in this review of the Angolan power sector because its coming onstream will influence the economics
of robilitati other Items of plant, particularly generating units at Cambambe, Mabubas and Luanda.

2.57 The Capanda project is located on the Kwaza river about 400 km south-east from
Lnda and 143 kn upstream of Cambambe. The concree gravity dam, 110 meters high, will create
a resvoir 164 square kilometers in area and with an active storage volume of 3,,561 million cubic
meters. The station is designed for four 130 MW units and In the average year will produce 2,170 GWh
with two units and 2,400 GWh with four. The units can also be operated at reduced capacities between
80 MW and 130 MW without restictions.

2.58 In 198L, the Governments of Angola and the USSR signed an agreement to develop a
major hydroelectic generadng station at Capanda. A new organization, GAMEIK, atached directly to
the MEP was created in the same year to manage the construction of the dam and plant and to prepare
plas for the futre development of the Kwanza river basin.

2.59 Constuction work started in February 1987. The prime contractors are the Soviet
company Tecdopromexport (E) with responsibility for the electromechanical equipment and the
Bralian contractor Construtora Norberto Odebrecht (CNO) for the civil works. At the end of 1990 the
dam had been erected to a height of 60 meters and the ntak structure and penstocks were completed.
The first unt was scheduled for commissioning in January 1993 and the second in June 1993, but there
i the likelhood of a six month slippage of those dates. In any case the fimding for construction of the
tranmission lines required to connect the station has not yet been secured and the completion of these
lnes may cau a fther delay of the in-service date of the project Commisioning dates for Uns 3
and 4 have not yet been decided.
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The Capana Budge

2.60 The Capanda budget as prepared by GAMEK shows expenditures totalling US$
1,148,471,000 over the period 1985 to 1994. That total does not include the transmission lines (about
US$ 40 mllion) and or units 3 and 4. The above total must be revised to include the delay of about six
months. About 43 % of the costs will be incurred during 1985-1993. GAMEK reports that finacing
for all base costs of the project (except the trasmission lines) is in place, but interest during constuction
in the amount of US$ 430 million is not covered by any loan. A breakdown of the estimate of costs
(without intere during construction and without the transmission lines) is shown in Table 2.6 below.
The relatively high expenditures allocated to advisory services and indirect costs are worthy of nte.
Indirect costs (including operation and maintenance of facilities in Luanda and Capanda, freight, tavel,
food, etc) comprise almost 40 % of the total costs.

Tabl 2.6: CAPANDA. BREAKDOWN OF BUDGETED AMOUNTS (1985-1994)
(1989 US$)

COST COMPONENT BUDGET1D AMOUNT PERCENTAGE OP
TOTAL

Proec, TPE advisory office, Fumas 149,063,000 13

Lumnd/Capandainfnstrutu 77,143,000 1S

Civil egneering work (with equipme) 218,548,000 19

Hydro and eomenical equipmse 174,250,000 1S

Indirct cos 429,467,000 38

TOTAL 1,148,471,000 100

So0ut: GAMEK and mission findings (does not included etra coft for a sx month delay due to floodig of powe
hous in lae 1990.

2.61 The issue of the impact of Capanda's costs upon electricity tariffs in the Northern System
and the sharing of the finacial burden betwee SONEFE and the government will be raised. This matter
is all inlterinked with the devaluation of the Kwanza and the recent price adjustments. Although the plant
is a government project, decided and financed through the government, it will be part of the
Interconnected system and its costs should be reflected in the tariffs, giVing the appropriate sga to
customers. In the long term, it is recommended that Capanda become part of SONEPB's assets and the

riffs cover the full opating (ncluding depreciation) coss and financa charges of the udlity (mcluding
Capanda). In the short term, an immediate requirement for the tariff to cover the full depreciation and
debt sevice of Capanda would lead to a three to five-fold increase of the current rates in constant terms.
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GAMEK's aE=

2.62 According to GAMEK's schedule, compledon of Capanda and commissioning of the first
unit will be In JuneJuly 1993 (in ly Unit 1 was to be commissioned in January 1993). On that date
and fialzing a process that has already started, SONEFE wfll become responsible for the opion of
the plant according to its scope of responsibiities for operaion of generation and transmission in the
Northern System. Such a decision iB correct and is supported by the mission. As a consequence,
SONEFE will inherit and Incorporaw in is own staff a large part of the current Angolan manpower of
GAMEK. Ihe final mber, stil under discussion, will be around 100-120 persons. The future of
remaining personnel in GAME would depend on the pace of economic recovery since their xperse
ad know-how in management and supervsion and civil construction equipment would be required in
repairing Infrastructure.

2.63 After Capanda, availability of foreign currency and other conditions for the present
system of benefits would no longer exist so that GAMEK would lose its leverage and would have to
compete for qualified personnel on equal terms. GAMEK could remain as a small specialized study office
within the SEBA, with a staff of about 10-12 people, placing emphasis on the tecnical side rather than
the administrative side. It could also associate with other large civil constuction companies.

2.64 During the construction of Capanda, GAME has accumlated a solid know-how In management.
This know-how can be usel to the electric utilities and the power sector in genera. Any training or
tecnical assistance activities, designed to help improve the utilities' procedures, should include GAMEIC
In their program and evaluate the appro s of its practices.

EmrLrom ASinM goQIA

2.65 Ihere is no national planning or regulatory agency in Angola with overall responsibility
for environmental maters. A first step has been taken, however, to redress this limited Itrest in
environental problems. A study is underway to create a coordinting office for enviromental matters
Within the Planming Ministy. Each Ministy and State Secretariat must create a section or office which
would deal with environmental matters.

2.66 A complete evaluation of the environmental impact of the power sector is outside the
scope of work of the mission. However tree areas of environmental concern were identified, namely:

(a) flooding of the biomass cover in the Capanda reservoir area;

(b) utilization of cables and transm which contain toxic polychorinated biphenyls
(PCBs); and

(c) careless disposal of used oils and other potenty harmful materis from thermal power
saions.
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h e ental impact of the emissions of therl power stations cannot be evaluated as the annual
fuel consumption or waste disposa figures are not recorded. However, the impact is considered to be
marginal given the relatively low level of themal generation in absolute terms.

2.67 The potenti Impact of the Capanda hydroelectric project on the Kwanza river is regarded
as the most oant eviromen problem to be addressed by the angolan power sector. A program
is underway to monitor the reservoir's ecology (fuded by UNIDO) which should start in late 1991 and
uilize the biomas in the reservoir. Within GAMEK there is a small environmental unit that has studied
the poten impact of Capanda. The concern is, nevertheless, that there are no specific plans to remove
the bulk of the vegetaton cover in the impoundment area prior to filing the reservoir. Therefore as the
reservoir fills, Its oxygen demand will increase sharply due to decomposition of the submerged biomass.
Mm wmt of incre in oxygen demand wll be prmarily a function of the type and quality of the
nundated blomass. In any case the result will be a significant decline in water quality and the generation
of aggressive asses. Ihee conditions will occur not only in the reservoir itself but also well
downstream of the power staton due to the low degree of turbulence in the river downstream of the dam.

2.68 The proposed rehabilitation program i8 not expected to have any significant adverse
nir ioentmpact. The work to be undetaken Is concerned with institutional matters or with

physical facflies aready in place. Environmental benefits will be realized from the completed project.
creasing the output of exiting hydroelectric power stations will reduce generation from thermal units

and lesseen the amount of atmospheric pollutants and waste materis. A more stable supply of electricity
wi also reduce comers' dependence on alternatve sources of energy with greater pollution potentdal.
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MII. POWER SECTOR REHABILUTATION AND TEChNICAL ASSISrANCE PROGRAM

3.1 The Energy Assessment of Angola which was catried out between 1986 and 1989
diagsosed the electric power subsectr of Angola as runown and needing rehabilitation. Furthermore,
qudified personnel were extremely scarce In all parts of the subsector and in need of being augmeted
by techical assistce and training. With a temcious civl war raging, demand for power had dropped
to low Ievels of - essentially domestic - consumption.

3.2 In that situation, a rehabilitation of the power systems to enable It to effectively supply
the origaly Installed capacity would have left an ample cuhion of capacity to cover future demand
incres. At the same tme, the government of Angola was initiatng he constuction of the Capanda
Dam (US$ 3100/kW), and thus, the recommendation to rehabilitate was a much lower-cost option of
satisfying the demand.

3.3 In the period since 1989, the financing plan of the Capanda project has been firmed up
(except for about $400 million of interest during construction), and it now appears that the first 130 MW
unit will come on stream In July 1993 16. For a brief period, when funding for the complete project
appeared unlikely, Bank missions suggested finishing the dam (possibly at an intermediate height) and
posponing the instalation of the electromechanical equipment. This would have saved some money with
units being installed beinning in 1996, when justified by incremental demand.

3.4 TIe rebabilitation and techical assistance program project examined by the 1aw/feb 1990
mission contained a number of rehabilitation and technical assian activities grped under th
heading:

(a) a program of emergency rehabilitation Wuding e.g. the reabilitation of the Cambambe
Units 3 and 4) which should be carried out before the Bank project (which was expected
to start at best two years after Jan/Feb 1990); and

(b) the Bank project proper which was divided into two main groups of actions, namely:

(i) rehabilitation of generation (ydro and therma) and distributntallatons (and
provision of tecnical assistance and aing services) i.e. things that could be
carried out even without peace in the country; and

IV Roe" ini_ reveal the' X i_equipmeat of Capan wM be dlyed fom Juay 13 to Jul
1993.
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(ii) rehabilitation of h transmission lines which had been poorly maintained and
often sabotaged, as soon as greater tranquility came to reign.

3.5 With the above assumption a YCR report was prepared in May 1991 and discassed with
the GoA June 1991. With the Peace Agreement signed on May 31, 1991, it was clear that the priorities
selected in the YCR had to be somewhat modified and some of the cost esmat changed. The peace
agreements have open-up the possibilty of full utlization of the existng hydroelectric power plants, but
the transmissions lines have been repetedly sabotaged and are heavily damaged. No financing is available
for its rehablitation at the present time. Moreover, the rehabilitation of the physical facilities is a
necessay precondition to economic recovery and would take place when peace takes hold and appropriate
policies are put in place. Furthermore, donors have already given fumds to various components of
rhabilitation with different technical designs, inadoquat. engiring supervision and dispersed technical
assan. There is an urgent need to coordinate the actions of the different donors and improve the
magement of available resources. Finally, quick acdon is required for institutional strengtening and
restucturing of the power sector that would respond to the market forces that would be put in place in
Angola in the foreseeable future.

3.6 A Project Preparation Facility advance for US$ 750,000 is being used to finance
tcical assistance to (a) diagmse and cost the steps needed to bring the financial accounts for the
electric utilities up to standard suitable for international audit and (b) review the utilities' stock records
and management systems and identify and cost the steps needed to establish systems adequate for project
imglementaion.

3.7 The proposed Angola Power Sector Rehabilitation Program has been designed to
provide timely fincial and technical support for rehabilitating the country's principal power supply,
transmission and distribution installations and for strenthening institutions in the sector. More
specifically the proposed Program is designed to:

(a) bmprove reliability, availability and quality of supply existing electricity consumers in
order to facilitate Angola's economic recovery and to raise the living conditions of
electrified households;

(b) Provide new supply to businesses and households that curenty cannot be electrified due
to the shortage of available power capacity and the inadequacy of the distribution system;

(c) Improve the efficiency and effectiveness of electric utlities and improve their accuntig
sytems and practices through tnsive manpower development and training; and

(d) SuMport instttonal impovements in the inern organization, operation, and
coordinationbetween electric utlities, the SEEA and the donor community; and stabilize
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the financial situation of the utilities by helping to develop a suitable regulatory apparatus
and an efficieat tariff policy.

3.8 With the Peace Declaation of May 31, 1991, the most urgent action of the rehabiitaton
and technical assistnce progrnm is (i) rehabilitation of the principal transmission lines in the Northern,
Cenral and Southern systems in order to ensure supply to the major load centers and (ii) institutional
strthening, particularly in lmproving accouning systems and operion and maintenance programs in
electric udlities and in management of the rehabilitation program. lhe rehabilitation program also
includes some of the gener.Aing units which are deemed to be cost effective and the preparation of urban
distribution master plan for the principal cites of Luanda, Lobito-Benguela and Huambo, to better tailor
the subsequent rehabilitation program to the actual need, taking into account on-going projects. To
provide an overall pictre, the rehabilitation program includes those items alrea0y underway and financed
by other sources as well as those items yet to be financed which appear to be worth putfing into operation
provided that they can be mounted quicldy (i.e. with an appraisal mission in late 1991 or early 1992)

3.9 The existing power systems in Angola were originally built to technical design standards
higher than those needed to provide good quality service. Poor maintenance and operational practices
and sabotage have seiously degraded many network components. In particular, the low voltage
distbton networks have become obsolete and unreliable due to aging circuits and frequent overloads.
Even without modifying basic design standards the average cost per consumer could be substantially
reduced; an appropriate solution for LV networls would be the use of aerial bundled cable, wherever
appropria, instead of underground cables. The rehabilitation program concentes on the LV networks
since they have not been included up to now in on-going activities by bilaterals.

3.10 The technical design standards used in preparation of the program are considered
acceptable for a pre-appraisa analysis. They allow preliminary technical evaluation and costing for the
vario program components. Feasibility studies will be needed for most components of the progm in
ore to succeed. Some techical problems must be anticipated and refinements introduced at thie
feasibility study, appras and detailed design stages of individual program components.

3.11 A number of proposas by inteational consultants for reinforcement and expansion of
Luada's ditibuto system are being implemented or under negotiation. To avoid the risk of building
differet part of the system to differet sanda and with different types of equipment that will
unnecessarly complicate mantenan and spare parts problems in the future, it is esntial that these
proposals be reviewed and consolkfrted into a master distribution rehabilitation and expansion plan before
preding with any sbstantal investments. Such a plan would provide the basis for discussions of the
best insition arrangeme ntsto supply MV and LV customers, identify the main injection points for
the MV network, ad fo screening the financing proposals.

3.12 ITe LobitolBenguela area also needs a comprehensive plan to guide investment in the
ditbution system. The choice of MV voltage levels - 20 kV or 30 kV - is in this case an importa
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Issue that has no yet been adtely addressed and requires immediate atendon particularly since
rehabilitation work about to be undertak Involves the utilization of both voltage levels which is
needlessly waste1il, since 20 kV should be the preferred voltage level (refer to Annex 2.6).

3.13 The priority rebabilitation and technical assistance program includes the tasks already
finaced by other agencies and those yet to be financed (as of June 1991). It consists of the following:

PrellmW= mda. This includes a number of relatvely modest tasks that need to be undertaken
and completed as soon as posible in order to prepare the way for larger jobs that are included
In the later stages of the program. Included in this category are four items of technical assistace
as follows:

(a) diagnosis of financial accounting systems (already financed through a PPF); and
(b) review of electric utilities stock management (already financed through a PPF).

(a) urban listribution master plans; and
(b) institutional development planning.

The main part of the rehabilitation program can be divided according to the type of instlation
and the type of activity to be carried out as follows:

H _dmolaldg Manu. This includes rehabilitation works and asociated technical assistance at the
hydroelectric stations at Cambambe and Matala; installation and supevision of dam monitoring
system at Cambambe, Mabubas, Lomaum, Bioplo and Matala; and rehabilitation of the Gove
Dam, as follows:

(a) dam monitoring systems atCambambenMabubas and Matala/Lomaum/Bioplo; and
(b) rehilitation of Matala power staton and substion.
Not gFIM
(a) rehabiittion of Cambambe units 3 and 4, the control rom, and substation;
(b) rehabilitation of the hydromechanical equipment and dam at Matala; and
(c) rehabilitation of the Gove dam.

amWB T. his includes the rehabilitation of the diesel plants at Lobito and Namibe and
the gas tubine at Blopio. It does not include the two gas turbines at Landa since their
rebilitation is not considered a priority; a new 40 MW unit will be commissioned in the nea
fiture and one of the lines from Cambambe is presendy delivering sufficient power to meet the
na term need of I landa Morover, ENE acqired about 25 diesel sets ranging from 1 to 1.8
MW most of which are stll in Luanda to meet the need of the city during the prolonged
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ineuis suffered in 1990 when the lines from Cambambe were out of srice for 196 days.
The following items are Included:

(a) carge mounted diesd units at Lobito; and
(b) diesel uni at Namibe.

(a) gas turbine at Biopio.

TumaDisLwa i=e . With the signing of the Peace Agreement on May 31, 1991, the
rabiitiatioi of the main transmission lines must be placed as an Item of high priority. Technical
assice will also be required to pepare the bid docume and deuailed designs. The
nspecton of the ine, including the foundations, is expected to be performed by SONEFE and

ENE with some technical assistance. The lines included in the rehabiliton progrm:

(a) Cambambe-Luanda corridor, lines 1 and 2 (220 kV);
(b) Biopio-Lomam-Huambo corridor (150 kV); and
(c) Namibe-Tombwa (60 kV).

IDiaikiio network In I a. Most of the activities that had been Included in the YCR for
rehabititation of the HV and MV networks are considered in on-going projects for which
finacn is already available. A review of an existing Urban Distrbution Master Plan for
Luanda has aledy been included under Preliminary Work. Ihe program of rehabilitation
inudes:

(a) Spani project 1 and 2 coverg sCtions of the HV, MV and pas of the LV
networks;

(b) Spanish project 3 covering public lightig in some of the main streets;
(c) French project (CCCE) covering industial MV and some LV sections;
(d) Italian project covering sections of the HV, MV and small parts of the LV

networks; and
(e) Swedish project including smal portions of the 1V,, MV and LV networks and

a few public lighting points.

(a) two transformrs at the Vihna substation;
(b) MVALV substatons;
(d) MV meter with CrIVT connectons;
(e) porto of LV networls;
(f) LV meters for eitg and nw consumers; amd
(j) public lWtng of some main urb and suburban strees.
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Dhibution networkin i ngW@U a. For Lobito-Benguela, rehabilitation of the RV and MV
networb will be carried out with Spanish financing. The LV network and public lighting system
need rehabilitation and technical assistonce. The preparaion of an urban mar plan is included
under Preiminary Work. The program includes the following items:

(a) Spanish project for the rehabilitation of the HV and MV networks.
Not yet Pinaced
(a) LV network;
(b) LV meters for existing and new consumers;
(c) MV/LV transformers; and
(d) public lighting.

Distributionnework in Huambo. The program include the preparation of an urban distbution
master plan (under Preliminary Work) as well as rehabilitation of existing facilities. A very
rough estimate of the rehabilitation works and costs has been Included.

.amom JUJ&Z. Much effort has already been made by the French CCCE in establishing
the training center Hoji Ya Henda. The program includes:

(a) Training Center Hoji Ya Henda in Luanda.
Not vet Finane
(a) General manpower training; and
(b) Specialized training for distribution personnel.

echical A4ssia T. Ihis iucludes the following:

Noet yj Financed
(a) Billing and collection;
(b) Accouting;
(c) Generating plants (hydro and thermal); and
(d) Rebabilitation program management.

3.14 Ihe rehabilitation of Angola's power systems can only take place if there is a signifit
improvement, over the next 3 to 4 years, in the capacity of the utilities to both operat the present
Isallations and supeis (however distandy and with etal assistance) the execution of the
rehabilitation programs. In thi context, the major issues which emerge are the following:

(a) the capacity of the power uties to borb the tnical assistae requied to enable
them to both improve their opetions and supevise the rehabilitadon programs; (i.e.
availabilt of counterparts or of staff that can be trained to become countepa);
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(b) the capacity of the utilities to opere an expanded power supply system with some degree
of managerial/financial efficiency once the economic system moves away from a
commad economy and the budget constraint hardens (i.e. basic improvements in
operation and maintenance procedures, stock management, billing and collections aided
by a reasonable tariff policy); and

(c) whether the levels of technical assistance proposed in this report are acceptable and
represent a good use of IDA and/or Bank resources.

3.15 The technical assistance cotemplated at this stage is a mix of three levels: policy level
tecnical assistance (i.e. helping define basic orientations and policies), techaical assistance to more fully
determine traning and needs for additional personnel (although a number of activities are identified and
costed in this report), and technical assistance for direct execution (e.g. design, procurement, engineering
supervision) of the rehabilitaton program.

3.16 Policy level technical assistance would therefore be directed at the sector Secretariat with
a small part directed at the central economic ministries (tariff policies, energy taxation policies, public
invesment project appraisal/selection). More operational technical assistance would also be directed at
the sector Secretariat for overall project execution (Unit to supervise/coordinate the execution of the
rehabilitation program) but chiefly at the level of the power utilities (to monitor/supervise the
rehabilitation of their insallations and conduct formal and on-the-job training).

Main Featues and Cost Estmt -f the Priorit Rehabilitation and Technical Assistance Program

3.17 Table 3.1 provides a summary of the main features and cost estimates for the Program.
The total cost is estimated at US$ 343 million with the following cost breakdown for the priority activities
of the Program (refer to Annex 3.1).

(a) Item not yet Financed: US$ 198 million

(0) tems already FPinced: US$ 145 million

(c) Total US$ 343 million
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Ia&3L1: ANGOLA POWERt SECTOR REHABIUTATION PROGRAM
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3.18 The Cost estimates for the Program are based mainy on preligmin cluotations f1rom

fnamlurorSin Europe and mission estimates Base costs are adjuste to January 1990 price levels.

Coindgencies of 20% have becn added to base costs of imported materiais and equipment.

3.19 A few components of the Program have not been coste becee the basis fior maldng

even a rough esimate on costs has not been availab)le. Tbese componeus have been included in th

Progrm because tey clearly merit a priority. It should be taken into consideraton that 20-30 % of

equipment and materials fDr similar rehabilitton projects have been normally stolen from the port in

Luanda or directly from the site. Price contingencies have not been included.

3.20 The margin for error in the cost estimales must be considered high for the simple reason

that the technical evauation of most components is, at best, at a "pre-feasibility study" level.

Pr=uen

3.21 Mm cost eumates for equipment (includiog materials), transport and labor shown above

carry considerable uncerainty. Quotations for the same piece of equiipment from consWtamt, electrical

utlities and from available infiwmation, can vary by more thian 100 %. Ihese vaiations can be explained

pardy by viDo8 in exchange rates, and uncertainty in labor and ftraVnor cost. For eumple, for

building a 1S kV lS0 sq mm overhead line withi concrete poles and iron cros-amn, the cost esmatms

vary from US$ 25,0001km to US$ 58,000/km in January 1990 price terms. For a 60/11S kV substation,
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the cost estimates vary between 30 US$IkVA to 60 US$1kVA. (Quoted costs are ntalled costs in
Angola).

3.22 Meases at the national level are necessary to establish correct, uniform procemat
procedures both for spare parts and for materials. International competitive bidding should be used to
assure that costs are kept as low as possible. Most of the work will have to be done by exten
contractors due to the little capability of local contractors and the utilities' shortage of qualified staff.
Experience shows that local supplies (for instance concrete towers for overhead lines or some types of
underground cables) do not offer a minimum of reliability with respect to delivery times.

Stock Mngmn

3.23 The experience of all contractors in Angola also shows that physical contingencies must
be set at figures higher than usual due to widespread losses of materials and equipment and damage in
the port or during transportation. Adequate stock management must be implemented before undertaking
major elements of the rehabilitation program.

Pram Mmanam

3.24 Management of the Rehabilitation Progrm will be a complex and difficult undertaking
of a type unprecedented in the angolan power sector. A preliminary estimate of US$ 343 million (in
January 1990 price terms) for the total program, and US$ 198 millions for the items not yet financed,
could be spent on equipment and services in both physical rehabilitation components ranging from
generating plants through transmission systems to distribution as well as in institution strengtening
components including a massive training effort, study and implementation of fundamental and far-reahing
reforms in power tariffs, utility financial and personnel management systems, and in the underlying
instittional stuture of the sector itself. These components will be financed from a variet of sources,
each with its own evaluation requirements and procurement rules. The suppliers, conactrs, and
consultants employed to implement the Rehabilitation Program will come from a number of countries
around the world and not all of them will easily deal with day-to-day logistical issues from Luada given
telecommunications constraints. Significant coordination problems can be expected to arise.

3.25 The scope of the management challenge and in particular the need to assure that the
Program Management will be able to identify and deal effectively and efficiently with unanticipated
problems in any of a wide variety of fields puts the task beyond the capabilities of any team of individl
consultants that might be created. A large intenational engineering firm with appropriate experience
could handle the physical components, but would not be in a strong position to offer the indepth
assistance that will be needed for the institutional strengthening components, which are less tangible but
at lea as important over the long run. Ihe recommended alternative is therefore for a twnng
arrngement with an operating electrc utlity or consortium in another country for overall coordination
and mangement of the Rehabilitation Program including preparation andlor supervision of the feasiblity
studies. Such an arrangement would (a) provide the necessary guidance and supervision during
rehabilitation and (b) facilitate the transition from rehabilitation to operation and ma ace of the
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r ailited system and the itgation of rehabilitation work with practical training of technicians.
Ibere are a _nbr of utlities in Portugese and other romance language countries that have experience
in providing ti sort of assistance. A short-list of such utilities could be established and approached with
tas of reference and a request for proposals.

3.26 The actions descd in Table 3.2 are proposed to be implemented urgently. Cost estimates are
also provided.

Table3.2: PREIMNARY WORKS
(1990 US$ 000)

Inchuding
Physioal Contingency

Forein Local Total

Fnanod 750 0 750

AccourAing Systems TA SOO 0 SO0
Stock Ma_ at SystemsTA 250 250

Not yt Fnmancd 5,750 SOO 6,250

Utban Distribution Mastr Plan TA 5,500 So0 6,000
Luanda (mview) 1,900 100 2,000
Loblto/ag'Mic 1,800 200 2,000

Huwmbo 1,800 200 2,000

ntlatulonsl Development Planning 250 0 250

Total 6,500 So0 7,000

iM mmStmLk wg=_ Am

3.27 None of Angola's utilities have accounting systems in place that are able to produce
report at give an accrate picture of their financial condition or to generate accurate project accounts.
Technica asce is urgendy needed to identify the soOpe of work for design of adequate accounting
system and to produce an up-to-date set of accouns on the basis of which financi indicators and targets
can be agreed a a basis for finaning the rehabilitation program. (US$ 500,000 has been made available
by the Bank under a Project Preparation Pacility advance for thbis purpose.)

3.28 Ibe stock records (entory) and management systems used by the utilities are also
totly inadequate to efficienty handle and account for the large quantites of equipment and materias fthat
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will be procured and used In the rhbilitaion work. Adequate storage cilites and efficient stock
_uqpmm and reotds sysm will therefore need to be put in place before rehabilitation work can

begin. (US$ 2S0,O0 has been made available by the Bank under a Project Prepaation Facility advance
to finance consmultcy services for this purpose.)

Ulb ldho nr Plsa

3.29 Rehabilition and epanion of urban distribution systems of the size ad complexity of
dte in Luanda, Lobito-Beugela and Huambo are undertkigp that need to be thoroughly planned in
advaeif they are to relt in a reliable, sy mnned system at minimal cost. The cost of
preparing an urba distribution master plan (typically 7% of rehabilitation works) and ime (9.12 months)
hat may be noeded to bring the exit diagnosis up to %asibility level and to prepare comprehensive
master plans will be repaid in the quality, reliability, and ease of maintenace of the resulting system and
in the cost of the work. For this reason, preparation of feasibility studies is a prerequisite for apprais
of mjr projects by the World Bank or other agencies.

3.29 For Luanda an urban distribution master plan has been prepared by BEP In 1989. It is
Importantto rfiseis plan in light of the new political situation in the country as well as plans for
indust development and expansion and repair of the urban and suburban areas in Luanda. This actvity
wi guarantee coitecy between the projects slated for system extension and those in the master plan.

3.30 For Lobito-Benguela the revision of the voltage levels can be included in the prepaation
of an urbad diution master plan. The institional situation in CELB must be made transparent before
the urban distbon master plan is undertaken in order to establish clear lines of communication and
responsIbility.

3,31 Although not much informaion is available on the state of the distribution network in
Huambo, an urb distribution maste plan is nevertheless required in order to establish the priorities for

3.32 Angola has four major electic utlities: EDEL distrbutes electricity in Luanda, CELB
bandles disibuton in Lobito-Bengela; SONEFE operates the generation and transmission facilities on
the Northern System and sells some power at MV directly to industrial consumers in additon to supplying
EDEL, and ENE, which handles generation, transmission, and rural LV distribution in the Central and
Southern Systm and a number of isolatd systems. In addition, an independent agency (GAMEK) is
buildg a large new hydr-electric facility at Capanda while the Ministry of Construction owns and
prats the Gove dam, which b cruci to generation on the Southern System.

3.33 is instutona arangement, while probably not perfct, is reasonably suited to the
pre&t osaton in Angola with th physically separat systms. A ce amount of coodation
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would be required (to assure standardization, sharing of spae part, pooling of orders, etc.) which is
presenty not takWi place. The experience of ENE shows tat itenal reporting and communication
within one larger enterprise Is not much easier than among various smaller ones. Furthmore, the
managerl expertise to handle a firm much larger than at praent does not exist in Angola.

3.34 There is a need, therefore, to initiate an lnstitonallorganizational study of the sector
to better understand the recent institutional reforms and, if required, to propose structural reforms of the
sector with the aim to increase efficiency through more autonomy, transparency and accountability.
Importa matters to be analyzed and structured are: government/sector relationship; intra-sectoral set-up;
Instituonal set-up which would work best to increase efficiency and attract investment and financing for
sector development.

3.35 As regards GAMEK, its future role is uncertain once construction and equipping of
Capanda is completed. The future of GAMEK must be analyzed in the framework of the reorgaization
of the power sector. Presendy GAMEK has acquired some experience In project management and
constrcto supervision. It also owns many vehicles and heavy machinery which are in good operating
condition.

3.36 Regardless of the institutional structre ultimately put into place, tariffs will need to be
rised and fincial and personnel systems put into plaCe that will give the utilides the financial and
human rees they will need.

3.37 An Institutional Development Plan should be developed with the help of the foreign utility
chosen to manage the Rehabilitation Program to address these issues and to reformulate the training
ptogram oudined below based on an analysis of staffing requirements under the proposed institutional
structure.

3.38 Table 3.3 details the rehabilitation and technical assian program proposed for the
themal and hydro plants.
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ITbe 3.3: GENERATING PLANTS
(1990 US$ 000)

_ ., R ~~~~~~~~- ,hSm ,C. n.. ..m. ,

regup LOu Toa Not"e

HydzoeleotcIoPl.ata 50,00 8,400 S9,000

29,325 5,175 ,0

2)97 us 3,500 conaed to DIRNL
2,550 450 3,000 Coutmd to ED?

Matkl pow eat, sht ad 3Sd auk 23,800 4,200 28,000 Cotrae to ACEC

NotyetEeand 21,275 32 24,50

Camb,abb 7,375 I,15 8S
Utab 3 SW 4 2,975 52 3,500 ouern Ovahaul
C l o and aubation 3,400 600 4,000
Teslaedl ut 1,000 0 1,000

Udde k&Uda" co aSldd 6,800 1,200 8,000
ow5d= 7,100 900 8,000

-a ld wft S,100 900 6,000
2,000 0 2,000

Thaomi Plowts 121,900 2,100 IS,050

Hoanc 11,900 2,100 14,000

Lobio ad Namibo di a" 11,900 2,100 14,000 Corad to Sdnwibm

Not yatd Pmm 1,000 0 1,000

°8lon ° pmm 1,000 0 1,000 OvauI

TOt Ar Ounig Planbt 63.500 10,500 74,000

!'laaaaud 41,22 7,175 #,500
Nolyt Ha ncd 22,275 3,225 25,500

ydoelectc Plants - Financed Activities

3.39 Azgola's dams have been subject over an extended period to the effects of neglected
mablename and, in some cases, to sabotage. In order to ass their conditio and the need fo
rehabilitation, la ncesay to Inme the dan and observe thir behavior over a period of ime.
Because this process may take several years, it Is an lumediate fdodt to get the dam monitourng
sytems In plce as son as possible.
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3.40 Thebambelabubas. no proposed work hag already been contracted to INTERNEL
(subsidary of EDP). The total cost of this activity is US$ 3.5 million. It is expected that the following
will be carried out:

(a) repair the entire monitoring system by replacing the deteriorated mechanical and electric
components;

(b) overhad the geodesic system;

(c) carry out speciized training of Angolan technicians;

(d) automate the data collection systm.

3.41 MTathBi gmm. Inis activity has already been contracted to EDP at a cost of
US$ 3 million. The program consists of the global management of safety control of the structures which

tegrate the Matala, Biopio, and Lomaum dams including erection and maintence of monitoring
systems for a period of five years as well as related training.

Mdabl Sation an SubtatiUon

3.42 The rehabilitation of the power station and substation has been contracted out to ACEC.
A third unit of 13.6 MW will also be instaled under the same contract. The total amount of the contract
is US$ 28 million.

HI* ,ectric Facilti - Not yet Finaned Activities

3.43 Cambambe, with 180 MW, is the most Important power plant in Angola in terms of
installed capacity. If it and the transmission lines linking it to Luanda were fully operational, Cambambe
could by itself supply all of the current demand on the Northern System. Chronic neglect of
maintenance, however, has left Cambambe with one 45 MW unit that can be counted on, one that is out
of service while undergoing rehabilitation, and two that badly need rehabilitation but are still serviceable.
Ihe plant can presendy provide 135 MW. Given the condition of the plant and the vulnerability of
trasmission lines to sabotage, Cambambe has not been considered a reliable source of power and two
oil-fired gas turbines totalling 56.8 MW have been installed in Luanda. A third unit of 40 MW is
expected to be installed late in 1991. In addition, aboutabillondollars isbeng invested in anew hydro
plant at CaWnda upstream from Cambambe. Capanda is desiged to house 520 MW and the streamflow
reglaton provided by its rervoir will also make it possible to generate more energy at Cambambe.
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3.44 . TerJical support is already assured for the contact award
phas 17/. SONEPE epet to extend, within a plan and fincing already established, the technical

itawc that is pretly being received from PURNAS CENTRAIS EICRICAS to include the
preaation of bidding douments and collaboration in the bid evaluation process. To guarantee the
succs of the rebilitation program proposed, technical assistamce from one senior engineer, one
menical or ectrical engineer, and one electromeanical technical assit will be required for a total
of about 70 man-months for contract management and project supervision.

Mbn HImnmmL dm

3.45 Rehabilitadon of the Matda is included in the Priority program because it exhibits
structul problems that present serious safety hazards. The proposed rehabilitation and tecical
assist actions at MS& are not included in the work being carried out by INTERNEL and EDP and
are (refer to Annex 3.1):

(a) hbilito of th snilway gs a Oair of the dam nillams: The tehnical
management of this work is within the scope of work in progress by EDP. The aim is
to reestabli the operating conditions of all the spillway gates, by eliminating the
compression exected by the pillars on the gates, and to immobilize the dam pillars in their
current position, by resortng to the application of anchors judiciously placed at the half-
wals and half-pillars to hinder their relative movement;

(b) ReLrofhAM of theboeto oulet: Tbree gate are jammed and one is broken.
The repir work must guaranteethat if the gate or gates are opened, it would bepossible
to dose te safy. Ibis guarantee can only be given with the empt of the
reservoir to the level of the bottom outlet edge. Moreover, to guarantee the future

of the gates without resorting to emptng the reservoir, an additional deck
must be constructed which opera as a cofferdam and the manufacture and erection of
gooves placed above the inlet to each opening. This device would make it possible at
any time to drain the opening and to make access to the gates possible. This work should
be integrated in the bid specifications for rehabilitation of the spillway gates in (a) above;

(c) of atihita.oLe 9 wem station: Repair work presently underway does not include
the refurbishment of the 10 kV block of eight cells and the modernization of the
Ila --o--N'n equipment. Replacement of this equipment is required since it is no

lon m ;

(d) Ra _= dsauo of se substation. Rehabilitation of aging 150 kV equipment
s recommendd since it Is no longer me. Eansion work aims at feeding the

Wl/ SONP mgb o cal* frtmidormompanie on an estabisheot-sof spociuHzdfimand jointveotes.
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Kibongo regon by a 30 kV line and t consists of the ercion of trafrmers and
Instrmentaion and contol equipment; and

(c) llc: For the works mendoned In (a) and (b) above. Teicad
asistmce for the rehabilitation work in (c) and (d) might appropriately be included in
the EDP contract by an extension of the contract, considering the small amount of work
Involved.

.amDA

3.46 ITe Gove dam was badly damaged by sabotage in 1990, and while It does not belong to
any of Angola's electric utilities and is not itself equipped with tbAInes ./, It is critica to electrical
generation on the Southern System because It provides storage upstream from the Matala plant, which
would otherwis be unable to function for 4-5 months each year. The Gove dam belongs to the Mistry
of Construction for whom repair of the dam has apparently lower priority than other projects. The
reservoir bas been emptied thus avoiding the issue of an imminent dam collapse. Although some
Immediate rehabilitation actions have been established, it is Imperative that a panel of Intational expets
meet with the dam builders (Geotdcnica and Teixera Duarte) as soon as possible in order to make a
complete safety asessment and analysis of the situation at Gove.

3.47 A progam with the objective of gathering Information concening the condition of the
dam and the presen state of repair works has been carried out by Norpower 121 and a report has been
finaized in Februy 1991. The main conclusion of the report is that strucural problems facing the dam
are due to the design of the dam and the procedures so far adopted to eliminate the structr problems,
namely, cement iection of the drainage gallery and replacement of the dipersive soil in the cviaton
areas on the downward slopes are having a positive effect.

3.48 The proposed actions are divided in four stages, namely:

(a) it : The following is urgently needed: (i) excavation of the loose fining of the
embankment, (I) replacement of the fiUing and the proetg rockfall, and I
consolidation of the foundation wifth cement injections. This activity is expected to be
carried out by the Ministy of Construction, which Is responsible for the dam;

(b) 2 n: To be carred out immediatelyraewards. The works to be executed ae: (D)
completion of the cement injections ugh the gallery and the wateroteion wall, (OI)
renstuction of the reifoced concrete struc at the inlet of the balf-bottom
discharge, I complete repair of the gates control mechaim of the bottom and half-
botom discharges, and Civ) umznion for dam observation;

IV Ao 45 mW a b ined Re at thesi when dema rowth in the Cea n Souter systm Jusft ft

IV/ Clow DMr ReWhabltton, Final R.poi1, Nopow, Februar 1991.
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(c) g Overal repair of the dam's downstream face which is showing a deep and
abormat undulaion of its protectig rockfall; and

(d) 41h a : Repair of the erosion detet downstream of the energy dissipation pool of
the bottom and half-bottom discharges as well as of the dam's left bank access road.

Technical assistaes on the order of 130 man-months for the following activities of the 2nd Stage: project
definition and evIuation; preparation of bid specifications and evaluation; selection of successful bidders;
conact managemen; project management and supersion. It has not been possible to stdmate the costs
for the activities to be included in the 3rd and 4th Stages.

3.49 Rehabilitation of the two gas turbines in Luanda is not included in the priority program
since supply to Luanda is assured in the near term (i) with the siog of a new 40 MW gas
turbine and (i) one of the lines to Cambambe is in service and supplying the immediate needs of the city.
Furthermore, the supplier of the new gas turbine is also the manufacturer of the exist ones; spare pans
for these units and traning of personnel are included in the new contract.

3.50 Financing has recendy been obined for rehabilitation of the carriage-mounted diesel
plant at Lobito and the diesel plant at Namibe. Rehabilitation of the gas turbine at Biopio is also placed
In the priority program in order to supply the Lobito-Benguela area jointy with the diesels at Lobito (the
150 kV line joining Biopio with the Quileva substation which supplies Lobito is in good working
condition). The gas turbine at Huambo has been rehabilitated and is under a five year mantenance
contract. Th rehbilitation of the diesels at Huambo are deemed to be not economical. On the Southern
System, considerig that Mata is 320 km away from the coast and due to the increasing importance of
the fishing dusty, some of the diesels units which ENE purchased during the frequent outages of the
Cambambe lines in 1990, could be tranferred there.

:imnmd - Lobito an Namb Diesels

3.51 Reahbilitation of the diesel plants at Lobito (4x5 MW) and Namibe (2x5.6 MW) and
reled tecnical asistace are to be financed by the French CCCE through a loan in the amount of US$
14 mil;n, of which US$ 2.0 million Is for technical assistamce. Tbis is almost fur times the estmate
of the cost for the work on these plants that had been identfied in the preparation of this report.

Not iad - Gas Turihe in Biogo

3.52 The reired overhaul of the 22.8 MW plant comists of the reconstruction of the coupling
gearce to the amuiaries, the ovaul of the lubricatg system and ispection and oveal of the
cool sytem. The cost of the work proposed has been estimated at US$ 1 million. Personnel mut
be trained to run the plant since it is preenly manned by personnel from the nearby hydro plant. It is
expected that the repair works can be performed in about th months.
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3,S3 WitWh the Peace Agreement of May 31, 1991, the rebabilaion of the Principal
_ion liHes must be done as a matr of urgency. The tranumission system needs expensive

rehabiliaton in order to overcome th effects of both sabotage and prolonged neglect. An estimated $41
mlln of work is proposed on si lines, as shown In Table 3.4. The financing of these lines if not yet
in place. The proposed lines to extract energy from Capanda have not been included (they are ancillary
to t Capanda project, refer to Anne 3.14), but they will require the proper condition and funcdoning
of the rest of the system when opeation stts.

Table 3.4: TRANSMISSION LINES
(1990 US$ 000)

Pyl Cohdingay

Foulg. Local Toa4 Note

_COundedon am 35,10 5,150 41,000

CanibaumbeLUalneal and 2 17,000 3,000 20,000 220 kv lin 17S kn eac
*I_o OtnMor 12,750 2,250 15,000 150 kV 263 =ml

K'b'--Towhwa 3,400 600 4,000 60 kV 90 klmn 
Tebala_Asiane 2,00 0 2,000 BWding o.A lin dSign

Ttl 35,150 5,850 41,000

3.54 The main works consist of:

(a) Luanda- Cambambe. The two existing 175 kn, 220 kV lines are each capable of
carying 200 MW. Line 1 (to Luanda) needs a complete rehabilitation while line 2 (to
Vina) needs only some repairs. Line 2 is preseny operting;

(b) . This263 km, 150 kV line is the backbone of the Central System and
has been repeatedly sabotaged. It has been asumed in matg cos that 50% of the
li1 from Bioplo to Alto Caumbela and 30% of that from Alto Catmbela to Huambo
must be replaced and the rest ovauled;

(c) N_. This an existing 90 km, 60 kV line nning along the cast south
of Namibe. s conductos are highly corroded and large portions of line must be
replaced; and

(d) A Tecsnical assistance is requied for the preparaidon of biddig
do_ne, 1for sie Inspection and for a detailed anaysis of the foundaon in some of the
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towers as wel as detail desig. Some of the site inspections could be done by ENE and
SONEFE.

3.55 Itho distribution system rehabilitation program concentrates on bringing the low voltage
(LV) networks in Luanda and Lobito-Benguela up to normal industry standards. Some small investment
in the medium voltage (MV) and high voltage (HV) networks that feed the LV system is also required,
however. In addition, some extension of the system has baen included to meet tie expected increase in
demand up to 1995. Technical solutions were Identified and costed to a pre-feasbility study level on the
basis of the most suitable techical/economic options and by relying, to the greatest extent possible, on
materials and componens commonly used in Angola. These proposals should not, however, be
considered as final", but subject to modification and refinement in the course of the review or
preparation of the urban distribution master plans. An essendal component of the rehabilitation project
is technical assistance for the design, management and execution of the investment program as well as
for the operation and maienace of the system subsequently. There is an urgent need to train qualified
manpower, particularly in operation and maintenance activities.

3.56 ITe project implementation time spans a four year period. It is based on realistically
achievable dates for statfing project components with adequate project management effort. Tables 3.5
and 3.6 show the maet eatures and cost estimates for the proposed rehabilitation and technical assistance
for Luanda and Lobto-Benguela respectively.

3.57 Lua-a Rehabilitation of the HV and MV networks is already contracted out to Spanish
(USS 27 million), French (US$ 16 million), Italian (US$ 20 million) and Swedish (US$ 4 million)
conmractors. A lack of coordination is evident in these on-going activities with the expected result of poor
harmonization of equipment and inefficient use of resources. This lack of coordination is mainly caused
by the poor managerial and supervisory capability at the SEEA and at EDEL. The same lack of
coodination in physical rehabilitation is also evident in manpower training, with many overlappng
tining activities designed for a very limited pool of potential trainees.

3.58 The main fear and cost esmat for proposed rehabilitation and upgrading works for
the distribton network in LIanda are shown in Table 3.5. Of the existing 600 km of the obsolete
underground network, about 48 km have already been included in on-going activities. Similarly, of the
exstig 250 km of overhead lines, 105 km are also included in on-going projects. Not all of the
underground network should be replaced by an equivalent underground network. It is proposed that 50
% be replaced by a new underground network and the other 50 % by overhead lines. This represents
a compromise between mininizing costs and considerations such as densty of buildings and widt of
the streets in the city center. An analysis of the layout of the city reveals that replacing all of the
underground network by overhead is not a reasonable solution in the city center.
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Iai. 13: LUANDA DISTRIBUTION
(1990 US$ 000)

lSia LIA TOWi

HAud G.60,300 6,700 67,000

Spudab ft1 tmm 2 (IV, UV. LV,TA) 20,700 2.00 23,000 Caftedto MONTAL
IP,smbbctS au4 9,600 400 4,000 Cuotd dto WAT
CCCB (UV inL, LV, TA) 14,400 1,60 16,000
Iah. (IV,MV,LVrA) 18,000 2.000 20,000 Couadto SICOM
fSu" WV,. Pi TA) S,600 400 4,000 Co.teiedto Tuhctd&

Ndyet y uFbe 56,000 6,000 62,000

Pafm v SyM 900 tO0 1,000

Vim sd3si_ 1,000 upco 6030kV sd W0$1kV UId mS

Sell"YWV Sy_u 2.700 300 3,000

Rdinbm*At1km 2,500200 MV/LV swbdiIaM wdIca
Mdm 500 500 _MdM for h6d

SMM"7 LV cad PWI LIIah 49,S00 5,500 55,000

U _tpoIAOIM 20,000252 km to upbcs peatof oWutwok
Oued wMm 1S,000445. k4m 70 .4smm en4d3 es.n.. OHL
C_mwdm 19,500,000 w"bawk mNvafdmuI
PcAb p*b gubq 5001 ,000 UghtIag -

TSoImamb 2,900 100 3,000

D5P 22515 smnaaUtat $15,000
DM, Pu mad pqsp 1,68080 uunomet $15,000 d 40.at$ 12,000
Vehiclen 720
W wmuu 75 be.
Humu for Ohm 300

ToI 1t600 12,700 t29,000

3.59 Up to 1995, the numxer of subscnbed consumers in Luanda is expctd to increas by
about 60,000 (including the current esing 30,000 legad connections) to reach a tota of about 130,000.
Peak demand Is expected t increase from about 120 MW to 185 MW over the same period. The load
increase eed to be l6 MW (21 MVA at 0.75 power fhor) i the urban am (refer otfigure n
Anex 2.5) and 45 MW in th suburban area.

3.60 The figure (refer to end of report) shows schemacally the layout of the proposed prima
XV network rali on and reiliton-connected eteions for Lumda. Since all cohnm in
the urban center of LTanda are fed via 15 kV lines from the Cuca and Maaga substations, thes must
be relnbred by addional crcuits in order tD relieve the ovetioad on the Luanda-Cuca double crct
tine feedwe substations. Ihe nw substation at Mutab will also asist in overming the presen
difficules by provding another jection poln, improving sstem reliabilty and meetng the epected
demand inoeas. Industr consumers are spplied by SONEPE from the Luanda substation by a radia
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network. This is an extremely unreliable configuration since no backup supply exists. The problem lies
not only in the configuration but also in its mode of operation. Since SONEFE owns the facilities, it is
difficult to coordinate switching operations with EDEL's own network when a fault occurs. The
opeaton of this network must be, therefore, entrustd to EDEL, in order to improve reliability by being
to switch configurations when required and insure alternate supply to the loads. The entire LV network
is obsolete and needs to be replaced. It is expected that the technical losses would be reduced by about
30% with the rehabilitation measures proposed.

3.61 The managerial and technical capabilities of EDEL are weak as its limited number of
qualified technical and managerial employees cannot cope with the technical problems arising from the
distribution of electricity in Luanda. As a matter of fact, the situation worsened between the Bask's
mission of Febnrury 1990 and that of June 1991 as three of the most qualified engineers from EDEL
(including the Technical Director) left to the SEEA or to ENE. The program for rehabilitation and
expansion of the electric distribution systems in Luanda requires a major effort in the 1992-1995 period
and will impose added responsibilities. Considering the limited capabilities of the utilities, a technical
assistance component to provide specialized assistance during rehabilitation as well as in the
reorganization of the operation and maintenance groups is included. Technical assistance for preparation
of bidding documents and project supervision in the amount of US$ 1.68 million (about 120 man-months)
has also been included.

3.62 Short-term technical assistance by foreign experts, to be reviewed by the Operating Unit
in charge of program management, would consist of about 15 man-months for (refer to Annex 3.P'):

(a) unification of the EDEL and SONEFE MV networks (2 man/months);

(b) definition of optimum network layouts and preparation of system maienance programs
in Luanda and Lobito-Benguela (4 man/months);

(c) organization of the warehouse and preparation of inventory control procedures in Luanda
and Lobito-Benguela (3 man/months); and

(d) collection and organization of network data and establishment of procedures for
monitoring the quality of works carried out and for identification of network faults in
Luanda and Lobito-Benguela (6 man/months).

3.63 in addition to the technical assistance package, ancillary expenses estmated at US$
1,095,000 have been included to provide vehicles, warehouses and housing for O&M crews that will
be needed to support an improved operation and maienance program. All such expense need to be
reviewed by the Operating Utility in charge of program management.

3.64 Loba. The rehabilati onprogram proposed for Lobito-Benguela and emated
costs for the piod up to 1995 reflects an analysis of the peformance of the distrbution system and tames
into conideaton the actions in progress. Lobito-Benguela is supplied via 150 kV and 60 kV lines from
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Biopio and Lobito. The 150 kV and 60 kV lines are in good condition. Network operation and
maintene (procurement and availability of spare parts) Is cumbersome due to the presence of two
voltage levels, namely 20 kV and 30 kV. Bala Farta and Catumbela operate at 30 kV; Lobito-Benguela
opeates at 20 and 30 kV. The 30 kV level is outdated and more expensive and the procurement of spare
parts iB problematic. Generally, however, the performance of the overhead network, both at 20 kV and
30 kV is adequate. The same cannot be said of the underground network; the network is in very bad
condition and freq nt outages are common. The actions proposed include rehabilitation and upgrading
and are designed to streamline and increase the efficiency and reliability (double feed of important
substatons) of the distribution system, improve safety conditions and reduce interruption of service to
ensure industrial recovery. It is proposed to progressively eliiinate the 30 kV level in the area by
replacing it with 20 kV as rebabilitation and expansion are underway. The works presendy underway
Intend to continue with the 30 kV level an the use of double-ircuit lines (which reduces reliability as
mantenance cannot be carried out in one circuit with the other energized) and must be urgently reviewed
(refer to Annexes 2.6, 3.5, and 3.6).

3.65 It is difficult to estimate the number of consumers for Lobito and Benguela taking into
account the repressed demand which exists due to supply constraints. It is estimated that in the decade
1991-2000, 32,000 new consumers would be connected to the Lobito-Benguela network. Up to 1995,
the potential number of new consumers could reach 20,000. This figure should be reappraised more
correcdy as the current organization and capabilities of CELB clearly cannot connect consumers at a rate
of 4,000 per year. (in Luanda with a much better structure, EDEL has not managed to connect 2,000
per year.) The load increase is expected to be 18 MW (22 MVA at 0.8 power factor). The peak demand
in 1995 is expected to be 37 MW.

3.66 Table 3.6 shows the main features and cost estimates for the proposed rehabilitation and
upgrading works for the distribution networks in Lobito and Benguela. All of the existing 400 km of
obsolete underground network would be replaced by overhead lines as Lobito and Benguela do not have
dense city centers where overhead lines would be difficult to place.

3.67 Lobito-Benguela's needs for short-term technical assistance in the initial phases of the
rehabilitation arP very similar to Luanda's and the number of man-months involved is small. It would
be unnecessa complicated to hire separate consultants under separate contracts, no the provision

ested in the Luanda distribution rehabilitation component includes an estimate of the time needed to
cover Lobito-Benguela as well. Ancillary expenditures for vehicles and buildings would be similar in
nature to those for LuaIda, but smaller in amount (refer to Annex 3.9).

3.68 Huan. The town of Huambo appears to have suffered extensive damage during the
civil war. There are about 10,000 electricity customers and the distribution system probably needs
cnsideable rehabilitation. The rehabilitation program includes the preparation of an Urban Distribution
Mater Plan for Huambo and a gross esimate of US$ 15 milion for rehabilitation and technical assistance
works.
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It 3.6: LOBO-BENGUELADBON
(1990 US$ 000)

Pha_a Low Toa Ndot

Filmloa_ 16.200 1.800 1,000

SP" Pbjecs (.) 16.200 1,50 19,0 Ct.m8,dtf UEBNOR

Ntyde ed 17,970 3,030 21.000

LV :n Mile iging 17.000 3,000 20.000

CO 13,440 4005. okmaeei So wspbo

Conamd 5.350 18,000 at WhIc 5.000
wkb ceavleamd~m

RdmbpphbIo Ioft 500 1,OOO lght , vOO
U^4"D soo fRamoloos.8w_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~510 hos 100 3.S 33V di

v.0/0 mtS8 WM 2010.3eV
LV bw. kuso.imy.hsyoUam 200 gdub 100

2el_m4s.mh 970 30 1,000

Dup 0 0 0 ldwil LAla's
_uproaftadpqwoh ie 450 0 450 30rndqstaUS$ 15,000

VddOo 3S0 0 350
Wag.. 20 0 20 two
Ro"folib lOMARinwa 1SO SO 1SO

TOMal 34,170 4,830 39.000

3.69 The bulk of the hraining and technical asstance outlined below will be needed in one
form or another Independenty of bow the sector is organized. Only in the top level of managemet I
th eiste or nre of the jobs that need to be done going to chnge signiflcanlly depeing on how
the institudonal arrangement evolve. Table 3.7 provides the principal features and cost esti for
int onal strthening.

3.70 P gaLwMao=gii ning. The long-tem benefits of the investmen in rehabilitation
wil only be realized if, simultaneouly with the planning and execution of these projects, an aggressive
hiring and traing prom for technical and management recris i mplemented. Once the Power
System Rehabilitation Prom Is completed and the installaions are commissioned, the responsibilty for
thek operation and m will have to shift from the assisce teams to the regular staff of the
utiiftes. lhe proposas olined below were prerd to provide an indication of the scope and cost of
the tn fort tat will be needed. The wecifics of the traiing program shoud be developed in the
Institn Developmnt Plann component discussed above.
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3.71 This Trnhig Pogram not only will cope with the needs of the opeional departmets
(needs already partily fulfilled with training related to the rehabilitation actions) but also with the needs
of clerical staff working with fiacial, accouing and budgeding systems and personnel employed in
commercial ac ies (billing and collection) and in management of human resources. The Training
Program is ineded to be concurrent wit the rest of the Rehabilitaion Program, so as to upgrade the
peronndel at the same dme as exist facilities are refurbished. Particular attention will have to be paid
(by the Opating Utility in charge of program management) to selecting the personnel to be trained and
ensuring that they will condtue to work for the utilities for a reasonable period of time after the training.
The utilities will have to propose workable arrangements to this effect.

Iablii3: TRAINING
(1990 US$ 000)

Including
Physioal Confingency

Foreign LOal ToalW

Pinaned 10,500 0 10,500

T1ag Ceoter at Hoji Ya Henda 10,500 0 10,500

Not yet Fmancod 7,995 5 8,000

Genead Manpower taining 4,000 0 4,000

Cows ppation 100 0 100
Instnico 2,000 0 2,000
Aistant 1,800 0 1,800
Consumnlbs 100 0 100

Ditibution training 3,99S 5 4,000

Facuies (Luanda and Lobio) 95 5 100
BquIpment 100 0 100

Consumable 300 0 300
Teaching stff 3,200 0 3,200
High-lwd on-the-job aing 200 0 200
Mid-iwl couses 100 0 100

Total 18,495 5 18,500

3.72 The traiing program should be planned, orgnized, and managed with the assistance of
the freign udlity that is contracted to manage the overall rehabilitation progrm Tle training
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department of the contracted utility, in close cooperation with its Angolan counterparts, would select and
contract the services of Individual training consultants with specific qualifications in the program areas.

3.73 Basic ttchbncal courses for about 550 trainees in the period 1992-1994 are proposed in
the following areas: electricity; mechanica; hydroelectric and thermal power stations; substations;
overhead and underground transmission lines; capacitors, power transformers and reactors; switchgear,
lighting arresters and capacitors; power system operation, protection and control; power system
instrumentation and control equipment; spare parts procurement management; power system losses and
loss reduction techniques; control room operation. Each course is to last for three months and should
be attended by 10 trainees in order to get maximum benefit. The selection mechanism of the trainees
should be developed in close coordination with the electric utilities. The scope of the work of the
Operatig Utility in charge of program management would encompass these activities. The selection
mechanism would have to take into consideration the prospective trainees': (a) job experience, (b) ability
to learn and (c) age. Ihe training activities are aimed at both skilled workers and mid-level technicians
(refer to Annex 3.13).

isabQn Ta

3.74 Curses for HigI-Level Technicias. High- level technicians in electric utilities in
Angola generally have a good technical education; however, they lack specific practical experience.
Pical training would provide the basics of labor organization within workers, management, economics,
evironmenta aspects, and enforcement of technical and injury prevention standards. Formal technical
training would involve courses and workshops to discuss and improve the workers' knowledge on
technical and regulatory and organizational aspects. Tle program includes training for 45 high-level
distnrbution technicians (refer to Annex 3.7).

3.75 One problem in setting up any training for high-level technicians is the fact that only a
few of them at a time can be absent from their jobs for more than 2-3 weeks. Project magement will
need to careflly coordinate manpower training actions and select the most needed depending on actual
conditions and logistical problems encountered at each utility. Options that should be considered would
include both courses of short duration for not more than 5 participants, on-the-job training with electric
utilities in a foreign country for a period of one month for about 3-5 high-level technicians at a time, and
combinations of these approaches.

3.76 Courses for Mid-Level Technicians. Mid-level technicians have a rather poor formal
techical education and practical experience. Thus, all of the about 50 mid-level distribution technicians
should receive practical traing. Courses are proposed so at mid-level technicians would acquire
experience by performing typical distribution taus. It is envisaged that during a first stage of instruction
lating for about 2 weeks, mid-level technicians would be itoduced to specific knowledge of the
distribution system. During a second stage, the tehicians would join the workers for a 14 week course
on practical training as deemed appropriate. The training will be complemented with a set of meetings
with insuctors lasing for about 2-3 hours which would take place at the end of each training week in
order to gauge progress.
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3.77 CM fr"'' WIM. Fifty percent of the workers are unskilled and 30 % of the total
workforce is illate. Thus, to achieve good result, the workers to receive training must be thoroughly
screned. It Is assumed ihat about 350 workers would be ready to receive training. To achieve good
rests, the numbe of participans in each 8 week course will be limited to 20. Courses should be
implemented within 30 months. Consently, 18 training courses are required with each course
consisng of the following 3 stages:

* Stage 1: 1 week course to review basic arithmetic, physics and electromechanics;
* Stage 2: 3 week course for laboratory and field works concerning basic tasks;
a Stage 3: 4 week course for traNg on typical tasks in the functional area of each

trainee.

3.78 Venue for the Courges. In order to economize on transport, it is proposed to set up
training centets in both Luanda and Lobito. The Luanda center would offer courses for mid-level
technicians and workers from the Northern System and Isolated Systems in the northem part of the
country. The cter in Lobito would give courses for mid-level technicians and workers from the Central
and Southern Systems. High-level technicians sould be sent abroad for part of the training both because
i isexpensive to set up the specWized courm that they need and because they should be able to see a
well run utility in operation.

uu InAWct. BMling and ColleQ

3.79 EDEL, ENE and CELB continue to experience serious difficulties with the accuracy of
bilng data 2/. Ihis is in part due to frequent errors in meter reading and to the infrequency and
rndomness of meter reading. Ihere is also a lack of transport vehicles to read the meters. There are
vily no ispecto to check the accuracy of reported meter readings. Many meters are also damaged
and need to be replaced or repaired. Meters in some cases have been tampered with, including physical
damage, disconnecton of the voltage link and increasing the friction of the disk bearings. On top of
tids tee are many illegal connections (estmated to be about 30,000 for Luanda alone).

3.80 I is re ed to conduct a census of all present consumers including reglr
consumers, ilegal consumers connected to anothe consumer and llegal consumers directly connected
to the grid. his cnsus should be extended to all firms and deserves priority as it is a prerequisite to

e comrrt technical design of the rehabilitation distribution grids to the rehabilitated. The census should
be aried out with the collaboradon of personnel from the SEEA, employing meter-readers and collectors
cureny In service (70 persons would be adequate in Luanda), with the addition of the underemployed
cash of the treasuries. This would be a good opportuit for approaching the ilegally connected
conumers, who have obviously never paid for their services, and having them pay a lump sum in

nfOr past consumption. Ihis measure must be preceded by an advertising campaig tough
posters, radio, television and newspape. To discourage illegal connections, new reg ons should be

SW SONIF do o exp oe smil pobls: toal number of consumers is su1 and biDing for fth 20 most
Impozta os is done by hmd.
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emacted. Mm census must then be followed up by installation of meters and/or load limkers and (if pre-
pam meers 2 are not used) preparing a schedule of reading/billing cycles.

3.81 Ihere is a compelling nee to mpove the utilties' image vis a vi the consumer and,
at th same tam, for eher utilng the prepymet met technology with is aomatic cut-off or
obtning strong commiment and follow-trough from Goverment in misting in the enforcemet of
recovey meaures for nonpayment. Ihe conventional solution requires subsatial and suwined political
and socal commiment to takdng acdve measres against nonpaying customers, whereas the pre-payment
ie make paymen self-eforcing.

3.82 Regadless of the type of metrs ued, it would be useff a em are made to
permit consumesS to pay at banks, paticularly in Lua . A prdiminary assment of the technical and
administrati capabilies of banis to carry out this function should be made. It is also recommended
that measues be undetaken t encourage HV and MV consumers to pay trog bank tafers. At
present, tis form of collection is not readily accepted becuse of misrust towards the electric utlities.

3.83 The proposed technical assistance for billing and colection Is costed In detail in Table
3.8 and would include (refer to Annex 3.12):

(a) ftree technical experts for 4 monts for the Luanda area for establing an appropriate
rea ling/collection cycle and for com rg data and billing input and one
technicalexpe for 4 months to analyze the situadon and to obtain a cenisus of consumers
for the central d southern systems; and

(b) compuer e gpent, meter for industri customers, vehicles, recnstrction of utlity
treauries in Luanda and Lobito-Bewela, and unifoms for meter eders and collectors.

lwh Asbu and Traininin Aounig

3.84 Te mainobjective of the technical assistance in accoundng is to prepare a system of
acounts tat can be audited tnally and to obtain consistent and reliable results soon afr the dosing
of the accuntig period. t Is expected that acuting would be available within two-three
months of the closure of the acounting period. Results shoud alow easy comparison between the
vaious uties and controls acordg to inaiona standards. Full acuntng figures must favor the
undertaking of acount analysis, particularly for ruming costs, fixed asss and consumer credits.

W Pt.pymat mter ytm usig om or toen could be consred after adequae tedi and a4us_mat to to
Aepl oil stadad nd clmat w . Ib new llyseu_ ae ctono and offe umeou adv_ate: e arn
no cois or toks to colboet Ihom meter, tere is no poin in countrfeil a duplicat beau card Is coded in

ch a th atit on abe dW oncoaM donly in a pztcOur mmer, irn ho msm eon do ut can offer to repl a
t or aOl ard io ut ea of abuse od can kep rk of bow mwuh deoly I prd by each consmer.
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Tabile3: TEHNICAL ASSISTANCE: BUlling and Collection
(1990 US$ 000)

FWorug Loos TOWa

Bzpmts* 190 0 190
CoMPutet euipment* 500 15 51S
Vehiles * 45 5 SO
Rewmtuctfon of tmutem s15 5 20
Uniforms S** i Mi L -A 

Subtotal 751 29 70
Contingonc es ]11 129
Total 860 40 900

* EXPOt: Number Mont Mm Rat Tota
BmIng yclo 3 4 12 12 144
C_onsume consus 1 4 4 12 Al

Total 192
Rounded to 190

0 Computer equipme1t Centada Luanda LobDen Unit Tota
Southern Dist'n Dist'n Cost

Ji_r (ktWp) 1 400.0 400
1 (IMMM 1 50.0 50

PCwigs 100 MB HD to 010
1 _mlnals 2 2.5 _2
Total S15
Rounded to 515

ce Vebicle.: Notdern Luanda Lob-on Unit Total
Systm Distn Disn Cost

M otorcycles 25 10 1.0 3S
car 2 7.0 JA
tOl 49

Rounded to 50

#°*Reosuon of bsuies: Luandal Lobit. Unit TotRl
Ben Ccos

7 2.0 14
2 2.0 A

Total 18
Roumd"d 20

-** UaihmUs for mdr nade: Loanda Lbito- Unit Total
Densuck Cost

40 0.1 4
10 0.1 1

Tovel 5
Roudeto 5



3.85 Tho Now National System of Accounts is epected to be introduced only gradually, due
to its complexity, but will in due course be used to normaize the accouing practices of the udlities.
Ihe introduction of a special tccounting analysis for accounts receivable is recommended in order to
obtain information on the aging of accounts receivable and on categories of consumers. Its introduction
requires an eamination of the present sitation and assessment of its Impact as well as training of the
accountig personnel in the new system.

3.86 The proposed component would include technical assistance, trining and computer
equipm . The main features and cost estmas of the tecnical assistance TA proposed are shown in
Table 3.9 and include (refer to Annex 3.12):

(a) 3 experts for 6 months to carry out a thorough analysis of the present .countlng system
and to adapt the new National System of Accounts, to prepare flow chart of documents
and records and to integrate partial accounting - consumers, fixed assets, reserves - into
the general accounting framework;

(b) 1 computer expert for 4 months to provide assistance to the programmers for
Computerizing the new National System of Accounts;

(c) 2 instructors for training for 4 months;

(d) course material and preparation; and

(e) 2 experts to analyze the fixed assets account and to organize the assets according to
source and size for 3 months.

3.87 There is a critical need for practical training in operation, mantenance and overhaul
procedures for diesel and gas turbine generating plants. This would take place over a two-year period
in three phases: (1) basic training courses, discussed above; (2) on-the-job training during rehabilitation
of the units, when trainees could work with counterparts from the m ers, which should be
arrnged and flanced together with rehabilitation of the units, and; (3) twinning arrangements with an
overseas udlity under which 20 Angolan operators would be sent abroad to gain experience with
adequately maiained plats under appropriate supervision. The main features and cost estmates are
shown in Table 3.10.

Hyfdr QWedon and iaMenmuae Technical Assistanceo

3.88 Angola's generation and tramission system lacks senior and midlevel staff. In order
to opemr and maitain the geneatng plant, technicians with university degrees must be available.
These may be asisted in the beginning by foreign technicians in the diffet areas, so that working
habis are changed. The table shows the required number of experts needed for the fiur priority areas
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lised (i.e. operation and mantenance, stock managemen and procurement of equipment, project
maagemet and evaluation, planning) at an anal cost of about USS 2.9 million. It is proposed to seek
ficig for an hdtial perod of two yar (USS 5.8 million) and to review the requirements beo
deciding on an extension. The main feaur and cost estimates are shown In Table 3.10 (refer to Annex
3.11).

Table .12: TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND TRAINING IN ACCOUNTING
(1990 USS 000)

Poreig Local ToWl

BXPcza 43 0 430
Co e 7S 2S 1100

no:rMa=AaW s15 0 IS

Subtol 520 25 545

Contingency SO S 55

TOW 570 30 60

* Expeita: Number Monu M-u Rft TOtW

A-cunting yaeM 3 6 18 12 216
Conpute 1 4 4 12 48
Jnutnto 2 4 8 12 96
Aaaet valution 2 3 6 12 72

Total 432
Rounded to 430

"Compuw eoqIpment.

Caitmll Luanda Lob-Dat Unit Total
Southern Dist'n Ditn Cost

MIomumPutA M 1 so so
PCw BIh100MD HD 3 3 1 6 42
Tab 3 1 2.5 10

Total 102
Ro to 100

Qs.gL n1ImM Aw

3.89 An "wpea ai" of ail Angolan hydro stations and the principal thmeral plants
(Luanda, Biopio, Lobito, and Namibe) would be undetake by a group of exerts who woud spend
about a week at eah plantdfyin problem areas In operation and mintance In collaboration with
plat peiso and staff. This TA packge would also include follow-up visi in order to verify tha
recommende and operating pracdees have been implemented. Their findipgs would be used
to oden tranng progms and to draw up apprite guidelnes for oprion and mantenance The
esimatd tota com of US$ 280,000 would include 15 man-months, travd ep , and a contngey.
The main foas and cost esmates are shown In Table 3.10.
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Tbl3..L10: TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: GeneaiDg Plat
(1990 US$ 000)

hmal a 410 50 460

Tad est 90 10 100
Subd_on 320 40 360

Hydro a 5,760 0 5,760

Opration Adt 270 10 280

Bxpftu *** 210 0 210
Trael 60 10 70

SubtoWl 6,440 60 6,500

0 0 0

TOW 6,440 60 6,so

20 opats sal r uk mouth ftaing y °3
$ 5,000/udtip tmavl oat
ee 3,000ft aonk absht and Scoda

** IyrO ozpb: Numbet Mondtu Mm Rate Total

OperAto aNd mainmiao
aidor 8 24 192 12 2,30
Id-lve 3 24 72 10 720

Sta* Mgtd _proone
Saior 2 24 48 12 S76
mvdw 2 24 48 10 480

PJet mwt and Mvabn
Sador 4 24 96 12 1,152
MW4dvld 1 24 24 10 240

SWl"or 1 24 24 12 288

Total 5,760
Rounded to 5,760

*OpwA dt_ and v.daa of: 15 m _ at $15,000
_0III &Mpw
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Rdbonents can only be progressivdy introduced together with strucural adjustments of the economy.
Some tehcal problems are anticipated and should be reeaxmined by the Appraisal mission.

3.92 The Angolan distribution systems in major urban centers consist of both overhead lines
and und d cables operatig at primary voltage levels of 15 kV, in Luanda, and 30 kV and 20 kV
In Lobito and Beagela. The secondary phaseo-phae voltage is 380 V. In urban areas, distribution
traformsrs of higher ratings are pad mounted. Transformers of lower raings - 165 kVA or below -
ar typically pole mounted. Most of the tot length of MV and LV networks in urban areas is run
underground and in spite of the great majority of consumer comections being single phase, the low
voltage network is all threphase.

3.93 It can be said that Angola is using technical standards of design higher than needed to
provide good quality service. Furhemworo, those high design stndards become quicldy obsolete and
useless due to poor opeation and matennce. Even without modifying the design standards, the
average cost per consumer could be substantily reduced if only overhead line was used. An appropriate
solution for LV networks would be the use of aerial bundled twisted cable instead of underground cables.

3.94 Most of the work will have to be done by external contractors due to the limited
capability of local contractors and the utilities' shortage of qualified staff. Experience shows that local
supplies (for instac concrete towers for overhead lines or some types of underground cables) do not
offer a minimum of reliability and it is almost impossible for local suppliers to guarantee delivery
schedules. Program Management by a Foreign Operating Utility would have to take all these constaints
into conideration. Local utilities must make some manpower available for dayD-tday operaion and
involvement in other ongoing projects.

3.95 The opeation of the electric systems will not be hampered by the refurbishment works
which have been scheduled to minimize any interruptions that they might cause. It is expected that those
Interruptions wil be less tm forced outages experienced at present. In summary, it can be concluded
that the program is technically feasible in all its components and is fully justified as a whole both from
the viewpoint of the system opeation, the service to consumers and the reorganization of the utlities.

3.96 13gWjmi IUic. Angola is experiencing energy deficits on a daily basis.
Rsoration of energy and capacity through distribution and generating equipment rehabilitation has the
greest urgec. Project delay could lead to furher deterioration in electricity supply with adverse
consequences on the economic activity and on supply to households.

3.96 ITe most immediately attractive 'hardware' components around which to design a project
apper to be the rbilitation of the nmjor trmssion lines connectng the Cmbambe hydro plant to
L anda and those in the Blopio to Lomaum corridor. The onset of peace has made these projects feasible
and, sinc they allow existing hydro plants to substitute for urban thermal stations that were instaled to
assuw supply when the lines were subject to sabotage, the rates of return and corresponding priority are
high. Furthermore, rebilation of thermal plants has already been secured through bilateral assistance,
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so thatttemal gIenertion will be able to ovrcome short peoiod supply Interruption from hydro plants
due to trsmis line rehabilitation.

3.97 ftWo3 1. The rehabiltaion and techncal assistance program does not present
unuua techcal or enonmtal rik because all the works wUi use proven equipment and technology,
but Jt should use contractors and consultants with broad experience In carrying out similar works. Main
risks are: (a) institutional, linked with the deteriorated condidons of most of the facilities, the skilled staff
limtations of the utilities, the siz and variety of project componens which can adversely affect
Imple_entation schedules and the weak and undefined nstional. fmework of CELB for works in the
Lobito and Benguela area; (b) economic, related to the possibility that a substani tariff increase and
more efective billing and collection procedures may cause a reduction in potenta electricity sales, even
with a more rdiable supply.

3.98 A p. dsible implementation scheme would be to set up a 'twinning' arrangement with a
large foreign udlity or consoruium to manage the overall implementaion, including the technicd
assistnce and traning components, turning it over to the utilities for operation and maintenance once the
works are finished. This might expedite the implementation but would weaken the training component
fr senior and middle magers which Is deemed essential for the later success of the program.

3.99 With the Peace Declaration of May 31, 1991, economic recovery and higher electricity
consumpti may be resumed. In order to assure the supply of electricity to the major cities and
industrial centers, the rehabilitation of the transmission lines, distribution networks and generation plants,
are all a matter of high priority. Clearly, to ensure the smooth operation and maitnce of the system,
substal in on stgening is required to achieve this goal.

3.100 For the distribution networks, several hundreds of kilometers need replacement together
wit a lot of transformers and swichig and protection equipment. lhe poor condition of the networks
and substations is not due to age alone. They have also been neglected, overloaded and vandalized.
Many insuuments are missing, give inace indications or are totally nonfunctional. The locks on
nost doors to swltchgear enclosures are either broken or missing. Many items of equipment, such as
bulbs, switches, fuses and electrical outlets have been stolen.

3.101 For the Luanda region, a umbe of studies by international consultants, although not
based on identical demand projections, have invetgated the optimum reinforcement and expansion
sequence of the ditbution system. On-going projects, finced through bilater arrgements, are
fllowing the of those stwdies. There is a need to review them in order to produce
an updatd master d uon esion plan, but as the proposed project is mainly concned with

habiltation, there is no serious risk of being contradicted by the outcome of such studies. Such a pla
should allow EDEL to euate its prioties and provide the basis for discussionr with SONEFE on the
best Insthuonal arragemens to supply MV clients and to develop in the medium-tem the main injection
points and MV netwck. The plan would also provide the Ministry and the udlities with an Instrument
to screen oth financing proposals under dhwcussion.
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3.102 For Lobito and Beguola, appwendy thes comprehesIve xasion plan fr the
dtdbuion system and ENE and CD isk embarking on project tht would not be cent with an
ecomc dvelopment. The role and choice between the two MV voltage lvels - 20 kV and 30 kV -
Is a very potnt issu tha has not bee address and requis Immedia atteon. The preparation
of a dbexpa sion plan r the region would be one of the major ask of the technical assince
to provid to CELE and ENE.
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Tabe 1: ntlled Capacity ad Geneatio In Anga

Itld and Avaiabl Geneating Capacity In June 11 (Pad 1)

System Name Tpe Number of Units Capadty Dae of Date of
sad of and Unit Pow (MW) Commission l _
Province Plat (a) (MW) I dtaed Avatiable Mont/Year Mig Ya r

North

Kuaa N. Cambambe H 2045+2z45 180.0 135.0 1963,1973
BMW Mabubas H 2r3+2x5.9 173 - 1S3,1959 2/1988
LuWa Luada TGI GT Lx25.6 25. 20.0 180

- Luanda TG2 GT Lx312 31.2 30.0 8/1985

subtotal 254.6 185.0

Cle

BDnda Lomaum H Wc10+1xls 35.0 - 1964,1972 3/19V 3
= Eloplo H 4x3. 14.4 10.8 19S7
* BlopoB GT lx2±8 22.8 - 2/1974 98
= B1apbo D 2xlS 3.0 - 1982

-Lobito D 4x5 (b) 20.0 S.0 1986 1989
Huambo Huambo GT 1s1O (c) 10.0 10.0 1981

= Huambo D 4x0.8+2x0.8S 4.9 0.8 19S3986

Subtotal 110.1 26.6

South

Hugas Mata H 213.6 272 13.6 1959 1984
- lAbao D 3xO.4+1202 3.6 - n.d.
- Namibe D 2S.75 ll.S 11.2 1980
= Tonbwa D lx1.6 1.6 - 1970
= Jamba D 3S.9 S.7 - 1968
= Saaw D 2WA.45 29 - nd.

Subtotal 52.5 24.8

a) H T HbwD- GT - Gas fblne; D Diesel
b) r c mounted
c) ISO mdng 13,§MW. Daing of 26% due to allude.

Soe Mi: on finding SADCC, SONEFE and NM
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Table 1: ntlleW Capait and Geaon in Angola

II,dW and Availble Geerating Capacity In June 991 ( t 2)

Syum Name 1Tp Number of Units C ty Date of DM of
and of and Unit Power (MW) Commis Uio
Povnce Plant (a) ( Installed AvaIlable Month/Yea mitl/Ya

Cabnda o GT Lx123 123 100 1980
- MoveM D 3d.5 4.5 1.5 8/11
* Cacongo D 4x03 12 12 nA

Uige Iuale H 3&036 1.1 1.1 957,196841971
- 1g.Uf D 30 1i8 1.4 nA

Movel D lx15 15 1.5 1982

Landa N Luaximo H 42.4 9.6 - 1957
LuID D ;u1S 1.5 - Md.
LAMP D 23 6A - nA

Bic AndJlo H 2S0.05 0.1 - n.
Kune H 3x054 1.6 - 1/1971

= Coenba H 2.01 02 - iA
= Kuito D laO.8+lxO.S 13 - nd.

Maoioo L4uena D 200.6 1.2 - 1974

Huub H 2*0.15 03 - 8/1972

Subtotal 44.6 16.7

Total Angola 461.8 253.1



Table 2: IUsoaled Capadiy and Generati In Angola11 Total Gem tion by Ty" of Plant

1970 1971 L972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1962 1983 1964 1965 1986 1967 198 1989

Hydro
Canbambe 255.7 3032 370.7 502.6 5552 421.4 338.6 394.7 419A 465.0 489.9 506.7 545.0 574.4 555.6 544.2 590.4 624.6 646.0 661A8
Mabubas 46.7 72.5 67.4 27.7 152 63 03 13 2.9 13 2.4 1.6 1.9 4.1 3.6 4.7 13 0.0 0.0 13
Lomaum 81.9 97.9 1099 120.8 125W 92.4 634 72.4 90.4 853 112.4 994 112.5 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Biopio 372 34.9 34.1 43.1 37.6 42.7 14A 24.0 16.0 39.0 22.6 32.1 383 345 16.4 12.0 35.1 343 46A4 420
Matala 91.5 61.8 67.5 77.8 652 73.0 344 262 30.7 353 37.5 37.6 42.1 48.1 51.1 49.7 56.2 53.7 613 432
Other 30.7 34.7 30.7 42.1 62.1 693 9.6 10.8 8.7 10.5 10.5 10.7 8.6 10.9 8.0 9.6 8.1 6.9 62 6.7

Total Hydro 543.7 605.0 6803 814.1 S58.1 705.1 460.7 529.4 568.1 636.4 6753 688.1 748 6743 634.7 6202 691.1 719.5 759.9 755.0

Gas Turbines
Luanda - - - - 0.1 0.0 03 01 0.5 6.2 142 1.A 9.4 32.1
Biopio - - - - 8.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 1.8 8.8 0.7 60.0 61.9 49.7 15.5 27.1 0.0 6.1
Huambo - - - - - - - - - - 13 1.7 0.1 11.0 7.1 2.9 .0.0 0.0 4.4
Cabinda - - - - - - - - - - 6.0 9.9 814 142 13.6 181 5.7 0.0 0.0 0O

Total G.T. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 9.7 20.A 199 853 881 763 35.4 28. 9A 426

Diesel
Generation 1000 137.0 1S95 1702 162.Q 133: 71.4 28.8 150 13.0 53 8.0 103 42 3.6 83 27.0 66.7 733 46.6

Total Angola 643.7 742.0 8588 9643 1028I 8 8363 521 5582 5882 649.4 6903 716.5 7786 763.8 726.4 704.8 753.5 614.9 42.6 8442

Averago Growth
Rate (%) 153 13.0 173 4.5 -18.5 -36.5 49 45 11.4 6.3 3.8 8.7 -L9 49 -3.0 6.9 8.1 3A 0

Percentage of Total
Hydro 84.46 81.54 8110 82.71 88.41 84.11 86.58 94.84 97.41 99.00 97.83 96.04 96.12 8828 8738 88.11 9L7 8829 9.9 89A4
Gas turbines 0A0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.78 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 1A1 2.85 258 1L17 1L44 10.83 4.70 4.18 1.61 5.05
Diese 15.54 18.46 18.90 17.29 15.81 15.89 1M.2 5.16 2.57 2.00 0.77 1.12 1.32 0.56 1.13 1.06 3.58 7.53 8.20 5.52

Source: SADCC, SONEFE and E9NE
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Table 3: Inlled Capacit and Generaon In Angola

Breakdon Generation by Sytm and Power Plant
(GWh)

Syom/Pbant Type a) 19 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

North
Cambambe H 544,964 574,246 555,642 344,156 590,448 624,6 646,0 661,3
Mabubas H 1,8S1 4,113 3,572 4,660 1,266 0,0 0,0 1,3
Luanda GT 0,272 0,055 0,496 6,208 14,234 1,6 9,4 32,1

Sub,total 547,087 578,424 559,710 555,024 605,948 626,2 655,4 695,2

Cm
Lmanaun H 112,500 2,429 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0
Bloplo H 38;P00 34,516 16,408 12801 35,114 34,3 46,4 42,0
Boplo GT+D 0,700 60,042 61,896 49,746 15,S31 27,1 0,0 6,1
Huamibo GT+D 0,070 11,000 7,106 2,275 2,021 S,3 4,2 4,4
Lebito D 0.0 0,0 3,932 1,822 10,615 31,8 44,8 A9
Bhacdintn ses D 0.0 0,0 0,0 0505 11,948 3,6 1,5 8,1
-camuns - - - - - 0,9 2,6 4,4

sub-total 151,70 107,986 89,342 67,149 75,229 103,0 99,S 77,8

South
Netala H 42,127 48,104 51,113 49,698 56,212 53,7 61,3 43,2
Lubango D - - - - - - - 2,S
Nraminbe D 1,253 0,0 0,0 3,178 0,118 8,2 2,4 3,2

Subtotal 43,380 48,104 S1,113 52,876 56,330 61,9 63,7 48,9

Total 742,037 734,514 700,165 675,049 737,507 791,1 818,6 821,9

Cabind
Malono GT+D 18,768 14,240 13,618 18,029 5,690 3,8 16,8 15,8
maovl D 10,6 0,0 0,0
Caowo D 0,3 0,0 0,0

Sub-total 14,7 16,8 15,8
Ulp

luqAie H S,000 5,323 3,360 4,533 2,891 1,7 0,6 0,0
Ulp D 0,787 0,927 3,092 0,502 0,919 1,9 2,0 1,3

Subtotal S,787 6,250 6,452 5,035 4,810 3,6 2,6 1,3
Bic

Kuagp H 5,310 5,338 3,555 4,533 4,751 4,3 3,4 4,0
Andalo H 0,270 0,289 0,150 0,257 0,245 0,2 0,2 0,1
Coemba H 0,235 0,228 0,152 0,228 0,182 0,2 0,1 0,3
Kusto D 1,400 0,985 1,698 1,277 1,197 0,2 0,6 0,2
Chinguar D - - 0,026 0,098 0,0 0,1 0,0 0,0
N'barea D - 0,011 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0

Sub4otal 7,215 6,851 5,S81 6,6SS 6,375 5,0 4,3 4,6

LAMB D 4,679 1,907 0,590 0,122 0,090 O,S 0,3 0,6

TOt lated 36,449 29,248 26,241 29,841 15,965 23,8 24,0 22,3

Total Agl 77,486 763,762 726,406 704,890 753,472 814,9 842,6 844,2

a) H Hydrodectrc D MDi OT O Gas htbin

Socum END, SONEFB and PM.
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HYIDRO PLANTS CURRENT SITUATION
AND ACO S IN PROGRESS

5uambamb

1. Cambambe is a run-of-river hydroelectric station, situated 180 km east from Luanda, with
a daily regulating capability. It is the first hydroelectric development of the middle Kwanza river. The
dam is a double curvature arch dam 300 m long. The dam was origWally built 19.5 m below its initial
design height, thus reducing the rated capacity of each generating unit by 20 MW. In the original design,
the power output of each unit was expected to be 65 MW. However, if required by demand growth, the
height of the dam could be increased to its final design height of 132 m, thus fully utilizing the capability
of each unit. In the original design, the construction of a second power house at Cambambe was also
foreseen. The underground power house is equipped with vertical axis Francis turbines each rated at 45
MW, operating at a maximum head of 86 m and a turbining flow of 65 cumsec for each turbine, with
generator from ASEA/SEPSA (Portugal). The construction of the power house began in 1958. The
dam's concrete shows signs of deterioration, the power house needs a general overhaul and the dam's
monitoring system needs to be replaced.

2. Units I and 2 were commissioned in 1962 and 1963, and Units 3 and 4 were
commissioned 10 years later. Unit 1 underwent general overhaul and was recommissioned in 1986.
However, at that time, the repair of its excitation and cooling systems was not included in the general
overhaul. Unit 2 went for a general overhaul in 1988, according to a 1987 rehabilitation contract between
SONEFE and ABB Service and supposed to be on line by late 1991. The repair of Units 1 and 2 will
take about 5 year each compared to a scheduled repair time of 10 months for each unit. This delay is due
to the weak capacity of ABB Service and to the lack of trained personnel at SONEFE.

3. Chracterzation of the Current Situation. The principal weak points at Cambambe
requiring urgent attention are: (a) dam monitoring system, (b) deterioration of the dam concrete
downsteam face and (c) power house rehabilitation and remodelling.

(a) Dam monitoring system: A suitable monitoring system had been instaled at
Cambambe since its commissioning. An analysis of the results collected after the first
filling of the reservoir shows a reasonable behavior of the dam and its fbundation.
However, an inspection made by EDP-EP in 1983/1984 showed that the monitoring
equipment had deteriorated and lack of maintenance; it was completely ovethawled at the
time. It has received no maitenance since 1984.

(b) Deterioration of the d-m's concrete downstream face: Ihe deterioration occus because
of the following circumstances: (i) permanent bumidity and drizzle caused by contino
discharges which peneae by capillary action in the concrete of the dam, (i1) existe
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on the concrete of microorganisms, mainly of vegetable origin, (iii) high concentration
of anhydrous carbonate in the water that penetrates the concrete by capillary action, (iv)
chemical reaction in the aggregate feldspar leading to a complete destruction of its
crystalline structure. The deterioration occurs in limited areas of the seven central blocks
of the dam where the spDllways are located. In addidon, the dam concrete base has
suffered from abnormal wear and tear due to water erosion.

(c) Power house and substaton: Abnormally low illumination levels are present in the
power house and substation maldng it difficult to operate the plant and carry out proper
maintenance. In addition, the busbar tunnel elevator is out of order and the air-
conditioning system is not working. In relation to the control and supervisory equipment
of the generating units, power house and substation, the following situation is evident:
(i) the cooling system, still using manually washable filters, is in a bad state, taking into
account the quantity of suspended solids carried in the water as well as the lack of
periodic maintenance, (ii) the dewatering and drainage systems are highly corroded and
the corresponding electric controls bave many components in need of replacement, (ii)
the 110 V batteries with 58 elements, as well as the 48 V battery need to be replaced,
(iv) the emergency diesel unit (600 kVA) for power station auiliaries, is worn out and
operable only for one hour at a time, (v) the control mechanism of the substation circuk
breakers is obsolete, no longer being manufactured and spare parts are difficult and
expensive to obtain, (vi) the generating units' control and suprvisory functiuos can only
be undertaken from the power house, (vii) the step-up power transformers need to be
replaced, and (vii) the gate control mechanism need to be overhauled.

4. Th. 'Me rehabilitation of units 1 and 2 has received special
attenton by SO MEFE taking into account the importance of Cambambe in meeting the demand of
Land It is expected that Unit 2 enters into service in late 1991.

S. IThe hydroelectric plant of Biopio, commissioned in 1957, is situated on the Caumbela
river near the village of Biopio. On the left side of the dam is the power house and hydrauic circuit.
The power house is equipped with four generating units, each rated at 3.6 MW, and 300 rpm vertical
shaft Francis turbines designed for a net flow of 14 cumsec per unit. The resevoir created by the dam
has a net capacity of 2.2 million cu.m. The average annual energy production is about 35 GWh. Thus
the plant has very litde storage capability and is mainly used for peaking purposes.

6. General lack of systematic maindtece of the hydromechanical equipment is evident;
there ae structra problems with the dam and the genertig units are in precarious condition. There
is work underway to detect the dam's structural anomalies and for substion expansion tha will Inc
the reIilIy of the substation (financing of USS 1.5 million has been securd). Consultations are being
held regar the rehabilitation of the generating units.
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7. _P.adarain gf th Qre Sitto. The curren situaion Is characerzed by
structural and equipment-type irregularities, by lack of maintnce of the hydromechanical equipment,
and problems with the generator units and the substation as follows. The principal structural anomalies
are:

(a) Excessive gap (about 50 mm) of the joints between the half-pillars of the dam's overflow
flood gates. The 50 mm gap does not yet hinder the normal operation of the gates.

(b) Displacement of the left pillar of the bottom discharge block from the adjoining
abutment. Such displacement consists of longitudinal and rotational motions and it
prevents the bottom discharge stop-log from operating; it also causes malfunctions in the
operaton of the two gates.

(c) Reaive displacement between the surge chamber and the penstock' gate control
building.

(d) Vertical misalignment of the generating units.

8. The total lack of systematic matenance of the hydromechanical equipment has caused
general corrosion and breakdown of all electrical and oil-hydraulic controls. All geneating units have
problems with the turbines, due to (i) significant water leals through the guide-vanes, (ii) oil leaks at the
binpgs, (i) cavitation and wear at the runner blades, guide-vane valves and other hydraulic circuit
componets which only an ispection can determine, and (lv) corrosion signs at several points of the
mechanical installation. The extensive wear and tear on the equipment is due, in pat, to the quanity of
solid maer carried by the Caumbela river. One generating unit is at present out of service and partialy
dimanded as a conequence of short-circuits that occurred in the stator, shordy after being repaired and
placed in operation in early 1988 and fortunately still wthin the warranty period (contract amount FF 54
million; contaor: Alsthom Atiantique). The likely causes for this mishap were lack of competent
technical supervision and inapropriate specifications for the contract repair work The remaining 3
units, although in operation, are in a precarious condition with extensive wear of mechanical equipment.
Similarly with the unit auxiliaries. Equipment at the substation is outated, even though the outward
appearac is acceptable. Difficulty in obtaning spare parts greatly diminishes the reliability of the
substatiu In addition, the 6160 kV and 60/150 kV transformers must be overhauled. Ihe dam
obsevation devices for contollig stuctural movement are: (i) mehanism for measuring the gap in the
joint or semm between the half-pillars, (i) mecaism for measuring the relative movement between the
bottom discg left pillar ad the adjoining abutmt, and Oil) mechanism for measuring the gap at the
joint between the structures of the gate control building and the surge chamber.

9. A c In T lhe following actions are in progess: (a) detecdon of structura
anomalies and analysis of their caues and expected evolution, (b) substation expansion and (c)
e_Atation wih ABB Service regarding the rhbilitationof the genrat unis. Tbe following actions
arn underay to detect the caues of sur anomalies: (i) analysis of the cack in the joints of the
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dam half-pillars (ii) study of the displacement of the bottom discharge left pillar which is progressing at
an average rate of 0.5 mm/year, (iii) analysis of the relative displacement of the surge tank and the gate
control building and Ov) analysis of the vertical misalignment of the generating units whose cause is
presenly unknown. As regards substation expansion, in February 1990 a contract was signed between
ENE and EFACEC (Portugal) for the supply of a new 60/150 kV transformer and panel, the refurbishing
of the panel of the existing transformer and 60 kV supply termis for the auxiliary services. Financing
in the amount of US $ 1.5 million has been secured from a Portuguese Bank (Banco Portugues do
Aantico). The purchase of a second transformer will increase the reliability of the station and is amply
justified since a it is, any outage of the single transformer will put the station out of service.

10. Lomaum is a run-of-river plant situated on the Catumbela river, about 120 km from the
city of Lobito upstream of Biopio. It was commissioned in 1962. The power house is located on the left
side of the river. In the first stage, which was concluded in 1962, two 10 MW units were installed and
equipped with vertical shaft 750 rpm Francis turbines with a head of 188 m and a design net flow of 2x7
umsec; In the second stage, concluded in 1971, a 15 MW unit was installed, also equipped with a

vertical shaft 600 rpm Francis turbine for a rated flow of 10.5 cumsec. The current installed capacity
at the station is 35 MW. The plant was severely damaged by sabotage in 1983 and 1984. Financing of
US$ 57 million is available for the rehabilitation and erection of two new 15 MW units and techwnical
asistance. The plant has not been included in the rehabilitation program because the Portuguese
Govement is assisting with rehabilitation and expansion.

11. After rehabilitation and the installation of Units 4 and 5, total insalled capacity in
Lomaum will reach 65 MW. However, the lack of regulatory capabilities will keep the firm capacity at
about 15 MW and average capacity at about 30 MW. The fill use of the capacity would require the
building of another dam, Cacombo, upstream of Lomaum. Without Cacombo, Lomaum will be over-
equipped 1/ and it is thus doubtful whether the instllation of additional capacity at this stage is
economic. In addition, the present scheme of penstocks does not allow the operation of three 15 MW
unts at fill output, due to lmitation in the water flow (penstock - 21 cumsec; 3 units - 31.5 cmec).
If the Cacombo dam is built, its reglating action would increase the guaranteed output (firm capacity)
at Lomaum to 50 MW and at Biopio to 10.8 MW, i.e. a total of 60.8 MW. Moreover, Cacombo can
be equipped wit 3x12 MW units. According to the development plan of January 1989 (Temag), the
cost of Cacombo sestimated to be US $ 154 million (in 1990 $) and, if equipped with a power station
(3x2 MW units), it is esmated as $ USS 186 million (in 1990 $).Thus, the cost per kW conesponding
to the Increase In output is estimated to be US $ 2,320k, an acceptable cost. In addition, there wll
be eeg beneft due to the regulating capability downstream at Lomaum. The supply from Cacombo
wil also incres the reliability of the Central System.

/ n# 1 ao wilh 30-year bioial flows reordedattheDlio Catbelhydromeristato, thedver'o minimum
and av flw an 10 and 20 wms orespectivey; thus, the guoenteed ouput of Lomaumis IS MW and to avee outp
30MW.
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12. ,,haazatiw bgf fe CurfentStatIQn. The plant was severly damaged by
sabotage In Jamnary 1983 and again in July 1984. The penstocks were partially destroyed; the main
trasformer and the control mechanism of the bottom discharge gates suffered serious damage. At the
power house, all three units were seriously damaged. -ne power station building and equipment at large
we also cted by the flood and mud carried along '!e embankment caused by the rush of water which
followed the bursting of the penstocks. There is, moreover, no monitoring system set up for either the
weir bridge or the lateral dike.

13. As . A program of rehabilitation of the equipment, increaming instaed
capacity, and the corresponding technical assistance has been established by ENE, as follows:

(a) Rebabilitation and reinstallation of the steel-lined penstocks and the rebabilitation of the
bottom discharge hydromechanical equipment. Contract amount: US $ 12.5 million.
Contractors: Sorefame and Teixeira Duarte with supervision by ElectricivMde de
Portugal/EDP. SOREFAME will carry out the work of rehabilitation and reinsilation
of the steel-lined penstocks and rehabilitation of the hydromechanical equipment of the
bottom discharges. TEIEIRA DUARTE is to perform infrastructure work at Lomaum
and Lobito related to site road access, earthwork and the concrete base for pipe support.
EDP will oversee contract magement and provide technical supervision and It will also
carry out training and technical preparation of 14 Angolan workers (electricians, turbine
tecncians and manpower for civil works). Infrastructure work iS already umderway at
Lobito. At Lomaum, infrastructure work has been delayed until security a the plat can
be guanteed. Portugal will finance 90 % of the US $ 12.5 milion contract with a 10
year payback period at OECD consensus interest rat. The Angolan Government will
support 15 % of the total investment for meeing credit insurance costs, financial
guarantees and bank commissions.

(b) Rehabilitation of units 1, 2, and 3 and erection of two new 15 MW units: units 4 and
5. These -wnits have been stored for a long time in Lobito. Contrac amount: US $ 41
milion plus DM 5.3 million for the turbine. Contractors: SEPSA, ACTA and
SOPOML with global supervision by Electricidade de Portugal/EDP-ED.

(c) Supply of equipment for the execution of the civil works. Contra amount: US $ 9
milion. Contrctor: SPARE.

(d) Technical assistance for the reha,ititation program underway, particularly for project
management and site supervision (EDP's RAHL team).

MMaw

14. MataN is the only hydroelectric faclit n the Southern System and i is eial to
emr t reliability of supply to Lubango and Namibe. Matala Is located on the Cunene river, ner the
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vlge of Maala, 180 km east of the city of Lubango. It entered into service in 1959. The dam is
located in a rather open valley and the power station Is located on the right bank of the river. The dam
has 35 discbarge openings, 29 provided with automatic gates and the remaining 6, placed on the left
bak opaed only when the watr on the reservoir reaches levels above fill storage. The dam has
structural safety problems and the 29 gates are not operational. The power station is equipped with two
13.6 MW geneating utdts and a third unit of the same capacity Is being ercted. Kaplan turbines,
designed for a rated flow of 72.5 cumsec and rotating at 214.3 rpm, operate with an average head of
20.3 m and produce 13.6 MW at 10 kV. The generating units and auxiliaries are In precarious condition
due to lack of mantenance. The substaton has a 10/150 kV transformer for each unit. Two lines go
out of the station: one westward to Lubango, and the other, presendy out of service, to the Casinga
mines. Matla has been practically the single supply point of the entire Southern System.

IS. Financing is available from Belgium (US$ 28 million) for the erection of a third 13.6 MW
unit at the site, for general overhaul of Units 1 and 2, including station auxiliaries as well as technical
assistance for project management and manpower training.

16. Characterization of the Current Situatign. Four main issues should be currently
addressed: (i) structural safety of the dam, (iH) structural behavior of the dam, (il) hydromechanical
equipment and (iv) generating units and jgueral insalations at the power house. The safety of the dam
I impaired by the lack of a monitoring system. The dam is cracked in some places and there are
noticeable gaps in the joints between the half-walls that support the roadway. Anchors have been placed
in some of the gaps to slow-down the rate at which the gaps are opeing. Ite 29 gates are not
opeional because they ire embedded between the dam's concrete pillars due to the deformation of the
half-wals of the dam. InI addition, the conrol device of the first 3 gates of the bottom oudet is jammed
as a result of repeated attempts to close them; the fourth gate is broken. There is considerable water
leage through all the gaps in the dam's wall. Ihe genering units, auxiliaries and the 150 kV
equipment at the substlion are in precarious condition due to lack of maienance.

17. A At present, ENE is developing a rehabilitation and expansion
program of the power station. This program is amply justified since Matala is the ondy hydroelectric
power plant In the Southern System. Moreover, with the reguating capability of the Gove dam, it
becomes indispsable to guaraee the operation of all the units at Mata in order to Increas secrq
of supply. The third unit would serve as spinning reserve during normal operation of the plant and under
coatngency conditions. The following work is underway or being decided:

(a) Supply and erection of a third generating unit, with eritcs similar to the ones
already Intalled (13.6 MW), of the ontrol board and respective electrical Installatos.
Contract amount: FB 260 million. Contractor: ACEC (Ateliers de Constructions
Electrique de Charleroi);
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(b) Oveaul of tI-. excitation system of units 1 and 2 and for repair and renewal of the
electrcal equipment of the corresponding control and instumeonsystms. Contract
amount: FB 134 million. Cotrator ACEC; and

(c) Generad overhaul of units 1 and 2 and station auxiliaries: Conta amount: PB 357
million. Contractor: ACEC. C"'il works: Contract amount: US $ 1.3 million.
Contractor: Teixeira Duarte. Contract mnagement and civil works supervision including
technical assistance and associated manpower training: Contract amount: USS 870,000.
Contractr: EDP

18. The Gove dam is located on the Cunene river, about 200 kn upstream from Matala. Civil
work was completed in 1975 comprising the dam, hydraulic circuit, spillway aad bottom outlet. The dam
is of the earth-fill type; the maimum height over the foundation is 58 m; the crest of the dam is 1111
m long. Ihe hydraulic circuit allows for control of the water flow and it was designed to feed the
tubin of a future power house. The reservoir created by the dam has a net volume of 2500 million
cu.m; this large storage capacity allows for the regulation of the Cunene river and of Matala. Without
Gave, the natural flow of Matla would not permit significant generation during 4-5 months of the year.
Gove has a guanted flow of 72.5 cumsec which provides benefits to all downstream power or
gicultural developments. Hydraulic conditions and chaactescs of the reservoir would probably

justify a plant with 45 MW installed capacity.

19. The dam has been sabotaged twice and its structural condition is precarious. There is
much Internal erosion and the bottom oudet gates are not operaional. Financing in the amount of US$
6 mIillon was available to repair the damage from the first sabotage. While this work was underway a
seod sabotage occurred in Febray 1990 which caused considerable damage. The lac of security
conditions in the area had, until recenty, prevented a careful and detailed evaluation of all the
rehabbitadon works required. The rehabilitation works at the Gove have been established from rts
on the damage; she peace agreement will certainly enable them to be more properly evaluated and caried
out.

20. uno L1k ofu Currnt tiSuatiwa. Since 1985 the Gove dam has boen
showing obviou sips of deioration: inal erosion of the filling materia of the emb_kmeit and
cDnsiderable percolation. The consequence of thi is that the inpection gallery, siua inide the water-
protecon wall, is flooded up to level (1550.0), and large deposts of fine material are evient in the non-
flooded area. i situation arose from an hiadequate op on of the filter system in the Salery and/or
om inadequat oion of concrete joins on.the water-protection wall 2/. The dam was sabotagd

21a Mm rmomn sob costa of alyins waute pzoElau tso tho _waw; hw ould
be ar&d out fm the insido of dt guy.
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In 1987 with comiderable damage. Contracts in the amount of about US $ 6 million I/ have been
signed by the Ministry of Public Works to repair this damage. On Febmary 1990 the dam was sabotaged
again. Heavy damage was incurred on the left bank of the dam, near the entrance to the inspection
gally. Huge fissures were creatd in the area about the crest of the dam which alarmed the rura
population living within 40 km of the dam. A inspection made on March 8, 1990, after the mission
visit, dcted a C i th crest of the dam with a diameter of S.5 m and 6 m deep. The inspection
also s.wed fisures in the dam and damage to the rock foundaion itself.

21. AS1 Inn a esg In order to avoid the collapse of the dam, whinh would creae a
20 m high wave along the river (the lage storage level of the resrvoir, about 2,000 million cu.m, would
give rise to a flow of 20,000 to 40,000 cumsec), and would be catastrophic to riverside villages as well
as to Matala and Ruaana, the reservoir has been emptied. The crater on the crest has been fllled with
sad and rockflli removed from the upstream face of the dam. As an emergency solution, the downstream
face of the dam has been reinforced with sand-filled bags. However, completion of this last emergency
stae was hindered by a lack of fuel at the site to supply energy.

Coetmotors C _ ote-UEE on behalf of h Ministry of Publo wodr, Teheia Duit headng a consorm of
Svohm fwr riabibag of hydu elpt HI a PoMguesa for dei desi of to pir proct, and
boors Nogod CWU Lbotry, for dedsgn and Ipn of the da's mnitor systm. Teixeram
Do* is _gnbb fo pPc30t am eOouNdw
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ITHERMA PLANTS
CllEM SMN AND ACIIOS IN2 PLR

1. On Turbines at Luanda. Ihe two gas turbines belong to SONEFE. The first
gas turbine (OTI) with an installed capacity of 25.6 MW and available capacity of 20 MW was isiled
in 1980. A second gas turbine (T2) with an installed capacity of 31.2 MW and available capacty of
30 MW was installed in 1985. Both were supplied under turnkey contracts. The protecton systm of
GTl needs to be replaced and the excitation system refurbished. The output of the gas turbines is derted
because of lack of maintenance. A sufficient supply of spare parts should be made available to reduce
outage times. GT2 is not equipped with a start-up system of Its own and requires the assistac of GTI.
A modiflation to the LV busbar layout would be enough to circumvent this problem. ITe change of the
LV busbar of the two units allows the utilization of the auxiliary diesel generator of GT1 to start-up 072
under condition of total system blackout and unavailability of OTI. Both units were in reasonably good
condition and had been running for iess than 3000 hours untl 1989. Even afer the instation of 012
in 1985 their use was rather limited. However, the 1990 more frequent sabotage actions led to the us
of both uniLs for prolonged periods of time. Both GTI and G02 are fired with jet-B fuel although both
could be fired with lower grade fuels. The fuel is readily available and trucked from the refinery at
SONANGOL. Jet-B fiuel costs about 7 % more than gasoil. Fuel storage capacity on site allows orion
of both units for about 130 hours.

rzat Ste

2. Gas Turbine at Biopio, The unit, which was commissioned In 1974, is presently
unailable due to a coupling problem. The unit is located at the 150 kV Biopio substation which
intrconnects the two networks of CELB and ENE. The unit was repaired in November 1989, replacing
the lubricaing and cooling systemas. At that time the unit has been oped for about 26,000 hours. Ihe
unit should have been recommissioned after replacing the bearings and seals as the BNA 11 had aready
appmoved the financing of this repair. The repair had not been made at the time of the mission. A report
on the situation at Bioplo is being prepared by the manfacturer J. Brown, with a report to be avile
in May 1992.

3. Railroad Mounted Diel Plant at bito. The 4S MW unit wer installed in
1986. They have an average operfting time ranging from 7,000-13,000 hours 2I. At the tim of the
1990 mission only one unit was available, Its output reduced to 4.5 MW to avoid overheating due in part

VlAW' Naionl L

T1ho dis enne was mnuothu by SEtN Pelatk P n 18. They oper te at 1000 pm an omedle.
AItaho Atlniue was dhe manu&tur of fte generator. The nooina outpu of each sa is 5 MW.
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to problm In the supercargers. 'Te unit Is opeaed to meet the peak demand, or base loaded if there
is insufficient capact In the system. The unit is started many times a day for 1-3 hours of operation.
Ihe officiency of the units is about 36 %. Life expectancy for well-maintained similar units is about
80,000-120,000 hour. Units 1,2, and 3 were probably damaged from overheatng. Preventive
mantenc of the plant was never undetaken and there is a lack of spare parts. All units require a
complete overhaul of the diesel engines, particularly of the tubochargers and valves. ENE conacted
(1989) the manufactrer and a quotadon of about US$ 600,000 was tentaively given to repair one unit.
A loan from the Caine Centrale de Cooperation Economique (CCCE) in the amount of US$ 13.8 million
for the rehabilttion of this plant and that at Namibe was approved already in 1991. The financing
packgtso includes US$ 2 million for technical advisory services. The cost of this rehabilitation
project b epesive (about US$ 400/kW), considering that the rehabilitation of just one unit only had
been edmaed at US$ 600,000 - 700,000 (about US$ 140/kW). Without knowing the details of thi
financing package, it is not possible to comment on it any fiuther. In any case, the diesels are not
Included in the Bank's rehabilitation program.

4. Gas Turbine Plant Huambo. The gas turbine at Huambo was installed in 1981
a intended for stand-by duty. The nameplate rating is 13.5 MW, butt the unit is operated at a derated
capacity of 10 MW. The unit was overhauled between 1988 and 1989 and put back into service In
November 1989 under a five year maintenance contract.

5. Diesel Plan at 71The plant at Namibe belongs to ENE and has 2x5.7 MW
units which were instled in 1980. One unit is operadng and the other one is currently out of service
with a faulty supercharger. Ihe rehabilitation of this plant has been included in the rehabilitation pacage
of CCCE as mentioned above.
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1T 1: MAIN TRANSMISSION LINES
LINE CHARACTEULS11CS

system No. of Commis.
Line CirC its kV km Conducto year commets

Cambambe-Lumnds 1 220 175.0 ACSR Crow 1963
Caubaft-VIas 1 220 158.0 1984
vlans-Luanda 1 220 17.0 U 1984
Camboabe-N'Dakndo 1 220 73.0 * 1970
Camb&vh*4~bds 1 220 125.0 * 1974 Out of order sb 984
NTWala_do- 1 100 97.0 ' 1974
cpuo4dalmn 1 100 62.0 1974

1abubas-Luands 2 60 57.0 Cu SOmm 2 1953
Mabubs-Qulbx 1 60 109.0 n.a. 1987 1/

Dbpio-~ 1 150 17.5 ACSR Panther n.s.
1 1S0 96.5 " 1964

_ wiC a 1 lS0 48.S " ~~~~~~~~~~1964
LA C_aumbAa-Hubo 1 150 118.5 ' 1964
Husu hnguar 1 60 n.a. n.a. n.a.

Matala-Lubango 1 150 168.0 ACSR Panhr 1959
Msableamba 1 150 120.0 ' 1973
L4abngo-Nam,bo 2 60 162.0 (i) Cu 70mm2 1960

(I) ASCR Partidp 1974
Nanlbe-Tombw, 1 60 94.S ACSR Ciett 1974 HIghy Coroded
NomboNSao0 1 60 9.0 0 1973
JambT _tnut 1 60 68.0 ACSR 2617 1973 Out of Order

IMur: Estudo de intoslWo das Rodeo do Anole, BDP Lisbon 1984.
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DISBlTtON SYSTM IN LUIANDA MMI;
MUMMA= gF TE PRE ' SITUATION ANDOACNS IN PRGS

1. The province of Luanda extends fo: over 380 sq. kti, 80 sq. km of which are urban and
tho res suburba, as shown in Fig 1. Electricity In Luanda Province is distributed by both EDEL and
SONEFE. SONEPE direcdy feeds ind&strial HV and MV consumers, generally located in the suburban
areu, whfle EDEL is In charge of electricity distribution and public lighting in the urban center. lhe
electricity i purchased at 60 kV from SONEFE. The main distribution voltage Is 15 kV ad some
industri subscribers purchase electricity at this level. An old 6.6 kV distribution network in the center
of the city is supplied from the 15 kV network. Household consumers and small industries are supplied
frm EDEL at 380t220 V. EDEL is responsible for the planning and implementon of roeured

ailitadon and tension. Presenty, the electrical system in Luanda province relies on five voltage
levels, mely:

(a) 220 kV level - for primary supply of the Luanda and Viana substations, which practically
feed the entire province;

0b) 60 kV level - for supply of the distribution system through six substltions: Lanoda,
Viana, Cuca, Maianga, Quifangondo and Belas;

(c) 30 kV leve -for supply of industrial consumers of SONEFE in the suburban area;

(d) 1S IV leeyl - for supply of secondary substations in the suburban area, for feeders
liking the 18 switching substations of the urban center, as well as for secondary MVJLV
transformer substaions; and

(e) 6.6 Iky level - for the secondary network in the old historical center of Luanda.

2. The electricity distrbuted throughout the province of Luada Is almost entirely generated
by Cambambe and transmitted by two 220 kV lines which feed the Luanda substation, one directy and
the oe paing through the Viana substation. The unrestricted peak demand of the uti provi In
1990 was estimated at 132 MW. The actal peak demand in June 1991 was about 90 MW. The landa
substaon thus has ample capacity to cover the peak load in LuanIa with a reserve capacity margin of
as much as 100 MVA. A tllhe comumers in the urban center are supplied by EDEL from the Cuca and
Maln substations by the underground 15 kV network. Generally these cables are In good shape sinc
they have not been overloaded. In the event of an outage in the Malanga substation, the Cuca substaton
wi cover the load by overloading its transformers. However, the load carying capability of t outgoig
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feeders Is not sufficient to carry the load. A similar situation exists when the Cuca substation is on
outage. A new substation, the Mutamba substation, is required to increase reliability of service. 'Te
LV network is in poor condition. Very few fuse boxes have lockable or locked doors, many fuse boxes
are in poor condition or have Improperly sized fuses, many poles are broken, cable ditches are left open
waiting for material necessary for repairs and much of the repair work undertaken is of provisional
nature. The situation not only is a source of outages but is also unsafe.

Acins in Progs or Under Discussion.

3. The power distribution system in Luanda is seriously degraded and inadequate to cope
with the needs of a greatly expanded population. Tbe following projects, Including rehabilitation and
extensions, have been proposed or are being considered:

(a) The 6.6 kV network has been phased out as part of a conversion program to 15 kV
carried out by the Spanish engineering fim Montreal;

@b) Rehabilitation and expansion of the distribution network in Luanda including all urgent
works in the 60 kV network, and expansion of the CUCA substation, consruction of the
CUCA-MUTAMBA line and construction of the MUTAMBA substaton. The
rehabilitation works proposed also include expansion of the MV and LV networks which
cter about Maianga in the 'bairros' of Samba and Calemba. 'Me works are to be
carried out through a soft loan from the Italian Government in the amount of US$ 20
million. A contract may have already been signed with SICOM from Italy. There were
some delays caused by the creditworthiness of Angola;

(c) Rehabilitation of the underground LV (48 km of underground and 105 km of overhead)
and the street lighting networks in some of the main arteries and low income areas of the
city. The works are being carried out through Swedish fancing (project ASDI) of US$
4 million;

(d) Rehabilitation and extension of the street lighting network of some of the main stree
which are not included in the project ASDI in (c) above. The works are to be carried
with Spanish financing (85 % FAD loan) in the amount of US$ 4 million;

(e) Repair of the MV network in the industrial zone and a few LV sections. Financing in
the amount of US$ 16 million has been obtained from the French Caisse Cente de
Cooperation Economique (CCCE);

(t) Rehabilitation of the MV and LV network around the switching stations PS 01, 14, 10
and 02. The works are to be carried out throu Spanish fmancing (5 % loan to FAD)
in the amount of US$ 23.
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TIB1LE1: PRINCIPAL FACILMTE OF THE ELECIRIC SYSTEM IN LUANDA (1990)

AC1IFY OPMRATOR DlSCR1Vl ON

* 210 kV fi steed pylon. SON8E 350 km
e g60 kV IV sOm vo iu types of pole SONKFE 35 km
* 60 kV RV va& ound ln SONFIB AND EDEL 2 km
oe IAada substan SONEP 4x60 MVA 22060115 kV uanaornie
* nViaa sbatio SONBFE 22060 kV and 60/30 kV, lxJ0 MVA
e Ces sutio 13EDBL 4x20 MVA 60/15 kV tansonu
* Mdalaq sbsto SONB= 3x20 MVA 60/15 kV ttnfooe
* Qulf_ngonuo sbst SONEF1 lxW7S MVA 60/30kV tausnafomt
* 3.1.W sb*Aon SONEW 2xi MVA 601S kV tsnaftwta
e RefiRery subtaton supplied by SON Wx7.S MVA 60/15 kV t om e r
* Stwlwotk1 sdbtaton supplied by SONEPE IxtS MVA 60/15 kV trnsfmrer 0

* Cimmq ol subsation supplied by 80ONP. IxiS lAVA 60/1 kV as_formr *

* 30kV ovedwed les SONE 20km
e 15 kV owehead li SONEBF 200 km
a is kV nsowd liam IDEL 25 km
* 15 kV _d onoable SON8 EI 2.5 km
e 15 kV undeound cables EDItL 225 km
o trafom sbso ED8L S35
* MV power supply substatio SONEF 373
e MV power supply subtation DEL 31
* aw*bln subsaons EDIL 18

LV NW M6110 1191141ft~~~~~~~~~~~85 k
* Ovod"dad ukod_ iEs Ubkm

e LV sowuer conectio 67,000
* -- tig p--n_ ab- =40,.

0 subst obdatio s owned by the coosmer who handle iUs orion and maInta.
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I)ISTRlBUTION Sli =sTM 0f LOBlTO ENDUIAL
CHAWMZA DE T11E PRISENT SITUA7lON AND ACIIOS IN PROG=SS

Pment Sioat

1. The distribution of electricity in the province of Lobito-Benguela h the responsibility of
CELB and coordinated by ENE. The Lobito-Benguela area is located on the Atantic coast, in the ceral
region of Angola, approximately 500 km south of Luanda. The distribution system of Lobito-Benguela
b supplied througb 150 kV and 60 kV lines by the 22 MW gas turbine and 18 MVA hydro plant at
Biopio as well as by a 4x5 MW carriage-mounted diesel plant. Present available capacity from these
stations is limited to 15.8 MW. The maximum unre-stricted demad in 1990 was esdmated to be 24 MVA
(19.2 MW at 0.8 power factor). Table 1 outlines the main network facilities in Lobito-Benguela.
Presendy, the electric system in the province of Lobito-Benguela relies on four voltage levels:

(a) l.$Q kV level - for the supply of the Quileva substation, feeding part of the province.

(b) 6Q0kV leve - for the supply of the remaining distribution network through the Catumbela
substion,

(c) 30 kY levl - for the supply of the secondary 30/0.380 kV' substations of the Catumbela
area, of the Lobito suburbs and of the Baia Farta area, as well as for the supply of the
30/20 kV substations of Lobito and Benguela,

(d) Z k level - for the supply of the remaining secondary 20/0.380 kV substations of the
province.

2. The 150 kV line linking Biopio-Quileva and the 60 kV lines linking the Blopio and the
Catumbela substations, although old, are generally in good condition. The secondary MV network
operation is quite clumsy. Generally, the performance of the overhead MV network, both at 20 kV and
30 kV, is good. Conversely, the underground network is in very poor conditon, with frequent outages.
The cause of these disruptions is the result of corrosion in the lead of the armored MV cables caused by
saltwater in the subsoil.

3. The secondary MV/LV transforming substations are generally In good condion. The
entire LV network Is extremely obsolete and subject to frequent and prolonged interruptions, due to both
aging and high overloads. Lead corrosion was evident on both the MV and LV undegund netwrL
Geneally, there is no coordination between the protection relays setn and the load caying capability
of the LV cables, which worsens system operaions. The supports of the public lighting network,
recendy repainted, show corrosion at their base. The underground network which feeds the lightg
fixtures is faulted in many portions and is presently replaced by provisional overhead lines. The overall
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condition of the LV network and the public lighting system is such that it discouraged mainteAance aattlon
by CELB.

Actin ES= or under Consideration.

4. ENE is presently undertaking some retrofits and extensions to the distnbution network
in the province. The supervision of these works is performed by ELECNOR S.A., a Spanish enterprise,
almost entirely funded (US$ 18 million) by the Spanish FAD. The proposed work has several
shortcomings, particularly since it involves the extension of the 30 kV level, rather than its elimination.
The proposed 30 kV level is more expensive and more demanding in terms of procurement of materias.
The Spanish project includes the construction of new 30 kV systems, which might be easily built at 20
kV. Moreover, it also involves the laying of 20 kV underground cables, continuing the mix of voltage
levels. In fact the rehabilitation and upgrading program outlined in Chapter m is designed to freeze and
eventually eliminate the 30 kV level.

TABLE 1: Main network facilities in Lobito-Benguela

DESCRIPTON OF FACILiT

Primam 150 V and 60 kV network

e 18 kln of 150 kV HV lines on steel towers
*; e 60 kV HV lines on steel towen
* Quileva substadon, 2x30 MVA 150/30 kV transformers
* Caumbela substation, 5x4.S MVA 60/30 kV utformes
* o Lobito substation, 2x7.S MVA 30/20 kV tanform
* Benguela subsadon, 2x7.5 MVA 30/20 kV transfonnmers

Secondary MV n"

e 30 kV overhead lines
o 20 kV undergound and ovebead lins
* secondary MV/LV substations

I.V netwvo*

o about 600 kn of LV ovehead and underground lines

* about 1,100 lighting points
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S. Work lUnderwa by LECNOR S.A. The project was planned by E?E under the
spevion of the Spanh firm ELECNOR S.A. The project consists of the following:

(a) construction of a new substation at Cavaco, 60/30 kV, 2xl5 MVA;

(b) construction of a 150 kV line between the Biopio and Quileva substations, at a later
stage;

(c) construction of two 60 kV lines for the supply of the new Cavaco substation from the
existing Catumbela substation, of which one is to be built at a later stage;

(4) construction of a second 60 kV circuit between the Catumbela and the Biopio substations,
to be Installed on the existing poles;

(e) constuction of a 30 kV line between the Catumbela and Benguela substation;

(f) constuction of a 30 kV double circuit line, on common poles, connecting the new
Cavaco substafion with the Catumbela and Benguela substations;

Og) various electrical work for retrofitting the Benguela substation;

(=) replacement of five 30120 kV, 4.5 MVA transformers with two 60/30 kV, 7.5 MVA
tansformers;

(i) construction of 55 km of 20 kV underground lines In the towns of Benguela, Lobito and
CAtumbela; ad

OI) construction of 70 km of 30 kV overhead lines for supplying new secondary transformer
substations in the Cavaco valley.

6. Cmments on the above work:

(a) The works indicated in items (a-h) are mainly aimed at makdig the current 150/60/30 kV
primary network more efficient and reliable, since all substaions could be closed in a
ring configuration. The above works will also serve the purpose of meeting the expected
load inre during the next decade.

(b) Ihe proposed solution, however, which is to be implemented in the near fue, has some
shortcomings which could be removed for a more cotrect and easier operation of the
network as a whole.
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(c) In particular, the proJect Involves he extension of the 30 kV level, rather than forseeing
ts eliminatiob. This voltage level is ill-suited, taking into account that the current MV
dstbuton network is based on the following levels:

X Loblto 20 kV
* Beonguela 20 kV
* Catur.bela 30 kV
* Quileva 30 kV

(d) The 30 kV level should be frozen and eventually eliminated, since it is more expensive
and more demanding In terms of procurement of materials.

(e) The project also envisaes a network layout with e constructon of double circuit lines.
This system may cause major difficulties in case of repair work on one of the circuits,
becase, for safety reasons, both circuits should be de-energized when repair is being
done.

(g) Item (i) involved laying of 20 kV underground cables. In the case of Catumbela, thes
would be operated at 30 kV. This undoubtedly would shorten the life of these cables.
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1. The workforce distribonat ENE is shown In Table 1. Tbher a disproportlo' between the
mber of worken (mosdy unskluled) and the mbte of senior and mil-levd technicians.

: DISTRIBUTION OF THE WORK FORCE BY PROVINCE - ENE

DDSCRWMN NO. OP WORS I ITCH. 1.LV ,TE

NAT. MR. NAT. FOR. NAT. FOM

_ WgmnQmA) 26S 8 U3 5 it 4
RAL (L4= Offin) 171 7 2 1 3 3
ILM A osacO) 23 1 3 O 1 I

C Nah 114 2 2 1 7 0
Up 96 0 1 0 2 0
Maisog. 56 0 0 0 1 0
Z.1yco 1 0 I 0
T,uc Caw Kum* 34 10 0 6 4 4

_4WAmwvok 478 2 3 1 7 1
H_oAG 371 2 1 0 0
31 126 0 0 0 0 0
Kw"= SW 26 0 0 0 1 0

oladOffn 177 8 1 2 8 7
ouik 173 s 0 1 0 4

Nawbe 164 s 0 1 1 4

moxico 19 0 0 0 1 0
Look Nou I 0 I 0
LaoS . I 0 _0 0

T| _ 2296 50 26 11 49 28

Source: ENE, MP (now SEA) and mission flndinp.

2. Ihe maupower needs of ENE at headquarters are _u rkized in Table 2. The System
Plaig Departm sbould cover the gene refurbishment and extesion of exist f"acilies ad
pl_ani fx new faci . The plannig department ould also include the followig two ara:
hydroloa d mattas.
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Tab~: ENE HIGH AND MID-LEVEL MANPOWER NEEDS

_______1___ _ ,.'-...................... _________. , .m m iln__ 

ARM ELCMRCAL CIVIL MECHANICAL COMPUTER TarAL
ENGIRS ENaNEERS ENGINEERS ENGINEBRS

-pm _ 3 _ _ X 3

____ ___ 7 1 2 1 11
StookMmnajmmt 2 1 1 4
and P_aou ___ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _4 2 2 -

yaPaning 3 . . 2 6

TOWa 19 3 5 4 32

3. Ihe nmber of seior and mid-level technicians at SONEFE are summaized In Table 3 and 4.

Tabl 3: SENIOR TECHNICIANS - SONEFE

NUMBER OF SENIOR
SPECIALIZATION TECHNICIANS

_________ _________ NATIONAL FOREIGN

Enginer_in 17 7

LAW 2 -

TOW 24 7

Souto: SOMEF and mii fndinap.
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MIg 4: MID-LEVEL TECHNICIANS - SONEFE

MD-LEVEL TECHNICIANS MIDLE-VL TECLANS
SPECIALZATION WITH DEGRBE WrTOUT DEGE

NATIONAL FOREISN NATIONAL FOREIN

T oahl 23 to i

A dmhdsbi and 4 _ 11

Total 27 7 29 .

Soo: SONEBE and msn findings.

4. The manpower ditbution at EDEL Is shown in Table S. Of the 936 employees, 56% are
workers, mostly uvilled, and 38 % clerical staff. Senior level -taff (manaer and seior technicn)
mab up only 4 % of the workforce.

Igb1,c: MANPOWER DISTRIBUTION AT EDEL

MANPOWIR COMPOSMON NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

Manes, 24

Hghb-lvd hniaso 14

Mid-lovd teohnicia 26

Wo*kes _19

Admistraio and sevioa 3S3

TOtal 936

Souo: EDBL ad mision findis.

S. The manpower sduaton at CELB Is shown in Table 6. 8S% of the workforceare workers ad
they ae mosoly unskilled. There ar only 10 senior staff and 7 mid-level techncians. The cmpany,
nvertheu, manges to opert the system and barely keep up with repairs. Prevenive m
Is ot patced.
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iaa6: MANPOWER COMPOSMTION AT CELB

MANPOWER COMPOSMON NUMBER OP EMPLOYEES

M 8gs 7

High-1.v.l tohlia 3

Mid-lvel taleuio 7

Wore 353

Cledeal perso , ,l 46

Total 416
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1. In order to provide additional detals for the railitaon and thncal assiac
progra, the description of the proposed works and the estimated invesent costs and cah flows for
each hydoelectic sation in the r ailadon program are pvided in this Annex.

Cobe

Re ailtaton f unit 3 and 4. of thei sbdubsatonad ancilar serice and reodlln of tAm

2. In order to me the power demand in the Northern System, it i esental o rehabiltate
the powet staton as soon as possible.

3. abUl . To carry out the diagos of the curret stat of the plant and to
define the rab acdons, SONEPE has asked for techncal istac from FURNAS CENTRAB
ELtCRICAS. Based on the fiding of the mission, the rehabilitation project must iclude the
folowing actions:

a) aeTurbin

o cleang and analysis of state of corrosion of the prmm tunnd
steeli linng;

* anaysis of the performance of anticorrosive prteto coating;
o inspeton of the stae of the rotatg equipment includg the

ditributor; runmner, beins, wbine retlaor, etc.

(if) Geneor

* check of the braking mechan;
* lnsp&tion of the rator, , eciter and prtwei eupmet;
* inspecti of the cooing system;
* inspection of switches and a d oolol

eqi.en
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Oil) Power staion dewatin and drange system

* geeral overhaul of the dewaterlng and drainage system and
replacement of the corroded pipes;

* overhaul of the levelling equipment;
* overhal of the pump electric control board and cabling;
* refurbishment of the pumps.

(lv) Diect curret ancillary services

o total replacement of the 110 V battery wIth 52 elements;
* insIlation of a second rectifying unit to Improve system

availability;
e overhaul of the synem separating the essential services from the

non-essential ones;
3 replacement of the 14 element 48 V battery.

(v) Emergency diesel unit

* overhaul of the 600 kVA emergency diesel UDit equipped with an
800 HP Diesel engine.

(vi) 220 kV substaion

o replacement of nine 220 kV, 1,600 A circuit breakers;
soverhaul of the lighting-arrester columns and checking of
general condition of the grounding system;

* general Improvement of the power transformers and ovedraul of
the corresponding control and protecion systems.

(vii) Control and monitoring system

o replacement of some control and monitoring equipment, of
oudated technology and alrady out of use;

o automation and overal of the power station control and
supervisory system from the control room;

* Installtion of a chronological event recorder and of a fault
sipgling device;

* overa of the measuring and logging sysms.
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(Vii) Millaneous

* cleaning and re4lghtening of the main busbar;
* rehabilitation of the ventilaion system;
* redesign of the lighdng systm;
* overl of th elevator;
o overhal of the electric control systems of the hydromechaal

deces (jate).

4. . The following aumptons have been made:

(a) 3 units should always be available for operation. Tbus the execution of the r'ailbtation
works proposed is only possible once unit 2 is rehabilitated.

(b) a minimum period of 3 mohs to place the order, manucture, dispatch and trasport
to the it the nessary equipment;

(c) duaton of rehabilion action per unit: 7 months;

(d) period of acceptance tes: 1 month.

SONEE epects to xtend the techical asistance that it Is presently reiving from FURNAS
CENTRAIS ElTRICAS to the following fields of activity, wihin a plan and financing already
established:

(a) rarton of bidding docments, both technical and cmmeci

(b) cllaboadon In the bid eauation process.

SC3NEFE Anrher epcts to call for tenders from the following specialized firms and joint ventur:

(a) ABB Sueca

(b) ABB Service

(c) SEPSAICOMETNA

(d) MER1-G9l.

S. . Techical support I aleady assed for the coact award pbase.
To gar8ate the success of the rehabiitation program proposed, techni assistan for about 70 man-
monts I required for conta magment and projec supervision:
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1 senior engineer
1 mechanical or electrical engineer
1 electromechanical technical assistant

6. The estimated cost for the rehabilitation of Units 3 and 4, are given In Table 1. Ihe
foreign component of the first two items b assumed to be 85 %.

Iae 1: CAMBAMBE - COST FOR REEIABILfTATION OF UNfIS 3 AND 4 AND
SUBSTATION OVERHAUL.

(1990 US$ 000)

I4VESTMENT IN THE POWERHOUSE LABOR FORCE EQUIPMENT TOTAL

Rehabila*I onfUnt 3 and 4 1,0 1,920 3,200

Control room and substaion 710 2,220 3,000

Tachnical a mn fr project msnagenat 800
ad supwvu (75 an4nonhs)_
Subtotal 1,990 4,140,000 7,000

Phycal onq 1,30

TOTAL 8,300

7. For the US$ 3.2 mIlliodestmated for the overhaul of units 3 and 4, a ababiltom
with the composidon given below was aumed. Some of the workforce may be available in Angola.

* 1 cotucdon dte manaer (nginer)
0 2 forme
* 4 mechnica ftters
o 2 welders
o 3 coil wnders
o 2 ldetricians
o ancillary peson (clerk, driver)

8. TecIcal asis of about 50 man-mouths wih an strated cost of US$ 800,000 Is
uired for all activies rdated to the contrct awartd pha and for project managm nt d suandvI L
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Main

9. The foUowing rehabilitation and technical assistance actions are proposed:

(a) M:dgg m : These activities also apply to Lomaum and Bloplo and ar
extremely Important. ENE is considering a proposal from Electricidade de PortuEDP
fr the global management of the safety control of the stuctures that itege the Bloplo,
Lomaum and Mata plants including erction and maintece of the moioring system
for a period of five yea. It also includes taining activities In monitori systems;

(b) ehabgkigiain of the s9ilwa Not and reakr of the dam pilas The techucal
management of this work is within EDP's scope of work as described in actions In
progres given in Chapter 2. The aim is to reestablish the operating conditions of aU the
spillway gates, by elimnatng the compression exerted by the pillars on the gtes, and
to immobilize the dam pillars In their current position, by resorig to the application of
anchor judiciously placed at the half-walls and hall-pillars to hinder their rdative
movement;

(c) B=i _ofAg of f \= moutle: Tbree gate are jammed and one is broken Mm
r%ar work must guaran that If the gt or gtes ae oped, it would be posible to
coset em safly. This gu ecn only be glven wlth the emptl of the mservoir
to the level of the bottom outlet edge. Moreover, to guarantee, h fg to mantenan
of the gatoe without rsorting tO OMptying the roir, an additional deck must be
conuctd which opeates as a cofferdam and the maufctand erecdon of gov
placed about the Inlet to ech opening. Tbis device would permi, at any ime, to drain
the opeing and to mak access to the gates possible. his work duld be ntegrad In
the bid specifications for rehabilitation of the spillway gas In (b) above;

(d) uaL olmmu1: Repair work prsnty underway does not include
therarblshmen of the O 1kV block of dl8ht els as well as the nof th

on eupme. Replacement of this equipmet is eq d SIce it s no
longe ma d;

(e) _ _ig b Rehabilitaton of agn 150 kV euipme
sinc i no or ied. Expasion work alm at feing the ibongion
by a 30 kV iHne and it coiss of the erecton of afomers and _ n d
cntrl equient; and.

(f) 1 _ : For the works ment In (b) and (c) above. Tech l as ce
for the rbilion works In (d) and (e) might appoprtel -y be iluded in the EDP
contrct by an extension of the contract, considering to smal amoun of work ivved.
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10. _ f. The total cost i wlmated at US$
5.04 million and broken down as shown in Table 2.

Mebh2: MATALA - COST ESTIMATES FOR REHABILIATION OF SPILLWAY GATES.
(1990 US$ 000)

ITEM COSTS ESIMTES

Poreign LOWa_ ToWal

Labot 980 420 1,400
Equipment 570 30 600
New deck 1,045 55 1,100

Materials 600 200 800
And-corrosive teatmet 285 1S 300

Subtal 3,480 720 4,200

Physica contingency 69 144 80

Total 4,176 864 5,040

i1. Cost estimates for rehabilitation of the bottom ouet at. Table 3 pwvides a cost
summary. Ite total cost is estimated at US$ 0.98 million.

Iak 3: MATALA - COST ESTIMATES FOR REHABILITATION OF
BOTTOM OUTLET GATES.

(1990 USS 000)

nTEM COrn ESTIMATES

Foreign Local Total

Labor 175 75 250
Equipment 142.5 7.5 150
Now control dvie 76 4 80

Now decs and fixed puts 104.5 5.5 110

Matotials 120 40 160

Aeni lvttm ent 66.5 3.5 70

Subtotal 645 141 820

Physical contingecy 136.9 282 164

Total 821.4 169.2 9g4
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12. Cos estim ft the m bilizatioa of the dam's pillars. The total cost is estimatd at
US$ 2.06 million as shown In Table 4.

IakA 4: MATALA - COST ESTIMATES FOR IMMOBIUZATION OF THE DAM'S PILLARS.
(1990 US$ 000)

rrem COSTS ESTMATES

Poig LoA ToWal

LAbot 679 291 970
EquIren 76 4 80
Madetials 5o2,500 33,S00 670

Subtotl 1,257,500 328,SO0 1,720

Phya contIngecy 251,500 64,700 344

TOW 1,09 394,200 2,064

13. For the proposed works it has been assumed that the area is fully secured as well as the
road to Huambo. The actions are divided in four stages, namely:

(*a) 1sttagl : 'he following is urgently needed: (i) excavation of the loose fillig of the
embanment, ( ii) Teplacement of the filling and the protecting rockfall, and (ii)

nsolidation of the foundation with cement injections. This activity iS expected to be
cared out by the Miistry of Consruction;

(b) 2nd a: To be carWedout immediately Afvards. The works to be executed are: (i)
completion of the cement injections through the galery and the waterprotection wall, (i)
reconstrucion of the reinforced concrete structure at the inlet of the half-botom
discharge, (ii) complete repair of the gates' ontrol mechanisms of the bottom and half-
bottom discharges, and Ov) ientation for dam observation;

(c) : Overall repair of the dam's downstream face which is showing a deep and
abnomal undulation of its protectng rockfall;

(d) 4 : n Repair of the erosion detected downsteam of the energy dissipation pool of
the bottom and half-bottom disbcharges as well as of the dam's left bank access road.
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14. The cost estimates for the activities to be carried out in the 2nd stage are included in the
Project. For the remaining works it is not possible to give a forecast of the cost estimates. The expected
cost for the rehabilitation and technical assistance (for bid preparation and evaluation, contract
management, project management and supervision) Is US$ 8 million Including about 170 man-months of
technical assistance totalling US$ 2 million. The cash flow for investments at Gove is given in Table S.
The foreign and local cost breakdown for the rehabilitation of the dam has been estimated at 85 % and
1S % respectively.

Iabh:: GOVE - CASH FLOW OF INVESTMENTS.
(1990 US$ million including physical contingency)

DB UCRIMION OF WORKS INVESIT | 1992 1993_ _1994

6.00 1.71 2.57 1.72
o oompletdon of the gtoutdng tirough the watr

ptctionwal
° reconuction of theefod concret uctur of

Inlet of tho half-bottom outlet
* complete overhul of the control devic of the

bottom and hafbotom oudet gatS
* consolidaton of the dam foundaton In the areas

bfW y a_oWe
° _ n of the dam monioring system

1 A_ _ _ _ __ 2.00 2.00

Total 8.00 3.71 257 1.72
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TEXW& LOAD G-RQWTH AND-INC-REASE IN NUMBER OF =OSUMERS

Luanda Province in the Period 19I2QM

1. Table 1 provides a summary of the expected increase in the number of consumers during
the periods 1991-1995 and 1996-2000. The peak demand in 2000 is expected to reach 302 MW. In the
period 1991-1995, the average demand growth rate in Luanda i8 expected to be 9 % and in the period
1996-2000 to reach 10 %. lhis demand growth rate is in line with that assumed in the leat cost
development plan for the Northern System. In the period 1991-1995 the number of new consumer Is
apected to increase by 60,000, thus bringing the total to 130,000. The load increase in the period is
expected to be 21 MVA (16 MW at 0.75 power factor) in the urban area of Luanda and to ncrease by
60 MVA (45 MW at 0.75 power factor) in the suburban area. 'Te total increase is, therefre, expcted
to be 81 MVA (61 MW), bringing the total demand to about 185 MW at the end of 1995.

biWe 1: LUANDA PROVINCE - EXPECTED INCREASE IN NUMBER
OF CONSUMERS AND LOAD GROWTH IN THE PERIOD 1991-2000.

DESCRIPTION First Period Second Period
1991-199S 1996-2000

Rise in number of consjmer 60,000 76,000

-ad nocreas-
* urban area 21 MVA (16 MW) 37 MVA (28 MW)
-. o suburban area 60 MVA (45 MW) 120 MVA (90 MW)

|Todal load increalso. - 81 MV (61 MW) 157 MVA (118 MW)

Peak dmand (13 MW in 1990) 18S MW (1995) 302 MW (2000)

Lobto-Benuuela in the Period 1991-2000

2. Table 2 gives a summary of the expected increase in the number of customers and
demand for two five-year periods. In the five-year period 1991-1995 demand is epd to icra by
22 MVA (18 MW at 0.8 power factor) and reach 46 MVA (37 MW) by 1995. In the subsequat five-
year period, demand I epected to increase by 32 MVA to reach 78 MVA (62 MW at 0.8 power actor)
by the year 200. This forecast is fiaught with uncertnty since it is very difficet to predict th
increase in demnd due to thecurmet (une 1991) represed demand as wel as the numb of llegal
consumers.
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Table: LOBITO-BENGUELA - EXPECTED INCREASE IN M.UMBERS OF CONSUMRS AND
LOAD GROWTH IN THE PERIODi 1991-2000.

DISCRIPTION Period Period
19l-l1s 1996-2000

Ris in number of consumers About 32,000 for 191-2000

Load inoea 22 MVA (18 MW) 32 MVA 16 MW)

Pak demnd (19 MW in 1990) 37 MW 62 MW
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SYSTEM EI pX lANC AMI PRIORI YN1ASUIS FOR EEEICI=N OPERATION

1. Ihe electiicity distributed throughout the province of Luanda is almost entirely generated
by Cmbanbe and transmitted by two 220 kV lines which feed the Luanda and Viana substations. IThe
Luanda substation is fitted with 4x60 MVA transformers: three 220/60/15 kV and one 220/60 kV. In
1989, the peak demand was 160 MVA (120 MW at 0.75 power factor), 125 MVA of which were
ditributed by EDEL and 35 MVA by SONEFE. Ite Luanda substation thus has ample capacity to cover
the peak load In Luanda, with a reserve capacity margin of as much as 100 MVA.

zfV (a llvNo

2. EDEL consumer demand in the urban center of Luanda is met by the Cuca and Maianga
sustations which are linked to the Luanda substation via a double circuit line (Luanda - Cuca) with 409
sq.mm steel reinforced aluminum cables (ACSR) anLt three underground lines (Cuca - Malanga) with 05
sq. mm copper conductors. At full load, the Luanda-Cuca double circuit line is used at 94 % of Its
hrmal rati. Thus, a potential fault on one circuit, necessitates the reduction of the line loading. Tbis

siuaon is even wome when to repair a faut on one of the two circuits, the entire double circuit line
i put out of service becase of safety reasons. Thbis may interrupt the supply of electricity to the entire
urban area since no backup supply is planned. Iherefore, to make the operation of the substations more
tional and efficient, it is necesy to InstIl two singlecircuit lines with 409 sq.mm ACSR cable. This

measure will lo enable demand increase up to 1995 to be met and to substamtially cut down on system
Im.

3. Regarding the 60/15 kV substations, another 60 kV injection point with a 60/15 kV
tansrmer must be considered, in order to improve system reliability and meet the demand increase.
Ike pferable injection point would be at the Mutamba district and supplied by the 60 kV Cuca
ubstation via two undergrud circuits with 3x(1x300 sq.mm) conductors with exuded insulation. The
60 kV overhead lines, entirely operated by SONEFE, are rather obsolete, but generaly in acceptable
conditio 11.

v/ Pr a rher complt rhabiltton of those lines, the wn min coretive miotac jobs should be

o rpshUlng of an0 se wt
* 01Xn of mm twendris bb. l

° t_tUMOf some ,MM
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Secodar 15 kVNewk

4. U rba ter. All consumers in the urban center of Luanda, are fed by the 15 kV lines
*om the Cuca and Malan substations. These substations are linked via some primary MV feeders in
beted mass-Imprented, threepole underground cable with 185 sq.mm copper conducto. The
sndary 1S kV network is mostly of underground cables with 70 sq.mm copper conductors. Genrally,
the perfrmance of such cables is rather good, since they appear to have never been overloaded.
Theefore, they may be kept in service for at least another decade. The siuation is rather differe In
terms of the ectrc oaton of the systems. In the present circumstances, in case of total outage of
th Malanga substeaon, its load should be met by the Cuca substation overloading the Cuca sormers.
However, ths action Is not possible as the substation outgoing feeders cannot cafry the entire load
because of Insufficient cross-section of the conductors. The same applies to possible outages at the Cuca
substaion. Due to isufficIent transformer power rating and limited transmission capacity of the feeders,
the Malanga substation would ot be capable of serving as a duplicate or redundat supply for the MV
networt. The above drawbacks can be overcome with the construction of the new Mutmba subsation
ad the lying of short length of 15 kV undergroudd cable, which would allow an enhanced orion
of the prest link between the various switching substations. Almost all the secondary MVILV

sformer substations are generally in bad condition due to lack of maintenance, especialy the LV
eqpipment Mn Ce of the MV/LV substations has been totally ignored. This accelrated the

*oration of the swtcW an the substation as a whole, decreasing reliability and makin then
unsafe for repair crews. The substations are prone to frequent outages which disconnect a large number
of consumers for rathe long periods of time. As a result, it is deemed neceswy to totally reconstruc
110 seconday taformer substaions and to replace the swltchgear in another 90 substations ?J.

3. Suuran US. The 15 kV lines, through which SONEFE supplies industrial consumers
in the suburban area of Luanda, are all radially operated from the Luand substadon Y. This network

iuraioauses significant supply problems to industrial consumers. As no bakup supply Is in
place, these consumers ar disconnected when an outage occurs. The problem lies in the configration
ad operaton of the preset network which does not opdmize the use of the network for the following
reasso: () duplication of lines operaed by EDEL, with consequent redundant investmen, (U) neglect

2/ Thmaval povidedt EDBL complet is cren wor to connet te fome 6.6kV si*Wans
to do5kV MM a

1/ At th prebnt, tho sbubban consmers arm suppe via:
* SAIDA 1 outgng lin, fiom the Luanda 2 substadon, feedn consum0 in th Southeastm,

wihu duplca sWply,
o SAIDA 2 outoing li fom th Luanda2 suton, fedig consuen the Won uea, whout

dupliat, supply,
* SAIDA 3 outphg lino from dt Luad subtn, oedi t industrial conums of dh un

cener, whout dupliat supply,
* MIDA 5 outging hie from the Luada 2 subsan, foen cosme to the Badh Withut

dupcatsupp.
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of the possibility of closing links In the network, which would facilitate both the eliminaion of some
radally operated lines and insure duplicate supply of some network lines. Entrusting he opeaton of
the entire MV network to a single utlity (i.e. EDEL) would help the above problems 41. The MV
ovahead lines, currendy operated by SONEFE, have performed well. Almost all the MV power supply
substations genlly have a bad performance record due to lack of maintenance. Ihe swltchgear needs
to be replaced in at les 300 of the MV grid substations.

LY Network nd Pbic Lighting

6. Ihe enire LV network Is obsolete and prone to frequent and prolonged faults, due to
aging of parts and components as well as high overload on some cables. Generaly, ther Is no
coordination between proton equipment and load carrying capability of the LV "ables. This obviously
impairs network opeion. Most of the distribution housings or cubicles located un feeders are installed
along the roads and do xOt have protection doors. Overall, they are all 1-maintaIned. Tho precarous
condition of the network ailowed numerous illegal connectons which worens the e owiomic and financial
situaton of EDEL SI.

7. The public lighting system is pardy in dipair particularly In peripheral roads and green
spaces. ith underground network feeding the lighting points i faulted in many places and replaced by
temporary overhead lines. In addition, lighting fittings and fixtures are obsolete and in poor condition.
Tesre are reatively large voltae fluctuons in the LV network which diminish the life expectacy of
light bulbs. Ihe ovel state of the LV network discourages any corrective maitennce since it would
be very cosdy ad iffctive and this is compounded by the fact that there is a lack of equlpment
especially stree lightig vehicles.

S. To redress these system deficiencies and at the same time to meet the growth in demand
in the next few years, it is necessary to reconstruct and increase the transmission capacity of about 600
km of LV undergd lines and about 250 km of LV overhead lines. Moeover, at leat 30,00
consumer connections, prenty in a very bad state of disepair, must be totally recotructed. The
30,000 ilegal connections should be Idendfied ad laized through the constrction of stndard

M9, tanng the netwok to EDEL, the outined problems may be eliminated by tho following a _npt

* SAMA 1 t of then by inrogthondutoreou- onandtem hlne
as fir as the Thomn substtion wbere a 6015 kV tanbumner sd be hnaed,

o SMDA 2 eon of pat of the SAIDA 2 Ine by binaing dte conductor c_I
ar and by eatn t li Un as for " tbo subdtion,

* SAEDA 3 ln thds line with the Cuoc sutaio to se dupHto sply,
* SADA S recons_uton of the line by neag tho condutor aes lonal am and by

extedg the line as far the Quofngondo ssaton, whoe a 60115 kV trfnaw
shod be isld.

EDIL eU estm th nmber of Illeg apgs at p=kuty 30,000.
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consumer supply terminals. Additionally, 1,000 nw lighting points with adequate ihting fte sould
be constucwd to rplaces the exsting otes. The present 600 km undergound lines may be reconuced
patldy udlegrund, party ovethead, in order to reduce csts.
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RVdAfflLfAT=O AND GROwPN= W= IN LUIAMA

1. Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 provide a summary of cost esdmae for the HV, MV ad LV
ntworks r the dribudon system of Luada. Cos are Installed cot, that Is, they include equipment
and matdals, asport and labor. Most of the HV and MV project hav already been picd-up by
other donors.

Tb It: REHABILITATION WORKS FOR THE PERIOD (1992.199s),
PRIMARY HV SYSTEM IN LUANDA

(1990 US$ Includes equipment and materials, labor and taport)

DESCUPIB)IN OP REIHA ATION WORK8 uNIr 1 STMAD
corn _cor

smOus s

AI.1 LAab m&iat - coawttooo of U. boys fwr w to Cuea Audulo 330,000 330,000
° '^360 kV ln bays

1~ ~~ bof j "0* b s a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _A1.2 Cu.. aaotlos - *ou*cagelo of fOm feeer betee Cu..4m&nd Oad Cae. 600,000 600,00

* 4xG0 kV lIlo boy
* Ibu_ __ __ _

AI.3. Maas% sbe - ootlm . of a w WbalsequWpedp as foow 3,0000000 3,000,000
e 2z60 kV Om bays fr lw f1mn Cuca mbatto
* lx60kVbusba
e * 160 kV asn er bay
* 1 tookodo and ca unit for 13 MV Ius
* 2260/15 kV hm pbs ansfotmer, 120 MVA + lx4OMVA

0 _ '6" wbw SWdvbW

A1A4 Viam _abeW - c_nokuWm of a amew 6/IS kV uatlo oooft 1,000,000 2,000,000
o lxsO kbuae +
e Ix60 kV _rafme bay 1,000,000
° I mawitg and contl u for te MV 1e (for de two
* 12/W301kV 10 MVA th pse ansme ow
° 1160WIS bIV 10 MVA three pbhas trnsfom ansom)
* I g1 HV moolto doaonrolunlt

A1.5 Quibondoubgslo.- ooauu= of a am 60/30 V, 10 MVA a W60115 , 5,000 5,000,000
7.5 MVA b _ :o.ose1udh.
C 120kV buda
o MfOkV anO orw bay

* 126130k V 10 MVA dum phase
* 126/15tV 75 MVA he pas utsome
* I RVse_Nonlada ooizlun ml
* Nmalng God me rd_ _

Al.ff abdo. - C*nMWe_ ta sew ubatatla 2,00,00 2,000,000
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DESCRiPTION OP RAULTATION WORKS uNTT ESTUEATE1 cornos

AL? ConaWon of 60 V dobl ciruit OHL an ie towers 409 sq.mm ACSR 0,000 560,000
dors, fora toal of 7 hm, to doubb Ut lad caing capbity of d. link

betweento Im'akd and Cue. substations_

Al. Ce_,othlo f0 of uneskV _ r,Und tis, Sx(1,30 q.mm copper conducto, 230,000 2,760,000
to &d th new Muamba subaon, fore: ,o 12 km

Me ~2: RHMABILIATION WORKS FOR THE PERIOD (1992-1995),
SECONDARY MV SYSTEM, LUANDA.

(1990 US$ includes eq,uipment and materials, labor and transport)

DECRiP N OP REHABILItATION WORKS UN1T ESTIMATED
corn- cs

A2.1 Constuton of 27 ha of a 15 kV OHL from the Vi station on 58,000 1566,00
reinforced cmonrit, support, wit op and pin instos , 150 sq.mm
conduto, to rlac the edtg SAIDA Iln. l._ _

A2.2 Conruco of 20 km of a 15 kV OHL from te Qulfagondo suhb on 58,000 1,160,000
on _einfoe conot suppots, with cap and pin insuators, 150 sq.mm
ACSR coduto , to replace the exiding SAIDA 5 lIne.

A2r Conucto of 16 km ofe 15 kV OHL from the Bdos ation on 58,000 928,000
reinoced conarte upport, with eap and pin inuat, 150 sq.mm
ACSR conduo, to repe the eoistin SAIDA 2 tin. .

A2A R_eoucdon of I 10 extig seconday tsforming sbsdonrs witb 20,000 2,200,000
aon of pow factor corecton cacio.

A2J Manean nd iawbWsmn of _swthgr in about500 SWaing 10,000 5,000,000
secondar MV/LV asforming subtlons with bisltion of power
facbtor c op -. ____o_

5W0 MV aes ta SONE for 8NduEti consue with curat (CT) S0 400,000

IabI 3 RE]HABILITATION WORKS FOR THE PERIOD (1992-1995)
LV SYSTEM, LUANDA.

(1990 US$ INCLUDES EQUIPMENT AND MATMRWALS LABOR AND TRANSPOR'I)

DESCR ION OP REIA8ITION WORKS UN1T ESTIMATED
.. COSS O

ASA1 Constution400 haof utdeoud lnes on 3x95 aq.mm and a65000 39,000,00
3SA aqtm coppor conducO to toCplaC the aestig Oblte

_ . . .
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DESCRUPnON OF REHABILITATION WORKS UNIT ESTIMATED
COSrTS cos

A3.2 Construction of 250 ktn of LV OHL on roinforced concret poles 28,000 7,000,0o0
and wall bracs with 4x70 sq.mm and 4x35 asq.m overhoad
inatd twsted a"b, to repace th estigobsolote uwo*. .

A3.3 Consuctin of 60,000 oonsum uply connections to dimint
lle oonnocto and reconructon of existing supply trinals
o 30,000 unite with metes 320 9,000,000
* 30,000unIwthoutmeter 220 6,600,00

A3.4 Revamphi of the aisting public lightn ysem with undeound 420 420,000
cabls for 1,000 lgi p . __p
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DlSlMMUMUSTMM DE lOMIELA PROYERC
IYA= E3RMANCE3 AND PRIQRrrY MEASURES FOR EFFICIEINT MPBM=N

1. The provinc is supplied dthougb 150 kV and 60 kV lines from the thermal and hydro
plant at Blopio and the carrae-mounted diesel plant at Lobito. Ite system consists of the 150 kV and
60 kV primary networks, the secondary MV network and the secondary LV and public lighting syms.

2. The 150 kV overhead line linking the Bioplo-thermal substation with the Quileva
substtion is in good condidon and, in principle, does not need corrective maitnance.

jimary 60 kV Networ

3. The 60 kV overhead line linking the Bioplo and the Caubela substaions is rather old
but generaly in good condition 11. The line was designed to accommodate a second circuit. The
rcety erected Lobito and Quileva substations are in reasonably good condition and do not require
corrective mainance. The MV bays of the Cambela and Benguela substations need some immedia
corretive maintenane work.
ec=do ) a*

4. Ihe network operation is quite cumbersome becmse of the presence of the two voltage
levels: 20 and 30 kV. In effect, while Baia Farta and Catumbela have a single 30 kV voltage leel,
Lobito and Beguela have two levels: 20 kV and 30 MV. At present, a fault on the single 30 kV line
conmeting the Catumbea and Beogua substaons would Interrupt service tc the small towns nf
Beaguela and Baia Fart. Guenally, the pefrmae of the overhead MV networK, both at 20 kV and
30 kV, is good. Conversely, the undegound network is in very poor condition, with frequent ouges.
lhe cause of these disruptions is the result of corrosion in the lead of the armored MV cables caus by
saltwater in the sbsoil. Ihe sedary MV/LV transforming substations are generlly in good conditio.
The LV connections and bays, however, do not comply with injury prevendon stm_anb.

,: am nee th IllOwIn conurv acion:
o r 8alim of au std towers,
* _costvetion of sm foundaio blocks,
O uphmut of some ts.
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LV Netwk and Pbic Ll9t

S. Me entire LV network is extremely obsolete and subject to frequent and prolonged
Intruptions, due to both aging and high overloads. Lead corrosion was also evident on the LV
underground network. Generally, there is no coordination betwee system proteion and the load
carying capability of the LV cables, which worsens system operation. The pole supports of the public
lightin network, recently repainted, showed corrosion at their base 2/. The underground network Is
fwated in many portions and is presently replaced by provisional overhead lines. The oveall condton
of the LV network and the public lighting system is such that it discourages manenace action. This
always proves to be cosdy and indffective in the long run.

To oout_a th cortosion pblem, ClU pbn to plc a da at ho bas of tho support. Tbh,
bowam, woul be a vey tm coming opeaion and would prto Inadequa hep.
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EFOR LORMANMEN,A

1. Tables 1, 2,3 and 4 provide a summary of the costs esmates for the HV, MV and LV networks
for the dibution system of Lobito-Benguela. Costs Istalled cost. Foreig labor cost has ben
nreased by 25 % to account for travelling expes.

IabI1: SUMMARY OF REHABILTATION WORKS FOR THE PERIOD 1992-199I
PRIMARY HV, SECONDARY MV AND LV AND PUBLIC LIGHTING SYSTEMS

FOR LOBITO AND BENGUELA.
(1990 US$ includes equipment and materials, labor and taport)

DESCRIPTION OF WORKS UNIT BSTM&TED
coni COIN

A1.1 Dplo ubion - eWtlion of th sbtai wih 1,830,000 1,0,000
Inlation Of.
-* lxO kV lin bay
* 1 tansome by
* 1 1V protcon motong nd contol qup
- lxlSJ6O1kV 30MVAasform, .

Al,2 Caaoo susato- consucti of a m 60/20 kV 2,000,000 2,000,0
bstao equippad wi:

° 2~ik i D ne bay
* Ix60 kV bsb
* ltrmnI afb. bay
° 1 HV monitoring and ontrol equip_mt
o 2x60/20kV 20MVA thphmt omn
* 1 protcto moanorin ad ool unit for wvem

MV li 
* 1 brAc eadoano and clvi wois_________

AIJ Caumoba sustation- rtrfit of the subsam with 1,000,000 1,0001000
Intaion .f
* ix0 kV ln bay
e 1 XIV peot on mosoin_ g and cont Op*nt
0 2x602 IV 10 MVA nfomu
* 1 potn moloriS and contro equipmnt foe

fiwo UV line

A1_ Consuci of a S0kV SI ciruk OHL on se tow_s, 67,AOM 20-
ap and pin Iuato, 261 sq.mm AC8R cooducto, for a
toa lenof 40 kI, linkingth Dioplo subto wih thie

AI Cotriom of a 60 kV dgeircuik OHL on ded toum, 40,a00m 1,410,00
cap end pin inlato, SO sq.mm ACSR oduct, for a
total laph of 23J km. lnk:ing the Cavao ubt wh
the Catumbul substatin
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Tible 2: REHABILlTATION WORKS FOR THE PERIOD 1992-1995
SECONDARY MV NETWORK, LOBITO-BENGUELA.

(1990 US$ includes equipment and materials, labor and transport)

DBSCR1TON OF WORX UNrr .sTmAT.
COSTS corn

A2.1 Replacanent of 55 km of 20 kV underground cable with EW - 100,000/km 55000
nslated 50 sq.m* coppe cabla.

A2.2 Contucion of a 20 kV OHL on rainforcod concr towers, 54,0001km 54,000
with cap and pin Insulators, 92.12 sq.mm ACSR conductors,
for a total longth of 1 km, to link the cwrrnt CatUnbM a-
DBeuela fli with the new Cavaco substation.

A2.3 Constructio of 3x20 kV underground line, 3xlxlSO sq.minn 270,000/km 405,000
copper conductors, for a totl length of 1.5 km, to connect the
nw Cavaco ubsation wih the BDnguelsststlon, to be
downgaded to a dmple switching sbtadtion.

A2.4 Constructio of a 20 kV single-cicuk OHL with reinforced 58,000/m 577,000
concte towers, cap end pin insltors, 1S0 sq.mm ACSR
conductrs, for a total length of 6.5 km, to create a new link
betwee the Catunbea and Lobito subations.

A2.5 Constucio of a 20 kV OHL on reinrced oncrete poles, 54,000fkn 108,000
with cap and pin insulators, 92.12 sq.mm ACSR conducts,
for a tot of 2 km, to conectthe curet Benguola saFaPta
line with the new Cava,o sbstation.
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Tiblo3: REJHABILITATION WORKS FOR THE PERIOD 1992-1995
LV NETWORK, LOBITO-BENGUELA.

(1990 USS includes equipment and materials, labor and transport)

DESCRIPIION OF WORKS 1 UNIT ESTIMATD
COSTS COSTS

1990us$ 1990 us $

A3.1 Reconem on of 400 km of LV overhead cable In the towns 28,000/kan 11,200,000
of Lbto and lkaguda to race proee obsolete

uerrndnetwork. _______

A3.2 Contucmon of 18,000 consumer sotvio drps connetions
with nms to dlImiate illegal connections
° 5,000 unltewith mee 320 1,600,000
o 13,000 units without mwe 220 2,860,000

A3.3 RPcorucio of exisg public lighting sysms for 1,000 420 420,000
lIghi points.

A3.4 eplacemANt of 120 MV/LV transformers of various power 5,400 648,000
atingo to chane voltgo from 30/038 kV to 20/0.38 kV.

A3.5 Refrbishmet of LV bays for 100 secondary MV/LV 1,600 160,000

trnfomn subsat,n
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SIM== MVMM- Mg? MANPO)WER =WNIN AND ESMA4TED OM=
DISTRIBUTION SY=IM.

Cours for Hi-vel Tchnicias

1. High-level technicians in electric utlities in Angola have generally a good techical
education; however, they lack specific practical experience. Practical training would provide the basics
of labor organization within workers, management, economics, environment aspects, and enforcement
of techical and injury prevention standards. Formal technical training would involve courses and
workshops to discuss and improve their knowledge on technical and regulatory and organizational aspecs.
All of the 45 high-level technicians should receive the trainig proposed.

2. One problem in setting up any training for high-level technicians Is the fact that only a
few of them at a time can be absent from their jobs for more than 2-3 weeks. The Task Force for the
project would coordinate manpower training actions and select the most suitable depending on acal
condtons and logistical problems encountered at each utility. The options hat can be offered ae:

(a) Courses of 2 weeks duration for not more than 5 participants; and

(b) On-the-job training in electric utilities in a foreign country (EDP - Portugal) for a period
of one month for about 3-5 high-level technicians at a time. Trainees must finh the
2-3 cours in different subjects before going for on-the-job tining.

Cm ofW2 lCeclScians

3. Mid-level tehicians have a rather poor formal technical education and practical
exeience. Thus, all of the 46 mid-level technicians should receive practical trning. Courses are
propose so that mid-level technicians would acquire experience by performing typical distribution tasks.
It is envisged tha durn a first sae of instruction lating for about 2 weeks, mid-level tecnia
would be introduced to specific knowledge of the distibution system. During a second stage, the
technician would join the workers for a 1 - 4 week course on practical training as deemed apoprit.
The trasng will be complemented with a set of meengs with lnstructors lasting for about 2 - 3 hours

which would take place at the end of each training week in order to gaup progress.

4. About 350 trainees will be train3d in this 30 month effort. To achieve good resuts, the
number of participants In each 8 week course will be limited to 20. Consequently, 18 tining courses
ae reqired with each course conistg of the following 3 stages:
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(b) lAbto

(I) courms for mid-level technicians and workers from CELB and from ENE for the
Lubango, Namibe and Huambo locations.
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1. At EDIL, the O&M depatmt conoi of S group wh e followin nrsoue:

(a) __, ,,
1 Imu head

* 1 ofbzadvehile

* 1 hamedmaWNevel techniian

* 23 workers and
* 1 offrom vowc)

* iliad 
* 23 workers and
* 1 Off-fow Vehicle

(d) 
* 6 lnterniedla*vel hotechnIcIs
* 138 work and
=3 1 of-road vehil

* 1 head
* 1 Lntsdietlate.l enanm

3125 wo1k| and

* G4orer
2 off-road vehiclesano1 head

* lore64 stk
0 1 of-m vah0 an

2. The network disptchin group handls network dispatcing and change to dhe network
co A ~ caused by6ftoulaonteprimary, andpgniator bilures. Us aoatr ru carries outtq*o o,fs mod gbasmo ooo sawa a wdl_ a eoXSwed

network. The gbs oup Is In charg of consmuction, opeatin sad mab teof .11 seondary
swtddt _1ad radbrsforminThe network gru nepak dbt on do LV ntwok as wel i
dsig ad delp min etensiod now connetdous. h de of most of t oup s por
depinpaly totelackofskild workesad ofsitale parepusandI
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Technical assistance by foreign experts, of 15 ma-months at US$S15,000 per man-month,
would consist of following:

* unification of the EDEL and SONEFE MV networks 2 manhiont US$ 30,000

* definiton of opdmum network layouts and 4 man/months US$ 60,000
preparton of system mantenace programs

* oranizaton of the warehouse and preparation of 3 man/months USS 45,000
inventory control procedures

* organzaon of static and dynamic network data and 6 man/months USS 90,000
procedures for monitoring works caried out and
identification of network faults

TOTAL 15 man/months US$ 225,000

2. n additon to t techical assance package, ancffilrY 8exn of USS 1.095 milion are
requred. Thus, for EDEL and SONEFE, the ancillary expesa amount to:

* prcuement of veicles

o 20 - 4 wheel drive off-road vehicles USS 220,000
o 10 pick-ups Us$ 150,000
* 20 traors and tilers US$ 3OO

Subtot US$ 720,000

* construcion of 3 wareouses at US$ 25,000 US$ 75,00

* housing faclies for the O&M crw M XQQ.

I" US$ 1,095,000
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3. Techsical efo ENS and SONE I alo required for orparton of bid documents and
projet upvlslo In the mount of USS 1.68 million (80 man-months at US$ 1S,OOO per mu-mon
and 40 man-monthe at USS 12,00 p masnmonth.

4. FPot C XD, th foowing nclary asstn I proposed

0 po m Of vehid USS 350,000

* of wavhoUi US$ 20,000

* housing faclies for the 1AM ce L 11Q

mm USS 550,00

S. additon, tebhnic a c f k Cii for prepaaton of bid specifcadon and evaluadon and
Project supevion In the mount of US$ 450,000 i as proposed.
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1. In order to nsu rdliable opeaton and maintenance of a hydrodelec ai, th
techn team at tho station hould be comprd of the following membs as a mlnlmm

* 1 plant manager (enior lovl)

* 1 supevIsion manager (mid-levl)

* 1 mantenac manager (mid-levd)

a 1 or 2 genal fome (mid-love)

* 3 RV deletica

3 3 LV electricians

* 3 mecha engie or mehais

* 2 electoic egi or teiins

* 2 ntr cran and travelin c operars

o10 or 15 cotol room operators 2 or 3 shft)

* a2 ca mechaics

* anillary on-sdll pers re qird

2. Mm Technc sff pret at al dme at the powe saio, soud cary out
maintenance of equipment on a daly, woeldy or montly basi accord to a minte e heulb
deie for th sation. Us pan opeors, 2 o 3 pe sit deQped on e I ed py of ty e
pln ad Ie Iortane In meeting the demand, will opa power station ad m _h A
sulpp operator tem, which would replac oe who a on holda or, onsck la, sould

_ y mp and coop with wlthe _tm t Omas to ba able toa ep, t o uIn aormd hou u d
on wsdm.
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1. In order to operate and maintain the generating plants, Angolan technicias widh
Unersity degrees must be available. These may be at the bgnning assisted by foreip technicians In
the different areas, so that working habits are changed. Table 1 shows the required number of experts
needed for the five priority areas listed during a period of three years (1992-1994). Both ENE and
SONEFE lack senior and mid-lovel staff.

Tale 1: Technical Assistance -ENE and SONEFE

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE EE _SONE

SENIOR MID-LEVEL SENIOR MID-LEVEL
_________________ STAFF TECHNICIANS STAFF TMCHNICLANS

opmtonandW M.tenac 4 1 2 1

Stwk manmid an I1 1 1 1

P m; -_______-

P0iet managaeeNt 1 2
ma ine dag 2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(lboraty fai for oil

Planin 1 ____ ____ " 1 . _.___._____ _'__

T .tal 9 3 7 2

2. The esdmat cost for tis techical assistamce to place the expert mentioned in Table 1 in ENE
and SONEFE is

* 360 man-months of senior-level technicians US$ 4,320,000
0 144 man-months of mid-level tedhnici US$ 1,444,000

TOTAL US$ 5,760,000
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laud= E!. EDE AND = EL E S A=E

lebading. lflhlng. ad

1. thoposd toe eal assiac for billng and collecton conit of

* t techal experts for 4 month for EDEL USS 144,000
fo estabishing an appropria radngf/billg/collectIon cycle
and for computeizing dat and billing input

* One ecnd expert for 3 mt to analyze theos81on USS 36,000
and to obtin a ensus of conumer for E

* onetch exalepe for CELD for month ILMi 

Total US$ 192,000

2. The flowig oquipm and matials are required In order to moderni bii anmd
collci dearts and metring at SONEFE. Mters for EDEL and CBLB bhv been rported under
th nrhabilation program for the distibudon system:

* 20 moorcles for EDEL USS 20,000
* 40 unifoms for met readrs and collecto for EDEL USS 4,000
* two cs for SONEFE US$ 14,000
* 10 moorcyces for CDLB US$ 10,000
* 10 unlirms for met reado and coltors for CD US$ 1,000
* a mincomute for EDEL US$ 400,000
0 2 ttmnuls for JDEL USS 5,000
* 10 pronal compute wib 100 MB had disk USS 600000

and sftwar for EN ,
* 1 mInioput for CEL US$ 50,000

reonsrcon of see turies In Luanda USS 14,000
* reoucdon of two tasres In Lobito and Beguela USS 4,000

Totl USS 582,000

Te foelg and locl componeo for dm cosnt have been aumed to be about 95% and S %,
repetiey.
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Acuntg

3. The following technical assistance and manpower training is proposed:

0 3 experts for 6 months to carry out a thorough analysis of US$ 216,000
the present accounting system and to adapt the new National
System of Accounts, to prepare a flow chart of the document
and records and to integrate partial accounting - consumers,
fixed assets, reserves - into the general accounting framework.

O 1 computer expert for 4 months to provide assistance to the US$ 48,000
programmers for computerizing the new National System of
Accounts

o 2 instructors for training for 4 months US$ 96,000
* 2 experts to analyze the fixed assets account and to organize 1 22Q

the assets according to source and size for 3 months

Total US$ 432,000

4. The following purchase of equipment is also proposed in order to improve the efficiency of the
acounting departments:

* 1 minicomputer for ENE US$ S0,000
* 3 PC's with 100 MB drives for ENE US$ 18,000
* 3 PC's with 100 MB drives for EDEL US$ 18,000
3 1 PC with 100 MB drive for CELB US$ 6,000
o 3 teminals for EDEL USS 7,500
* 1 terminal for CELB US$ 2LZ

T,tal USS 102,000

5. In addition, an expenditure of about US$ 15,000 will be required for course material and
preparation.
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GE3NERAL TE3CHNIC:AL T3ININZ3 FOR-ALL-EL-EClEC U-MI

1. Table 1 provides an outline of the basic technical courses proposed for utility personnel.
Each course Is to last for three months and be atended by 10 trainees in order to get maximum benefit.
The selection mechanism of the trainees would have to be developed in close coordination with the
electric utilities. The scope of the work of the Task Force would encompass these activities. The
selection mechanism would have to take into consideration the following characteristics of the prospective
trainee: (a) job experience, (b) ability to learn and (c) age of the prospective trainee. The training
activities are aimed at both skilled workers and mid-level technicians.

Tble 1: Basic Training Courses and Schedule for the Period 1992-1994

COURSE DESCRlIFION 1992 1993 1994 TOTAL NUMBER
l _________________ OF TRAI1NDEES

Br* electricty for electrc 40 30 30 100
power systems -

Basic meohanios 30 20 10 60

ylydroekcri power stadons 10 20 10 40

Themal power stations (diesol 10 10 10 30
and gas tus) l

Susatn 20 - 10 30

Overhead and underground 10 20 20 so
asmi lines, .ca t,

power and
reaos, swigar, lihtng
arrters N capaitors 

Power ystem opton, 10 10 10 30
protectio and control _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Power system instumentatio 10 20 10 40
and controle nt__

SpAuopaM Otpouremea 20 20 30 70

managemen __

Power system oases and los 10 10 20 40
reduction techniques l

Control room opertion 10 10 40 60
(hdoe c desedl d ps
utm ..) _ _ _ _ _

Total 180 170 200 SS0
- m. i n = . ... 
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2. The cost estmates are as follows:

(a) Preparadon of 12 courses US$ 120,000

O) Instucdon (16S months)
* instruct USS 1,980,000
* AutstM US$ 1,650,000

(a) Consumables US$ 100,000

(d) Subtoal uS$ 3,8so0,0o
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1. L _ahmbo.Izmmsani. The e isting two 220 kV sngle crcult li have
a le1th of 175 km. The size of the ACSR conductors are 409 sq.mm., each line capable of carry
130 MW. The linm have been repoealy sabotaged. Lin 1 I prsendy in operation, but t noeds some
repa. Line 2 needs a complete rehabflitaton, including a complet inspecton of the fouda .
Thereoret, he gost are:

(a) To overaul line 1 US$ 4,000,000.

(b) To rehabiitat line 2 at US$ 180,000/km US$ 12,000,000.

(c) upection of the foundatons US$ 1,000,000.

(c) Subtoal US$ 17,000,000.

(d) Physcl contingency US$ 3.000,000.

(e) Total US$ 20,000,000

2. _M ThI 263 km sige circui line hu been ratedly sabotaged.
it Is ISOkV 262 sq,mm,lincablof carrying 80%MW. AssumingthatSO%oftheIl= mabe
rplaced and the rest oveaulod, at US$ I5,OO0/qm, the cost esdmas for rhbltation and overl
ar:

(a) R thabtiot of the line US$ 12,000,000.

(b) Physicl contingency US$ 3,000,000.

(g) Total US$ 1s,000,000

lpct0 Idution 30 months.
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Sswuthe So

3. NamieTombwa line. This is an existing 90 km, 60 kV, 137 sq.mm line with higbly
corroded conductors. The entire line must be replaced. At US$ 80,000/km the cost esdmates are:

(a) Rehabilitation of the line US$ 3,200,000.

(b) Physical contingency US$ 800,000.

(c) Total US$ 4,000,000

Expected duration 15 months.
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ENERGY SECTOR MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME

COMPLETED ACTIVITES

C owa*iy AAcdl y Date Number

SUB-SAHARAN AFICA

Africa megional Anglopbne Africa Household Ener Workhop 07/88 085/88
Regional Power Seminar on Reducing Electric Power System

Losses in Africa 08/88 087/88
ustitutional Evaluation of EGL 02/89 098/89
Bioms Mapping Regional Worshops 05/89 -
Facophone Houseold Energy Workshop 08/89 103/89
interafican Electdcal Enginering College: Proposals for Short-
and LoAng-Tem Developmet 03/90 112/90

hioms At and Mapping 03/90 -
AnSyola Energy Assossmeat 05/89 4708-ANG

Powr Rehabilitation and Toobnical Assisa 11191 142/91 
Benm Aor ment 06/85 5m-BEN
BotWmn Energy Asment 09/84 4998-BT

Pump Electificaion PrefemsbliUty Study 01/86 047/86
Rewiew of Electricity Serviee Connection Policy 07/87 071/87
Tuli Block FarDs Electnfication Study 07/87 072/87
Household Energy Isus Study 02/88 -
Urban Household Energy Sroaegy Study 05/91 132/91

Burina Paso Energy Assesment 01/86 5730-BUR
Technicd Assistance Program 03/86 052/86
Urban Household Energy Stategy Study 06/91 134/91

Burndi Eegy Aascnnt 06/82 3778-BU
Petoleum Supply Management 01/84 012/84
Sus Report 02/84 011/84
Presention of Energy Projects for the Fourth ive-Year Plan

(1983-1987) 0/85 036/85
Impoved Cco Cokotove Sbaegy 09/8S 042/85
Peat Utilizstion Project 11/85 046/85

Cope Verde ElVy A _mment 08/84 5073-CV
Hous d Energy Stategy Study 02/90 110/90

CXsxnws Energy A _emmt 01/88 7104-COM
CXgOW Eixrgy AuseBzbw5 01/88 6420-COB

Power Developmnt Plan 03/90 106/90
CX&e d'lvoire EuxV Assessment 04/85 5250-IVC

Impoved hiotne Utilition 04/87 069/87
Power System Efficiecy Study 12/87 -

Ethiopi Energy Assznt 07/84 4741-ET
Power System Effiency Study 10/8S 045/85
Agricultural Reidue Briqueting Pilot Prect 12186 062/86
Baasm Study 12186 063/86
CXK^dg Efficierc Project 12187 -

Gabon EnyS Assms5 07/88 6915-GA
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Coy AetI#Al D1l Nwvor

Th mb i EOn"ry Am_m t 11/13 47434M
Solar Water Radin htofit Pfqect 02/8 030/
Solar Photovoltao Appatos 03/85 032/8S
Petroleum Ouppy ? _pmat A _im OQU04/8 03/85

boh Energy A _tml 11/86 623443R
E y to iu n te Industrial Secor 06/88 0s4/88
Sawll Redduse Utiuton Study 11/88 074/87

1e at 11/86 61374UI
OiuBlm ism hoq A _mnt 08/84 50834135

Tonal AI Preot 04/85 033/8
Option for thei eotio Powe and Waw Supply

m02/9 100/90
PowW ad Water bWittiond Re tdng (Pah) 04/91 118/91

eap A05 S/82 3800.11
Powwr Systm Efficiny Study 03/84 014/84
Stt Rpoz 05/84 016/84
Col Converio Action Plan 02/87 -
Sola Wtr etng Sudy 02/87 066/87
PerlUbn Woodfel Delopmet 10/87 076/87
Powe Mow Plan 11/87 -

LesothoBmV Ammo 01/84 4676LSO
LbulaEnergy As_: 12184 5279-LIR

A-J ToooniWA"<W X POO*06/8 0381/8
POwr st Efficiey Study 12/87 081/87

MW* m ImEnergyr 01/87 5700.MAG
Powr Sytm Efficieny Study 12/87 075/87

maaw riwV A0_t 08/82 3903.MAL
Tehc Asan to 1m the Effienq of Plwood
Ue in to Tobgooo Inty 11/83 009/8X
9ts Repoat 01/84 013/84

Wawa RWpuli
Of Mnd%Wa wrV Amumat ^04/8S 5224-LAU

Houehold Ergy Sttgy Study 07/90 123/90
mad" u A -atEnrg 12/81 3510 MAS

Sat Rport 10/83 008/83
Pow Sysm Effincy Audit 05/87 070187
Dagasse POWer PotentIal 10/87 077/8
Energy AesessmeOt 01/87 6128wMOZ
Hwm*Wd Blectrichy Utilf"m Study 03/90 113/90

Nigr Eno Ary 05/84 4642411
Sws Report 0286 051/m
Imoved Stoves PJ 12V87 0087

BCt ~~~~~~~~~~~01/88 082/8
Ntal bmV Am O M08/8 44404U1
iwa-d Ene Ag 06/82 79.RW

Enery AEn glish ad Pwn) 07/91 8017R1W
SttN Rport 05/84 017/84

Cbwaod Chu" C40kne" sww 08/86 059/86
bWoved CMtnd houction Todmiqm02/87 O65/8
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Coun*'y Acivity Date Number

Rwanda Commercialization of Improved Charcoal Stoves and
Carbonization Techniques (English) 10/91 141/91

Sao Tome
and Principe Energy Assessment 10/85 5803-STP

Senegal Energy Assessment 07/83 4182-SE
Status Report 10/84 025/84
Industrial Energy Conservation Study 05/85 037/85
Preparatory Assistance for Donor Meeting 04/86 056/86
Urba-n Household Energy Strategy 02/89 096/89

Seychelles Energy Assessment 01/84 4693-SEY
Electric Power System Efficiency Study 08/84 021/84

Sierra Leone Energy Assessment 10/87 6597-SL
Somalia Energy Assessment 12/85 5796-SO
Sudan Management Assistance to the Ministry of Energy and Mining 05/83 003/83

Energy Assessment 07/83 4511-SU
Power System Efficiency Study 06/84 018/84
Status Report 11/84 026/84
Wood Energy/Forestry Feasibility 07/87 073/87

Swawiand Energy Assessment 02187 6262-SW
Tanzania Energy Assessment 11/84 4969-TA

Pnri-Urban Woodfuels Feasibility Study 08/88 086/88
Tobacco Curing Efficiency Study 05/89 102/89
Remote Sensing and Mapping of Woodlands 06/90 --
Industrial Energy Efficiency Technical Assistance 08/90 122/90

Togo Energy Assessment 06/85 5221-TO
Wood Recovery in the Nangbeto Lake 04/86 055/86
Power Efficiency Improvement 12/87 078/87

Uganda Energy Assessment 07/83 4453-UG
Status Report 08/84 020/84
Institutional Review of the Energy Sector 01/85 029/85
Energy Efficiency in Tobacco Curing Industry 02/86 049/86
Fuelwood/Forestry Feasibility Study 03/86 053/86
Power System Efficiency Study 12/88 092/88
Energy Efficiency Improvement in the Brick and Tile Industry 02/89 097/89
Tobacco Curing Pilot Project 03/89 UNDP Terminal

Report
Zaire Energy Assessment 05/86 5837-ZR
Zambia Energy Assessment 01/83 4110-ZA

Status Report 08/85 039/85
Energy Sector Institutional Review 11/86 060/86
Power Subsector Efficiency Study 02/89 093/88
Energy Strategy Study 02/89 094/88
Urban Household Energy Strategy Study 08/90 121/90

Zimbabwe Energy Assessment 06/82 3765-ZIM
Power System Efficiency Study 06/83 005/83
Status Report 08/84 019/84
Powver Sector Management Assistance Project 04/85 034/85
Petroleum Management Assistance 12/89 109/89
Power Sector Management Institution Building 09189 -
Cbarcoal Utilization Prefeasibility Study 06/90 119/90
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Count Acdvy Date Numb.

ASIA AND THlE PACIFIC

Asia Regional Pacific Household and Rual Energy Seminat 11190 -

Bangladesh Energy Assessment 10/82 3873-BD
Priority Investment Program 05/83 002183
Status Report 04/84 015/84
Powe- System Efficiency Study 02185 031/85
Small Scale Uses of Gas Prefeasibility Study 12188 -

China County-Level Rural Energy Assessments 05/89 101/89
Fuelwood Forestry Preinvestment Study 12/89 105/89

Fiji Energy Assessment 06183 4462-Fl
India Opportunities for Commercialization of Nonconventional

Energy Systems 11/88 091/88
Maahtra Bagasse Energy Efficiency Project 05/91 120/91
Mini-Hydro Development on Inrigation Dams and

Canal Drops Vols. I, II and III 07/91 139/91
Indonesia Energy Assessment 11/81 3543-IND

Status Report 09/84 022/84
Power Generation Efficiency Study 02/86 050/86
Energy Efficiency in the Brick, Tile and Lime Industries 04/87 067/87
Diesel Generating Plant Efficiency Study 12/88 095/88
Urban Household Energy Strategy Study 02/90 107/90
Biomass Gasifier Preinvestment Study Vols. I & II 12/90 124/90

Malaysia Sabah Power System Efficiency Study 03/87 068/87
Gas Utilization Study 09191 9645-MA

Myanmar Energy Asssment 06/85 5416-BA
Nepal Energy Assessment 08183 4474-NEP

Status Report 01/85 028/84
Papua New
Guinea Energy Assessment 06/82 3882-PNO

Status Report 07/83 006/83
Energy Strategy Paper - -
Institutional Review in the Energy Sector 10/84 023/84
Power Tariff Study 10/84 024/84

Solomon Islands Energy Assessment 06/83 4404-SOL
South Pacific Petroleum Transport in the South Pacific 05l86 -

Sn Lanka Energy Assessment 05/82 3792-CE
Power System Loss Reduction Study 07/83 007/83
Status Report 01/84 010/84
Industrial Energy Conservation Study 03/86 054186

Thailand Energy Assesment 09/85 5793-TH
Rural Energy Issues and Options 09/85 044/85
Accelerated Dissemination of Improved Stoves and Charcoal Kilns 09/87 079/87
Northeast Region Village Forestry and Woodfuels

Preinvestment Study 02/88 083/88
Impact of Lower Oil Prices 08/88 -

Coal Development and Utilization Study 10/89 -

Tonga Energy Assesmet 06/85 5498-TON
Vanuatu Eaergy Assessment 06/85 5577-VA
Westem Samoa Energy Assessment 06/85 5497-WSO
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Country Aclity Date Number

Mexico Improved Charcoal Production Within Forest
Management for the State of Veracruz 08/91 138/91

Panama Power System Efficiency Study 06/83 004/83
Paraguay Energy Assessmeut 10/84 5145-PA

Recommended Technical Assistance Projects 09/85 -

Status Report 09/85 043/85
Peru Enrgy Assessment 01/84 4677-PE

Status Report 08/85 040/85
Proposal for a Stove Dissemination Program in the Sierra 02/87 064/87
Energy Strategy 12/90 -

Saint Lucia Energy Assessment 09/84 S111-SLU
St. Vinet and

the Gradines Energy Assessment 09/84 5103-STV
Trinidad and

Tobago Energy Assessment 12/85 S930-TR

GLOBAL

Energy End Use Efficiency: Research and Strategy 11/89 -

Guidelines for Utility Customer Management and Metering 07/91 -

Women and Energy-A Resource Guide
The International Network: Policies and Experience 04/90 -

112591
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Counwy Acdvity Date Number

EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA (EMENA)

Morocco Energy Assessment 03/84 4157-MOR
Status Report 01/86 048/86

Pakistan Household Energy Assessment 05/88 -

Assessment of Photovoltaic Programs, Applications, and Markets 10/89 103/89
Portugal Energy Assessment 04184 4824-PO
Syria Energy Assessment 05/86 5822-SYR

Electric Power Efficiency Study 09/88 089/88
Energy Efficiency Improvement in the Cement Sector 04/89 099/89
Energy Efficiency Improvement in the Fertilizer Sector 06/90 115/90

Tunisia Fuel Substitution 03/90 -

Turkey Energy Asesment 03/83 3877-TU
Yemen Energy Assessment 12/84 4892-YAR

Energy Investut Priorities 02!87 6376-YAR
Household Energy Strategy Study Phase 1 03/91 126/91

LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN (LAC)

LAC Regional Regional Seminar on Electric Power System Loss Reduction
in the Caribbean 07/89 -

Bolivia Eaergy Assesment 04/83 4213-BO
National Energy Plan Us/87 -

National Enetgy Plan (Spanish) 08/91 131/91
La Paz Private Power Technical Assistance 11/90 111/90
Natural Gas Distribution 03/91 125/91
Prefeasibility Evaluation Rural Electrification and Demand

Assessment 04/91 129/91
Chile Energy Sector Review 08/88 7129-CH
Colombia Energy Strategy Paper 12186 -

Costa Rica Energy Assessment 01/84 4655-CR
Recommended Technical Assistance Projects 11/84 027/84
Forest Residues Utilization Study 02/90 108/90

Dominican Energy Assessment 05/91 8234-DO
Republic

Ecuador Energy Assessment 12/85 5865-EC
Energy Strategy Phase 1 07/88 -

Energy Strategy 04/91 -

HIaiti Energy Assessment 06/82 3672-HA
Status Report 08/85 041/85

Honduras Energy Assessment 08/87 6476-HO
Petroleum Supply Management 03/91 128/91

Jamaica Energy Assessment 04/85 5466-3M
Petroleum Procurement, Refining, and Distribution Study 11/86 061/86
Energy Efficiency Building Code Phase I 03/88 -

Energy Efficiency Standards and Labels Phase 1 03/88 -

Management Information System Phase I 03/88 -

Charcoal Production Project 09/88 090/88
FIDCO Sawmill Residues Utilization Study 09/88 088/88
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